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AroUnd the Campfire
-'

Back to the Basics
This Septe~ber, Patagonia bbsted a

. remarkable and long-overdue working
coDference at Chico Hot Springs in Mon- .
tana. Some 80 representatives of smaiJ. grassroots groups were invited: Experts on grant

. writing, fundraising, strategy, advertising, public relations, investigative reporting, mar- ,
keting, an~ other nuts-and-bolts skills gave workshops. It was the most productive (and
hariil,onious!) conservation conference rve attended in many a year. Participants were'
so enthusiastic that PaYlgonia is talking about hosting another nextyear.' (The conServa
tion movement owes much thanks to Yvon ChoWnai-d and Lib~yEllis and their cohorts'
at Patagonia for envisioning and putting together the conference!)

While riding from the Bozeman airport to Chico Hot Springs, Susan Alexander of ,
- Public Media Center (formeriy with The Wilderness Society) and I talk€a about the

problems in the movement and particularly why we're getting our butt kicked by the
en:emie<s of C9nservation (the falsely-named "wise use" movement). Sure, they're well
f).lDded by the mining and timber mdustries and by !apanese dirt bike manufacturers.
Yes, they have clever s~te,gis"t~ and spokespersons, and th~y're using public ~lations

whi:z.zes to figure out how 'to package their message and control the debate.' .
But SUsan and I decided that the major reason for our drubbing is that they are out

organizing us. Once the conservation movement could mobilize supporters Ijke nobody's
business. That's why, back in the 119708, Western Republjcans like Pete Domenici, Bob
Packwood, and Manu~l Lujan introduced Wl1derness bills for us, supported some of our
amencbnents to theAlaska Lands Act, and were generally friendly to conservationists.

This ability to turn'out oUr troops <;Iated back to the fight 'against Echo Park Dam in
the 1950s 'and to the long campaign for the WilderneSs Act from 1956 to 1964. It was
honed by The Wl1derness Society dUring the study and designati9n process of the Wl1- .
demess'Act after 1964 'and by the Sierra Club in its battle against dams in the Grand
Canyon. It culminated in the late 19708 ~ith RARE II* and the'AlaskaLan~Act.**

• ' But ~ound1980, the conservation movement abandoned its traditional reliance on
organizing, and our enemies picked it up. They adopted and refilled our techniques (and.
used them to play to the paranoia and gullibility of those on the.dark side of populism).
This is why today Domenici and Packwood ignore us, and why Western Democrats
elected with conservatloni,$t support like Jeff Bingaman and Pat Wtlliams carry water
Jor the grazing and timber industries. This is why weakening amendments were forced.
down our tproat ~n the California desert bill.

continued on p. 2
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I don't di$pute the .
value oflitigation or of
experts. But when

Mollie Beattie,
Director ofthe u.s.
Fish & Wildlife

Service, tells me that
the only time she hears
from conservationists
is when she gets a60
day notice of.intent to
sue to list an
endangered species, I
know we are not doing
our job.

*second roodless area review and evaluation
**Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act
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continued from inside front cover

Conservation groups moved away
from organizing for a host of reasons. By
the late 19708 litigation was becoming
an important tool, and.lawyers came to .
predominate in the movement. After
RARE II, WJ1derness designation issues
became more technical (release lan
guage and sufficiency), and the conser
vationmovement, following the lead of
the environmenW movement (which
had been fixated on technical questions
like parts per million for years), felt that
policy wonks in OC needed to deal with
these questions instead of involving vol
unteer activists in the field. Also, as con
servation groups came to rely more on
foundation grants, they found it easier to
get money for high-profJ1e professional
staff like lawyers and economists than
for dirtball organizers. And, let's face'it,
after 1980, conservation groups became
more competitive for money and mem
bers, and thus for credit for accomplish
ments. Organizing is basically a

.Cooperative effort. '(Oif Merritt used to
tell us Wilderness Society reps to never
take public credit--:give it to the citizen
activists.)

Now, there are several kinds of or
ganizing. There is community organiz
ing where you try to build support for
conservation in other movements and
among the general public. There is also
organizing hikers and conservationists
into Sierra Oub groups or independent
grassroots groups (Save the Diablo Wil
derness! Friends of the Alabama Stur
geon!). These are important. 'But there
is an even more fundamental kind of or
ganizing: mobiliZing people who aTe al
ready members ofconservation groups
to express their support in public or to
politicians. It is this last type of organiz
ing - mobilizing- where the conserva
tion movement has recently fallen flat
on its face.

I talked about this problem to the
Environmental Grantmakers' Associa
tion this October and found a receptive
audience. Sally Ranney, anotherWJ1der
ness Society veteran, was there, and we
talked about the problem late one nigqt
in the bar. We agreed that the conserva-

tion movement today could not begin to .
pull off the kind ofpublic campaigns we
onCe organized for the Alaska Lands Act
orfor RARE II. Today's movement does
not emphasize organizing, and very few
organizers work for us now (Roger
Featherstone of the Endangered Species
Coalition is arare exception). Even old
organizers lik~ Sally and me have t!J
think hard to remember all the neat little
tricks we usedafter learning them fum Clif
Merrittandother old-timeconservationists.

The Alaska and RARE II cam
paigns were built on a base of experi
enced activists who knew how to
mobilize support and who were linked
in a 8Upportive and cooperative network.
We do not have that network of experi
enced people today. That network of the
late 1970s took a decade or more to
build. How do we even begin to mobi
lize our people for, say, reauthorization
of th~ Endangered Species Act?

I don't disput~ the value of litiga
tion or of experts. But when Mollie
Beattie, Director of the U.S. Fish &
WJ1dlife Service, tells me that the only
time she hears from conseryationists is
when she gets a 60 day notice of intent
to sue to list an endangered species, I
know we are no't doing our job. When I
talk to grassroots leaders who think that
the way to get people to write a letter is
to send out an' alert, I fear that the oral
tradition o(how to mobilize support has
disappeared. When I hear that only 200
people showed up this May in Phoenix
for a major public lands rally featuring
David Brower, I worry that we've for
gotten how to fum out the troops.

It's time to get back to the basics:
Letter-writing. Hand-written, per

sonalletters are far more effective.than
printed postcards or peti.tion signatures.
You don't generate these effective letters
merely by cranking out mass alerts.
Yeah, you do a good alert (we also need
to relearn how to write good alerts !), but
you also run letter-writing tables on col
lege campuses. (In spring of 1972, we
turned out hundreds of letters support
ing RARE I WJ1derness at the Univer
sity of New Mexico.) You fmd people

Red Spruce cones by Sarah Lauterbach
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Around the Campfire

who will host letter-writing parties in
their homes. Every Sierra Club, Audu
bon, and other conservation group meet
ing should devote fifteen minutes to
letter writing on current hot issues. (I
have other swell techniques but they'll
come at the next Patagonia workshop.)

Hearings. Back in the 19708 con
servationists always outnumbered opPo
nents. Again, you don't turn out folks by
simply sending an alert or by publish
ing a notice in your' group ,newsletter,
though alerts are necessary. Between
eight and four weeks before the hearing,
you do ii road show to every conserva
tion group and college in the region. You
round up someone in each group, com
munity, and college who will coordinate
a carpool to the hearing. You follow-up
with phone calls. You cajole the'experts
into showing up. You bring in eoo-trou
badours like Bill Oliver, Glen Waldeck,
or Dana Lyons to warm up the polite but
energetic demonstration outside before
the hearing and to entertain at the party
afterwards. ALWAYS, ALWAYS DOMI
NATE HEARINGS.

Rallies. Use the same kind of tech
niques as for hearings. It should be even
easier to get people to attend rallies.

Face-to-face With Politicians. It's
not enough for Ltv or SCOPE to en
dorse a candidate; and you should not
leave all of the lobbying to paid staff or
to a couple of volunteer leaders. Every
time a member of Congress shows up
back home, and at every Possible venue
(town meeting, Rotary, touring a school
or hospital), someone should buttonhole
him or her urging support for a conser
vation issue. (I'm sure that Senator
Bingaman helped lynch Babbitt on graz
ing reform because everywhere he
showed his face in New Mexico some
cowboy came up and started'whining.)
Try to fmd personal friends of the poli
tician to help. Seek people who don't fit
the standard mold of an "environmen
talist" or backpacker. Ask your represen
tatives in Congress to meet with your
group. Don't bore them, but show them
a concise slide show. Bring in some ex
perts. Regularly send people back to
Washington (not the same people every

time!). Do something really clever and vi
sual at big events the politicians attend.
(While Pete Domenici was judging a
hugely-attended outdoor chile cook-off, a
Grizzly Bear parachuted down beside him
and presented a petition signed by thousands
of New Mexicans supporting the Alaska
Lands Act)

Letters to the Editor. Politicians,
bureaucrats, the media, and the public
gauge public opinion by letters to the edi
tor. Organize a corps of letter writers for
each community. Respond to every bit of
hogwash from the other side. More impor
tant; seize the initiative and write
proactively to support our issues and edu
cate the public.

These are just a few tried-arid-true
techniques from a couple of lifetimes ago.

, There are more, and we can certainly de-
velop new ones. ;

The loggers, the miners, the ranchers,
the dirt bikers, the fast-buck land develop
ers, the Christian Identity gun-nuts, and the
rest of that dangerous, greedy crowd do not
have public opinion on their side, even in
the West an~ in rural America, It only
seems that way because they are so effec
tive at grassroots mobilizing, and because
we have abandoned grassroots mobilizing. .

Ifwe are to have any hope of winning,
the entire' conservation movement must
emphasize mobilizing our supporters. Con-
servation groups like The Wilderness So
ciety and Sierra Club need to hire
organizers. Volunteers must be trained in
the techniques discussed above. Local'
groups need'to focus on mobilizing sup-
port. (As Mat Jacobsen said after th.e
Patagonia Conference, "I used to think
'grassroots' just meant 'poor,' but now I
know it means a lot more.") And finally,
foundations need to put their money into
organizers, into training activists in mobi-
lization techniques, and into building a co-
operative network of real grassroots
activists who can go toe to toe with the wel - ~"'*fare abuse movement. .. - -~~~.~'C..~i': ~

Ifwe don't do all that and more, we de- t..... ~,>

serve to getourbuttkicked. But theGrayWolf !-'

and the Loachminnow and the NorthernGos
hawk don't deserve the consequences.

-Dave Foreman. Cuixmala Jaguar
Reserve. Mexico
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The Wildlands Project
Update

October 15.1994
By the time you read this The Wildlands Project wi,ll have had its third birthday. Birth

days prod us to think about where we've been and where we are going.
The birth of The Wildlands Project was the result of numerous intersecting threads:

ecocentric activism, island biogeography, conservation biology, regional wilderness ad
vocacy, and their recognition of the human-caused extinction crisis. The strength and dy
nainic of the project lies in this ·symbiosis. But it is important to keep in focus what moves
us: a fierce love for the wild, our co-voyagers, planet Earth, the pulsing flow of evolution
itself. Science can help us turn arOlmd the slide into ecological degradation, bl,lt it·cannot
give us the values or motivation. We need to remember that science wedded to alienated
psyches, along with cultures "rooted" in the ether of distant heavens or fleshless and blood
less ideas, has brought much catastrophe to our planet. Science is a powerful tool, but it is
only ultimately as good as what it serves. We must see that it serves the life we love.

As we reach out to the people of North America with our message about what it will
take to protect wild lands and waters, we need to remember the why of protecting these
lands and waters. We must touch the soul of North America and reawaken the attenuated
but intrinsically powerful bonds to the earth. We must organize that energy in defense of
the wild, of place, of the web that nurtures us and millions of other species. We must
transcend the narrow meanness that grows like a dreary monoculture where alienation
loss of place, disconnectedness from the wild-temporarily rules.

At the risk of sounding simplistic, we must wed the science of life with the love of
life in all its spontaneity and unpredictability: In such a wedding is a power than can re
verse the terrible damage wrougflt by the wedding of science with the drive to conquer,
control, and dominate. .

As cultural animals we recreate the world in our minds and emotions, and our behav
ior is mediated through these patterns. In creating a different vision of North America, one
that embraces the centrality of the wild, we begin to reshape the way people think and
feel. We begin to change behavior, individual and social.

The Wl1dlands Project in helping to shape a new vision of North America will not by
itself create a new reality. But without such a vision, without a new framework for think
ing and decision-making, we will continue to lose our heritage.

A few weeks ago I was in northern British Columbia. For two hours one night I lis
tened to three wolves howl from across the lake as they moved through the night. They
live in one of the largest unspoiled watersheds remaining in North America. Only a few
drainages away.the boreal forest is being logged for chopsticks. BlaDks are punched out,
enormouS waste is created, the chopsticks are sent to Taiwan for finishing, then shipped
back to North American restaurants to be used once and sent to a landfill. Oil and gas
exploration roads also threaten the region. We must have a framework for thinking and
judging that prevents us from either deliberately or in ignorance destroying these remain
ing living systems.

4 WIlSJ EARTH WINTER 1994/95
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PAUL WINTER CONCERTS & RECORDINGS

Low cost quantity orders of Prayer for the Wild
ThingsCDs and cassettes are available to wildlife and
conservation organizations to ,benefit their cause. For
information on recordings or. concert bookings for
Paul Winter's 1995 Tour for the ~ild Things, contact
Living Music, Box 68, Litchfield, CT 06759, Fax: 203
567-4276.

V' rt~~/~ IWJ 1dx-ck.dvcA1DI~· c.on-mwnot1.

o $500

.0 $250

o $100

o $50

o $25

o _oth~Y'

MountaIns, this tribute includes 27 animals beautifully inter
woven with his and the Earth Band's powerful music. If any
thing human-made can capture the spirit of the Rockies, this
music does it. If there is no way you can hear a wolf tonight,
listen to Prayer of the Wild Things. Paul Winter's concerts,
still being scheduled, will be raising money for regional groups
as well as bringing his message to the public.

.Initial meetings were held late this suinmer and early fall
for Coastal/Sierra California and the Alaska/Yukon region.
Activists, scientists and othersmet to discuss the steps needed
to develop reserve proposals over the next few years, to as
sess the status of biodiversity and the status of wildlands pro
tection in the region, and what immediate steps need to be taken
to counter near-term threats. As has been the case in other
meetings, the occasion offered much needed opportunities for
'communication and coordination. The Wudlands Project will
be helping maintain that momentum in the regions.

Additional meetings are scheduled for this fall and into
the early next year: the Plains, the CanadianArctic and Cana
dian Boreal Forest, the U.S Gulf and East Coastal Plain, the ,
Southern Appalachians, Northern Mexico, SoutheniMexico
and Central America.

As always, the project is deeply grateful for the support
ofcontributors. The Foundation for Deep Ecology, Patagonia,
and many others have contributed over the past quarter. Please
join them; and if you know of someone you think should hear
about the project, tell us.

~DavidJohns

The Wildlands Project

We now have available a short brochure introducing people
to the project. The first special issue of Wild EaTth devoted to
the project remains available, but it can be intimidating to
people not"yet familiar with wildland reserve design. The new
brochure shouldfJ11 the gap. Other materials will soon be avail
able, including a narrated slide show and videotape on the
project and a talk by Dave Foreman on the history of conser
vation. Contact the McMinnville office for all materials ex
cept the special issue, which is available through theTucson office.

It is a great honor to welcome two'new boaW,members to
The Wildlands Project. Dr. Mario BoZa of Costa Rica isa cen
tral figure in biodiversity protection in Costa Rica and through
out Central America. Paseo Pantera was one of the earliest
region-wide applications of the core, corridor and buffer strat
egy. Mario Boza recently left his position as a Vice-Minister
with the Costa Rican government to devote himself more fully·
to conservation advocacy in the region. Not content with hav
ing been instrumental in establishing numerous parks, he is now
focusing on gaining recognition imd legal protection for a sys-
tern of cores from Panama to Guatemala and Belize. He has
taught, written and spoken widely, and has over two decades
of experience in the protection of wildlands as advocate, plan
ner, administrator and scientist.

Biologist Milagro de Harrouch of ElSalvador is Com-.
munications Director for the El SalvadorAudubon Society. El
SalvadorAudubon is a grassroots orgapization that has worked
successfully despite political instability and conflict to protect
threatened habitat. In particular she has worked for the protec
tion of birds and lizards in the face of habitat fragmentation,
commercial exploitation, and neglect. She has also taught and .
lectured about the need for conservation in Central America.

We are also pl~ed to welcomeP~Frost to The Wild
lands Project. Pam's training is in Geographic Information
Systems and she will be working to develop continental map
p41g standards in conjunction with regional groups and agen
cies. Pam is more than a computer mapping expert, however..
.Her experience representing in map format the sort of biologi
cal analysis we must undertake in each region makes her an
imBOrtant source of information for both regional groups and
the continent-wide effort. Pam can be reached through our
McMinnville office where the science staff is also based.

I should note here, while we are on.the subject of map
ping, that elements of the U.S. "wise use" movement have not
been content to wait for us to issue 'maps. They have taken it
upon themselves to produce maps they claim are based on prin-.
ciples ofconservation biology and guidelines ofTheWildlands
Project. Needless to say, lacking any real understanding of the'
subject, what they produce is not good science. It's not meant
to be. Ifyou see maps that purport to be Wudiands Projectmaps,
or purport ,to be the product of cooperating groups, check the
fme print. And please sendus copies. Our attorneys have a rue.

Paul Winter, an enthusiastic supporter of The Wildlands
Project, will be bringing his Prayer for the Wild Things to the
West. Recorded in Glacier, Yellowstone, and Gates of the
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Lock It Up
by Mike Matz

Conservation biology is
the basis far,

understanding-but not
the means by which we
achieue-sustainable., '

natural systems.

Wilderness ... is the most
practical means available

today to protect
signifiqmt acreage.
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Conservation,of biological diversity is certainly one ofthe reasons
for designating Wilderness. Yet many environmentalists seem to have forgotten

. this, and instead have come to think that conservation biology supplants the need
for Wilderness. WJ1derness is passe to them.

But the passion for places, the fervor for things wild and free, the reveling
in the sound of a wolf howl-these are the things that inspire us to fight to pro
tect the land and the critters that depend upon it. WJ1derness is important as a
concept: the wilderness idea, as Stegner wrote, ''has helped form our character
and... shaped our history as a people. "WJ1derness is not only a reservoir of ge-

, netic diversity; it is still a sanctuary to which we can retreat, and an inspiration
for us to hope for a better future. I

Conservation biology is a boon for WJ1derness advocates, increasing their
knowledge of what habitat is most important to prbtect. A systematic analysis
of natural systems and their various states of functioning ability is key to help
ing us make the'case that this are~ or that needs protection as WJ1derness, that
corridors connectiDg the cores need to be preserved or restored, and that buffer
zones need to encircle these cores. I

We need to acknowledge its limits, though. Conservation biology is the basis
for Understanding- but n<?t the mearis by which we achieve- sustainable natu
ral systems. It tells us what must be done to preserve representative samples of
habitats and a diversity of species. Conservation biology is a scientific disci
pline, not an arena where decisions that determine the fate of natural systems

. are made.
We fmd out whether the principles of conservation biology win or lose by

playing the game of politics, not by pondering in the ivory towers of academe.
While we ponder, g~)Vernmentagencies co-opt "ecosystem management"-just
as they have "mUltiple use"~to carry out the agenda of commodity interests..
The Forest Service will still get out,the cut. The Bureau of Land Management
will still let cows chew up native flora and crap it out on public lands. The Fish
and WJ1dlife Service will still let oil rigs onto National Wildlife Refuges as a
"compatible"use. .

illustration by Celeste Paulin



Viewpoints

All of this will be done in the name of ecosystem man
agement, and its cousin, 'community sustainability. ''Ecosys
tem management" upholds the anthropocentric belief that no
matter how badly we foul things, we can always figure out a
way to fix them. "Community sustainability" suggests we
somehow owe it to rural America to keep every Podunk on
subsidies and assistance funds.

Just as ecosystem management is subverted by federal and
state agencies so they can continue destructive practices, there
is a very real danger that precepts of conservation biol~gywill
be manipulated to do the same. How do we ensure that con
servation biology is properly applied to restore Earth and main
tain its life support systems?

Legal definitions for ecosystem management and conser
vation biology do I).ot currently exist.* Without legal defini
tions, environmentalists face serious difficulties in establishing

'the important tenets of conservation biology. Without legal
mandates (such as Wilderness designation) agencies will con
tinue to accommodate commodity interests. Well-meaning field
personnel in agencies, no matter how many they are, or how
well supported by groups such as PEER or AFSEEE, (Public
Employees for Environmental Responsibility; Association of
Forest Servia< Fmployees for Environmental Ethics), will be
unable to steer bureaucracies in the right direction.

EvenAido Leopold could not cause the Forest Service to
overcome its penchant for logging trees. His concept of wil
derness surfaced in administrative designations of primitive
forest lands in·the 19308, but it was another 30 years before a
legal tool existed to keep the fickle Freddie's from selling ev
ery last stick. It is a long haul from concept to reality; it will be

.many years before an Endangered Ecosystems Act or Biologi
cal Diversity Act can pass.

Even if embodied in law, conservation biology has limi
tations. The best science is compromised when it comes time
to make decisions in the political arena. Look at how the sci
entific process on ancient forests unfolded in the Pacific North
west, with scores of credible studies and even some decent
legislative propOsals. The sad fmal result, Option 9, is politi
cally corrupted science. Though it will be done differently,
cutting will continue on the remaining 13 percent of old growth,
unless legal challenges can block Option 9's adoption by the
Clinton Administration. Science can speakin probabilities, but
cannot state with certainty, what Option 9 portends for imper
iled species in our ancient forests.

Or how about the coastal plain of theArctic National Wild
life Refuge, the calving ground for a herd of 180,000 Caribou?
Oil development would have deleterious effects on the herd
only the degree to which the Caribou would be harmed is in
question. Wilderness designation of the coastal plain would
prech,lde oil development. Yet scientific studies by both indus
try and government were showcased by our detractors in Con-

gress as justification for allowing development in this arctic
ecosystem segment.

And say a team of conservation biologists assembles to
identify the boundaries of the Colorado Plateau, studies this .
ecosystem, and determines that, in order to ensure a represen
tative sample of habitats and viable populations of native spe
cies;only the Escalante River basin, as the least disturbed area,
needs a significant core protected as Wilderness. The conser
vation biologists, in this case, would be saYing that more than
two-thirds of what is currently included in a 5.7-million-acre
Utah wilderness bill is extraneous.

But all that 5.7 million acres is still roadless; the extra two
thirds is no less magical, and certainly deserves Wilderness
designation. We should now be pressing for Wilderness desig
nation of the coastal plain on the Arctic National Wildlife Ref
uge before the oil'industry again makes a run at development"
there. Enviromnentalists also should have insisted on Wilder
ness designations 4I the_Northwest, so the last ancient forests
there would not be liquidated.

We do 'now have a laW" on the books that enables us to
protect core areas and to preserve bio!ogical diversity:

In order to assure that an increasing population, accom
panied by expanding settlement and growing mechanization,
does not occupy and modify all areas within the United States
and its possessions. leaving no lands designatedfor preserva
tion and protection in their natural condition. it is hereby de
clared to be the policy of the Congress to secure for the
American people ofpresent andfuture generations the benefit
ofan enduring resource ofwilderness....

A wilderness. in contrast with those areas where man and
his works dominate the landscape, is hereby recognized as an
area where the earth and its community oflife are untrammeled
by man....

-TheWilderness Act, 3 September 1964 .

Henry DavidThoreau presented the concept 130 years ago,
John Muir kept it alive around the turn of the century when
Americans believed nature's .abundance inexhaustible, and
Aldo Leopold moved it along with a portrait of fierce green
eyes in dying wolves in his exposition on land ethics. Howard

'Zahniser wrote the first wilderness bill, and Senator Hubert
Humphrey introduced it in 1957. After sixty-six revisions and
a groundsweU of grassroots support, in 1964, the Wilderness
Act passed.

The Wilderness Act's true potential has never been real
ized. The emphasis to date has been on saving America's van
ishing wilderness for anthropocentric needs like recreation. We
need now to place more emphasis on biocentric needs-for
functioning natural systems-without losing th.e passion for
pretty places and wild things.

*Laws do address such principles; but only in piecemeal fashion. The National Forest Management Act does mandate protection of biological diversity,
and the Endangered Speci~ Act attempts to prevent extinctions, but neither is adequate.
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·The law has shortcomings (it allows continued livestock
grazing, to name one); but that too great a proportion of pri
marily rock and ice and too few acres of biologically diverse
habitat have been saved is our fault. We have lacked the politi
cal muscle. The remedy is not to give up on Wilderne'ss. The
remedy is to press for more and more and more Wilderness,

Ghost bears in the Cascades and songbirds in the Appala
chians, admittedly, need something more. Locking up all re
maining Wl.1derness would be insufficient. Areas not qualifying
as Wl.1derness under the definitions outlined in the Wl.1derness
Act need restoration and protection under some other designa
tion. In these cases we will need to combine other methods
involving new international agreements and collaborative
efforts between private and public landholders - to restore natu
ral systems.

In much of the West, however, the potential of Wilder
ness designation to protect large wild cores can yet be real

ized. Adding designations for Wild and Scenic Rivers as
wildlife corridors, and provisions for buffer zones, we can pro
tect whole ecosystems and maintain viable populations of large

mammals. Using the Wl.1derness Act, environmentalists can
safeguard the coastal plain of the Arctic Refuge, a huge swath

of the Northern Rockies, and a good chunk of the Colorado
Plateau-all in pending wilderness bills.

These campaigns should not be in lieu of plans to repair
other natural systems. We should begin now the gargantuan
task of turning land back into wintering habitat for Ek at Jack

.son Hole. We need to educate farmers in arid Utah about na
tive plants that need less water. We should work with local
residents to plan which 'roads to remove....

We should not, however, dismiss Wilderness; it is the most
practical means available today to protect significant acreage.
Conservation biology is yet another reason to work for wilder
ness, but it is not the only reason. Wl.1derness is something more
than just a reservoir for biological eliversity. Wilderness is spiri
tual. It is something into which we can escape, lest we go ber
serk in today's technocratic society. That's as good a reason as
any to lock it up. '

Mike Matz is executive director ofthe Southern Utah Wil
derness Alliance (1471 South J]()() East. Salt Lake City. UT
84105). Previously, he was banished to Washington, DC, by
the Sierra Club. after starting his environmental career at the
Northern Alaska Environmental Center in Fairbanks.
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Fellow Travelers

... '~~:.':;/.i:. '. "'~ fter a three day ski trip in the
Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness, I

was driving home through Yellowstone Park. It was still mid-winter, but the sun
lingered, as if relenting of its terseness the previous month. In the Lamar Valley, a
distant herd of Elk swept up a treeless hillside. One followed the other in a sinu
ous path, like the bows of a river. Ooser, a small group of cows and calves watched
my car with buttery eyes. Cows and calves: I wished there were more graceful
words for mother Hk and their young, with their supple-stalwart bodies like modern
dancers. On!y some atrophied mind, viewing these animals as stock for harvest, could
have placed the terms for penned and prodded bovines on these elegant ungulates.

Bison slumbered on the snowy ground, resembling haphazardly-placed leather
couches. A Coyote, fat and fluffy as a Panda, stared at me as I cruised by. ''Hi,
sweetie!" I shouted out the window on impulse. The instant internal retort, ''ah,
God, you're becoming a sappy old lady before you're 30." The dreaded anthro
pomorphism: it wouldn't be long before I was dressing Lhasa apsos iIi overcoats
and rhinestone collars, and why didn't the Park Service supply those poor Coy
otes with little vinyl ponchos?

My husband teases me when I blurt ''Bun-bun!'' at passing hares and cotton
tails. I speak familiarly to the Lazuli Bunting that frequents our feeder and the
kingfisher perching above the bridge'we cross on our daily run. I must sound
alternately like a cliiId and a victim of senility. But I care less about that than I
once did. I did not call to the Coyote because it needed something from me. Rather,
I was glad to see it, and joyous that (though I do, at times, participate in "re
search" myself) this one wore no collar save its own luxurious ruff. If shouting
greetings to Coyotes signaled the early onset ofmy dotage, I thought, then I would
hope for a long life of such mental instability.

I continued north, scouting the cliffs along the Gardiner River for Bighorn
Sheep. No sheep, but a few napping "bull" B.k. I was puzzled by their ability to
sleep while balancing four-foot-high candelabras atop their heads. On wind-swept,
chocolate-colored hills above the Yellowstone River, antelope grazed. I was out
of the Park now, and without being conscious of it, I had begun a mental check
list. Next: Mule Deer. Then: Bald Eagle. A Rough-legged Hawk on a fence post.
And another. When I spotted the Goldeneyes swimming along the icy margin of
the river, like punctuation marks on an ancient scroll, I felt a distinct easing in my
chest, an invoJuntary sigh. I realized then I'd not simply been observing the pass
ing scene. I haq been searching for those little round ducks, expectant and anx
ious, like a passenger disembarking from a train and searching the crowd for a
familiar face.

illustration by Mary Elder

by Mollie Matteson

When the Pleiades and the

wind in the grass are no

longer a part ofthe human

spirit, a part ofvery flesh and

bone, man becOmes, as it werei
akind ofcosmic outlaw/

having neither the
completeness and integrity of
the animals nor the birthright
ofa true humanity.

-Henry Beston,
The Outermost House
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Ever since I'd left the trail, the piles of bills at
home, letters unanswered, the maw of my office door
loomed larger with every mile. I'd sought those crea
tures like one trapped in a nightmare, flailing subcon
sciously for the sweet reality ofanother's warm back,
the reassurance of a shoulder, a leg, an embracing arm.
These animals, not mine in any sense, were nonethe
less compatriots, fellow travelers. Whatcould my free
dom to move about, my ability to speak, to study, to
contemplate, to effect change, mean in a world with
out chickadees, Pine Martens, spiders and sala
manders? I might as well live in a box: that darkest,
most silent space, inside my own skull.

A friend of mine recently called an employee of
Animal Damage Control to ask if he would speak at
a conference she was organizing. Their conversation
stretched to an hour, as he railed against the biases,
illogic, and misinfonnation of activists opposed to
"predator control." "He said he hated emotions get
ting involved with management decisions,'.' my friend
reported.

"Isn't that'a contradictory sentence?" I asked. "He
'hated' emotions?" I felt sorry for the man. Feeling
frustrated, angry, resentful, yet thinking solutions lay
in the direction of elimination, denial, and repression
of emotions ,just as his agency eliminates, denies, and
represses other species. What

would hap-
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pen if for one day that man were required to walk out in the
woods and sing out hello to the ravens, wave to a deer, whis
per to a C;oyote? He would probably rather die than have to
behave that way. Why? Would he fear that a breath of com
passion, of friendliness, might brush his skin and weaken
his steely "objectivity?"

It is a truism that only humans divided within themselves
can commit acts of barbarism. We deny feelings of compas
sion and identification in order to justify brutality and isola
tion. We claim noble goals (knowledge, management, order,
progress) to mask our desire, our desperation, for <;:ontrol.
David Orr writes in the December 1992 issue of Conserva-

: lion Biology about teaching "the love oflife." His essay (in
sightful, bold, and honest, as his writings always are) makes
the point that we do not come to science, or to conservation,
as two-legged computers. Yet al'rnost no scientists or bureau
crats, not even many enviro.nmentalists, dare to speak loudly,
if at all, such words as kindness, caring,joy, wonder, love. If
these words are used, they are used as weapons to beat back
the "emotional" types.

I once spent an entire afternoon rescuing tadpoles from
shrinking, shallow pools in a gravel quarry. My best friend
and I-we were about 8 or9-fetched Tupperwarefrom her
mother's cabinets, and ferried the hapless baby frogs from
the doomed pools to the biggest, deepest ones. Perhaps we
would have done the species a favor by letting the descen
dants of imprudent mother frogs desiccate and die. Perhaps
we overcrowdeQ the ,bigger pools, and thus caused m9re tad
pole deaths than we saved. Perhaps. Yet I have no trouble
saying it is not an overabundance of human kindness-un
witting though it can be- that is threatening the world.

People judge others by the company they keep. I judge'
people by those they consider to be their company. How far
flung or confined is their net of inclusion? To whom do they
speak greetings? For whom do they mourn?Are fmches and

frogs and elm trees part of their circle? Would they pause
to grieve for a shattered deer by the side of a high

way? We are warned against personalizing, an
thropomorphizing, caring. I will warn others,

for my part, against not personalizing, not
caring enough. Conservation, as David Orr
tells us, will not happen without the impe
tus oflove. For me, though, it really comes .
down to this. I do not like traveling alone.
When I greet Coyotes, Elk, a river, I am
reminding myself-and rejoicing-that
once again, I have found plenty of good
company. lID

Mollie Yoneko Matteson (POB
3975, Eugene, OR 97403) is a wildlife
biologist, environmental writer, andWl1d
Earth correspondent.

Rough-legged Hawk (Buteo lagopus) by Darren Burkey
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Ecosystem Management
Cannot Work

by Michael Donnelly

A NEW OXYMORON

'Ecosystem Management' is the buzzword behind the OintonAdministration's
continued resource extraction on public lands. In the argot of forestry, it follows
decades ofprevious timber-production code words, such as 'SustainedYield,' 'Non
declining Flow,' 'Integrated Resource Management,' 'Multiple Use,' 'New Per
spectives,' and 'New Forestry.'

As with most bureaucratic jargon, it is difficult to figure out just what ecosys
tem management means. Andy 1<-err of the Oregon Natural Resources Council
summed up the concern of most conservationists when he told the president at the
1993 Portland Forest Conference that, 'When you mention ecosystem manage
ment, I hear ecosystem, while a forester hears management."

The assumed authority on the matter, the Forest Ecosystem Management As
sessmentTeam (FEMAT), defines it as, "A strategy or plan tomanage ecosystems
to provide for all associated organisms, as opposed to a strategy or plan for man
aging individual species."

Jack Ward Thomas, Chief of the Forest Service and gUl1;l of ecosystem man
agement, has no doubts about what it means. In a 13 June 1994 memo to Regional
Foresters, he states: ..... this challenge is the application of ecosystem management
principles and forest plan standards and guidelines while achieving our annual
timber sale goals." (emphasis added)

Let's assume for a moment that ecosystem management isn't just another great
sound-bite rationale for continued logging, grazing and mining of public lands. Of
course, it is; but even if it weren't, can we ever have enough knowledge to actually
achieve it?

A FEW PAST EXAMPLES OF "ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT"

''Debris'' Removal from Creeks
In the 19805, the Detroit Ranger District of the Wtllamette National Forest

was number one of all ranger districts in the lower 48 states in timber cut, averag
ing over 125 million board feet per year. By 1994, with virtually all the land base
either protected or in tree plantations, the district's sales amounted to less than three
inillion board feet annually.

In 1992, the district contracted out for a person to place 28 artificial structures
in Devil's Creek, a tributary of the Breitenbush River in the Oregon Cascades. A

No human (or collection of
humans) has enough

information to even make an

accurate prediction as to the
actual outcomes oftheories'

applied to the landscape.
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device called a "spider," looking like a Spielberg erector set
stai- Wars creation, walked up the creek on its five legs with
an assortment of logs, stumps and boulders slung beneath it.
These items were strategically placed along the creek and an
chored with cables and huge bolts. After two winters, ~ost are
still in place.

The purpose was to mimic natural\y occurring conditions.
The structures catch spawning gravels on their upstream sides 
and develop pools for cooling, resting and cover on the down
stream sides.

But the washed-out, boulder-strewn condition of the creek
had not been naturally caused. In 1977, in an era before most
people used the term 'ecosystem' but when management was
already in vogue, the same ranger district determined that fish
populations were declining because of all the "impediments"
in the streams. So, in the wisdom of the day, resource manag
ers contracted loggers to drive a bulldozer down Devil's Creek
and throw anything ''larger than one's wrist" out of the chan
nel and above the high water mark. To this day, flats along the
waterway are lined with huge jungle gyms of woody debris.

Shortly after the channel cleansing, during the next - _
winter's high water, ·the·creek came "unzipped." The channel
meandered around, pools were covered in silt and gravel, and
fish populations dropped dramatically..

This "management" technique was practiced systemati
cally on Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management for
ests during the 1960s and 70s. The cost of repair, such as at
Devil's Creek, is prohibitive and only a small fraction of the
many thousands of miles of blown-out creeks will ever get the
same techno-fix. Not surprisingly, the district ranger who
achieved those obscene cut levels was promoted and is now
the Forest Supervisor of the Payette National Forest in Idaho.

Snag Management
On the opposite side of Devil's Ridge from Devil's Creek

runs the South Fork Breitenbush River, the longest unbridged
river in the entire Oregon Cascades until 1986 and the con
struction of a much protested logging bridge. Running paral
lel to the river is the reclaimed 14-mile-Iong South Breitenbush
Gorge National Recreation Trail.

Casual hikers might think their walk through cathedral
like groves of ancient firs, hemlocks and cedars constitutes a
pristine wilderness experience. On closer examination, though,
one notices an antiseptic, sterile ambiance to the forest. There
are no standing dead trees (snags) anywhere.

In the 1960s and 70s, the Forest Service practiced "Snag
Management." The theory was that snags are literally stand
ing lightning rods. So, fire prevention crews and loggers were
sent in to lop off all the standing dead trees. While they were
at it they high-graded old-growth cedars wherever possible for
the booming California shake roof market.

In 1993, the cycle was completed when the Forest Ser
vice contracted out the job of creating snags-since it was by
then well known that snags are the wildlife hotels of the forest
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and integral parts of the ecosystem. In fact, a healthy forest
will have about one-third of its trees either dead or dying at
any given time.

So, contractors climbed trees and placed charges in their
tops, then set them off, killing perfectly healthy ancient trees
to create new snags to replace those lopped off earlier.

Of course, like everything natural in the forest, snags ex
ist for a reason. And no woodpecker is likely to knock its head
against a rock-hard explosion-created snag. A natural snag takes
years to reach the punky, insect-infested and decomposition
assjsted state that creates the prime wildlife habitat.

Management for Kirtland's Warbler
Perhaps the most telling example of failed past ecosys-

. tern management is tlle story of Kirtland's Warbler (Dendroica
kirtlandii). This famed neotropical migrant winters in the Ba
hamas and nests only in six Michigan counties, giving it the
most restricted range of any North American songbird.

Named after 19th century naturalist Dr. Jarad Kirtlang, the
bird was first discovered on Kirtland's farm near Cleveland,
Ohio by his son-in-law in the mid-1850s. The original speci
men is kept at the American Museum of Natural History.

Through the years, people noticed that the bird's numbers'
had dropped dr3!Datically. In 1951, a count found a total of
500 pairs. Every ten years thereafter another count occurred.
By 1971, the numbers had fallen critically low -down to 200
pairs. Yearly counts were instituted.

Early on, ornithologists had learned that the warbler
has very specific habitat requirements. The bird only nests
on the grOlmd below Jack Pine trees between five and fifteen
feet in height.

Jack Pine release seeds only when exposed to fife.' In a
natural forest, the Jack Pine is one of the first trees to reestab
lish after fire, starting the successional process anew. Years of
clearing forest lands for plantations and farms saw a major re
duction in the range of the Jack Pine. Moreover, years of de
termined Smokey-the-Bear management fire suppression had
left few Jack Pines in the five to fifteen foot range. Kirtland's
Warbler was in trouble. So, their habitat began to be managed
specifically for their survival.

The Forest Service and the Michigan Department of Con
servation set up the Mack Lake Kirtland's Warbler Manage
ment Area in 1963 near Mio, and later embarked on a
management scheme ofcontrolled bums to create nesting habi
tat. The typical project was to clearcut and remove the market
able timber from a 500 acre area. The liinbs and cones were
left behind. Before the birds returned from the Bahamas,
usually in early May, a prescribed fire was started. The fires
also created opportunities for training firefighters and testing
equipment.

Even after yearsof such management, the songbirds were
still declining in numbers. Then on 5 May 1980, a 250 acre
prescribed burn got out of control. By the time the fife was put
out, over31,000 acres had burned, with scores ofsummer cab-
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ins destroyed and one forester killed. The entire
program came under intense criticism. Some felt
that the warblers weren't worth saving if it cost
lives and property.

Yet, the 1987 count of 167 pairs represented
the low point, and now after the serendipitous ma
jor burn, the entire area has revegetated with the
ideal Kirtland's Warblernesting habitat. The 1993
count was 485 pairs. The early June 1994 count
of 633 pairs surpasses the original count from
1951. Mother (Earth) certainly does know best.

There are many more examples ofpast failed
management policies. The bottom line is that no
human (or collection of humans) has enough in
formation to even make an accurate prediction
as to the actual outcomes of theories applied to
the landscape.

The new Clinton Forest Plan for the
Northwest's Northern Spotted Owl forests, c!e
veloped by Chief Thomas and the scientists of
the FEMAT team, calls for continued cutting of
the old-growth habitat of 46% of the surviving

, members of this Threatened subspecies based on '
a dubious ecosystem management premise: it is
fme to continue cutting existing habitat outside
reserves, as areas of non-habitat have been set
~ide inside reserves; owl numbers can continue
to decline as existing habitat outside reserves is
cut over the next ten to twenty years, because the
drop will stop short of the point of no returll and
the species will rebound 150 years from now as
the new habitat comes on line. No kidding. That's
the rationale. .

Ecosystem management will undoubtedly
join stream-clearing, snag management, fire sup
pression, and Kirtland's Warbler management as
another example of human hubris. In our addic
tion to "management," we fail to recognize that
nothing beats nature left to her own devices. ''For
est Health" would not be the issue it is today were
it not for past management activities-virtually
all for the benefit of resource extraction. After
years of pat mea culpas like, "we don't do it that
way anymore," it's time we stopped doing it that
way in the first place.lBGli

Michael Donnelly grew up in the Michigan
habitat ofKirtland's Warbler. He is president of
the Friends ofthe Breitenbush Cascades in Or
egon. In I986. hefiled one ofthefirst old-growth
lawsuits. over timber sales in the Devil's Ridge
roadless area.

River Otter by Laura Luzzi
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Wild Earth is a non-profit periodical serving eco
centric grassroots groups within the conservation
movement.Weadvocatetherestor~tionandprotection,
of all natural elements of biodiversity. Our effort to
strengthen the conservation movement involves the
following: '

1 We provide a voice for the many effective but
little-known regional and ad hoc wilderness
groups and coalitions in North America.

l' We serve as a networking tool for grassroots _
wilderness activists.

1 We help develop and publish wilderness
proposals from throughout the continent.

1 We render accessible the teachings of conser
vation biology, that activists may employ them
in defense of biodiversity.

1 We expose threats to habitat and wildlife, and
offer activists means ofcombatting the threats.

1 We facilitate discussion on ways to end and
reverse the human population explosion.

1 We defend wilderness both as concept and as
place.

1 We are the publishingvoice of The Wildlands
Project: the North American WJ.1derness
Recovery Strategy.

j

ENE NOT SO NON·
ESSENTIAL

I would like to respond
to the article by Tom Skeele
from the swnmer 1994 edi
tion of Wiid Earth, entitled
"Fish and Wildlife Service
Experiments with Endan
geredAnimals."

The voices ofopposition
to carnivore reintroductions
are loud, and the concerns of
landowners, ranchers, fann-

Statement of Purpose

ers, and hunters need to be
addressed, whether they are
based upOn fears or facts. The
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser
vice (FWS) discovered upon
their first major proposal to
reintroduce a large predator
into the wil9 that the word
ing in the Endangered Spe
cies Act (ESA) is inflexible.
The language in the ESA in
fers that the "taking" of an
animal indudes such things
as interfeting with, harassing,
or accidentally trapping, and
stiffpenalties are included for
offenders. In 1981, the
planned reintroduction of the
red wolf into northwestern
Tennessee met with stiff op
position and ultimately was
defeated because the restric
tions of the ESA prevented
FWS from addressing land
owner concerns. Local citi
zens need assurances that if
an animal becomes a prob
lem it can and will be dealt
with. The Experimental!
Non-essential' (ENE) desig
nation allows the proposers
and opposers to work out
their differences for each re
introduction, to the benefit of
the Endangered species. In
the late 19808 the FWS be
gan a successful reintroduc
tion of the red wolf into
North Carolina. Without the
ENE designation that pro
gram probably would have
been blocked by local gov
ernments and citizens. The
bottom line is that without
the ENE designation, it is
unlikely that any of the
planned reintroductions of
gray wolf, grizzly bear,

Mexican wolf, or black
footed ferret would make it
past the proposal stage. As
long as predators are seen as
a threat to local economies,
introductions will be blocked
without provisions like the
ENE designation in the ESA.

-Robert Barber, Biol
ogy Graduate Student, SUNY
College of Environmental
Science and Forestry (SUNY
ESF, 242 lllick Hall, Syra
cuse, NY 13210)

RESPONSE FROM
SKEELE ~

I openly acknowledge
tha~ the ENE designation can
appear to meet its goal of ap
peasing local concerns about
the reintroduction of preda
tors. These concerns gener
ally fall into three categories:
1) predators as a direct threat
to humans, 2) a direct threat
to- human activities, or 3) an
indirect threat to human ac
tivities. However, evidence
shows either that the threats
to humans and our econo
mies are greatly overstated,
or that ENE designation has
not quelled local opposition.

Concerning direct
threats to human life, only the
grizzly bear is a direct threat
to hwnans, and the ENE des
ignation will never change
that fact. Besides, the chance
ofa judge ever sending a per
son to jail for killing a griz
zly bear in self-defense is so
small that the ENE designa
tion is unnecessary.

For concern number
two, let's consider the impact
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-Bruce C. Forbes.
PhD. (Arctic Centre. Univer
sity of LapLand, Rovaniemi,
FinLand)

~ng teenagers to moth- '
. ers and fathers with 'grown'

kids. There were, of course,
numerous folks from the
'gray' area-those not com
mitted to one ideal (ZPG=
Zero Population Growth) or
other (ZBC=Zilch Birth
Control). It was a sobering
slice of reality and I carry it

with me every day. You can
not move people by defying
them with a bludgeOn but,
rather, by demonstrating
(with hard and indisputable
facts) the power of your ar
gument. I required people to

. provide the class with pub
lished material to bolster
their main points and popu
lation figures, and these were
then open to discussion. This
way the 'facts' were debated
openly and honestly. The out
come was astonishing. This
rather personal and generally
heated debate meant more
than all the 6 0'clock sound
bites ever mustered by the

. Pope, George Bush or the
good folks at Planned Parent
hood. As Dave has said be
fore, we have to change the
collective minds one person
at a time. It really works.

Th~ point? I guess I'll
break my own rule and reit
erate from the "Campfue':
"when we attack people who
are not yet beside us, we
make it very difficult for
them to ever come alongside
us." How true!

It is most troubling to see thefront
burner issue ofexplosive population
, growth given over to the politico:"

religious mediaflu~1d.es.

CAMPFIRE MESSAGE
RIGHT

The primary message of
the last installment of
"Around the Campfue" (Fall
1994).was 100% bang on. It
crystallized what have long
been but fractured and occa
sional thoughts in my mind
as a former Earth
First!er cum
fledgling aca
demic who has
recently been
charged with
teaching potentially forma
tive und~rgradu~te courses
such as "Human~Environ

ment Relationships." Dave
put into words what I, in my
sloth-like inertia, have never
dared (i.e. taken the time) to
verbalize. I and'many other
fonp.er and would-be-mon
key-wrenchers have come to
appreciate the combined
power of the pen (er, word
processor?) and the spoken
word. I don't need to proffer
quotes from the original
piece. It is there for all to read.

It is most troubling to
. see the front-burner issue of

explosive population growth
given over to the politico-re
ligious media flunkies. In the
two years I taught the afore
mentioned class in Montreal,
Quebec, the section onpopu
lation theory and dynamics
generated discussions that
were simultaneously startling
and refreshing. We had rnini
debates. The hardcore Catho
lics took on the tree- and
bunny-huggers. I had the
feeling that many individuals
from each group had never
been forced to articulate their
ideas, much less defend
them, to the oth~r.

The students ranged
from dyed-in-the-wool, card-

direct threats of predators to
human activities. In the case
of the ferret, the issue is re
ally over the protection of
their prey base-the prairie
dog. With only five percent
of their historic range re
maining, I side with the prai
rie dog and the hundreds ,of
species dependent upoIi or
associated with this keystone
species. In contrast, there are
only ten grazing permittees
and no oil an? gas lease hold- ,
ers within the Montana fer
ret reintroduction area.

The ESA plainly ~tates

that its purpose is to conserve
both imperiled species and
the ecosystems upon which
they depend. Even if the
ENE designation provides
some sense of political secu
rity to those industries that
caused the original demise of
these predatory species, I still
contend (as I did in- my ar
ticle) that the FWS is ignor
ing the law and biology in an
effort to protectafew human
interests.

- Tom SkeeLe. Director,
Predator Project (POB 6733
Bozeman. MT 59771) ,

of wolves on livestock. For
starters, ranchers in northern
Minnesota or northwest
Montana, where existing
wolves are fully protected,
have learned to accept
wolves because they've ex
perienced only 1 to 2 percent
losses regionwide as well as
the immediate response and
involvement of the federal
predator control program
once losses occur. We hear
less screaming about wolves
in these two regions than we
do from wolf opponents liv
ing in the Yellowston~ re
gion, where reintroduced
wolves will be designated an
ENE population.

In fact, the ENE desig
nation in Yellowstone has
worked so poorly at quelling
local opposition that the
American Farm Bureau and
its northern Rockies affiliates
have flled a sixty day notice
of intent to sue the FWS over
its plans for that region. Ac
cording to one Wyoming
Farm Bureau executive, their
position remains "that the
federal government is using
the experimental population
designation to convince the
public that there is
nothing to fear
from such reintro
duction." And in
North Carolina this
past July, the state's
General Assembly
passed "An Act to
Allow The Trap
ping and Killing of
Red Wolves by
Owners of Private
Lands" (after only
seven wolf inci
dents and no con
firmed livestock
depredations).

Finally, there's
the concern over in-

illustration by Brush Wolf
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1994 issue). Many will rec
ognize that in the absence of
natural predators to control
deer populations, protecting
the biodiversity of these for
ests may ultimately entail
human control ("culling") of
burgeoning deer populations.
The situation with regard to
elephant browsing impacts in
areas of artificially high
population densities is ex
actly the same. Waiting for
"God" or "Nature" to take a
hand in human-created eco
logical catastrophes may
doom to extinction sensitive
endemic plant species and
other organisms not as resil
ient or widely distributed as
their predators.

Culling and the Ivory .
Tradelss,ue

As Ms. Fitzgerald's re
view aptly demonstrates, the
CITES ivory trade and el
ephant culling issues are now
inextricably linked in the
public mind. Opponents of
elephant culling on ethical/
emotional grounds have fos
tered and promoted this de
velopment, in order to reduce
the financial incentives for
elephant culling by decreas
ing recoverable revenues
from'the subsequent sale of
hides and ivory. This strategy
seeks to increase culling
costs to such prohibitive lev
els that budget-constrained
African countries will not be
able to implement such strat
egies in the absence ofexport
markets for elephant prod
ucts (cf Sea Shepherd strat
egy for halting Norwegian
whale hunts). It is therefore
important to emphasize that
there is no scientific connec
tion between the ivory trade
and elephant culling (popu
lation-reduction management)
issues (see sikes 1966).

Park and its environs contain
the eastenunost segment of
this regional metapopulation
and currently support an es
timated 18,000-25,000 el
ephants. As Ms. Fitzgerald

)

notes, the Republic of South
Africa has a controlled ["har
vested" or "culled"] elephant
population limited to a total
of some 8000 individuals;
more than 90% of these el-·
ephants belong to the Kruger
National Park population
(population estimates .ex
trapolated from data in
Cumming et al. 1990, Mar
tin et al 1992, and Taylor &
Cumming 1993).

"Playing God"
Humans have now ex

cluded both African and
Asian elephants from much
if not most of their preferred
habitat throughout nearly all
of their historical ranges. El
ephants in southern Africa
are currently largely re
stricted to areas which have,
so far, been considered too
marginal in rainfall, soil nu
trient availability, or other
factorS (e.g., tsetse-fly infes
tation) to allow their conver
simI for subsistence or
commercial agriculture. El
ephant populations within
southern Africa are now
largely concentrated in areas
of semi-arid woodland and
scrubs, where they often oc
cur in unnaturally high popu
lation densities due to the
presence of man-made per
manent water sources and/or
population compression
from surrounding human
dominated landscapes.

Wild Earth reader.s
should be familiar with the
problems deer overbrowsing
is creating in NorthAmerican
forests (see R.E Mueller's
article in Wild Earth Fall

(Santiapillai & Jackson 19'X».
Within the tremendous

publicity concerning African
elephants in recent years, the
far more severe plight of the
Asian elephant has been
largely ignored. This may be
attributed to the fact that the
general ,public finds photo
graphs of chainsaw-muti
lated elephant faces a more
compelling image than the
sap-weeping stumps of rain
forest trees. Rightly or
wrongly, many wildlife con
servation and animal rights
NGOs have heavily ex
ploited the ivory-poaching
issue as a fundraising tool.

Southern Africa
Regional Perspective

Elephant populations in
parts of southern Africa in
creased substantially during
the period (1970-1990) that
East African elephant popu
lations were being decimated
due to poaching, habitat loss
and degradation (Cwnming et
al 1990, Taylor & Cumming
1993). Elephant populations
in the southernAfrican range

states are currently
estimated at 200
230,000 individuals
and constitute 33%
of the continental
population. The
countries of Zimba-
bwe and Botswana
together support
some 70% of the

southern African elephant
population (Taylor &
Cumming 1983). -

The Upper Zambezi
metapopulation which ranges
from western Zimbabwe,
northern Botswana, southern

• Zambia, northern Namibia
and southern Angola is cur
rently estimated at more than
100,000 elephants. Zim
babwe's Hwange National

declining at rates approach
ing or exceeding those of
their. African cousins.
Whereas poaching is gener
ally cited as the proximate
cause of recent African el
ephant declines and habitat
loss a secondary factor, habi
tat loss is the primary threat
to survival of the Asian el
ephant with poaching as an
impOrtant secondary factor

THE BATTLE
CONTINUES

I was surprised to see
Kathleen. Fitzgerald's review
of the Douglas-Hamiltons'
bockBattle For The EJephanJs
published in Wild Earth. I
would like to comment on
some of the issues mentioned
in the review', and bring up .
one or two relevant factors
which were not mentioned.

The Global Picture
It should be recognized

that even conservative esti
mates put the current cOnti
nental African elephant
(Loxodonta africana) popu
lation in the range of
400,000-600,000 individuals
(Douglas-Hamilton et al.
1992 as cited in Cumming &
Taylor 1993). Compare this
with the current total popu
lation estimate for the Asian
elephant (Elephas maximus)
of30,000-40,000 individuals
(Santiapillai & Jackson
19'X». Asiatic elephant popu
lations, both wild and "do-

. mesticated" [captive], are

Within the tremendous publicity
concerning African elephants in
recent years, thefar more severe
plight ofthe Asian elephant has
been largely ignored.
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l KEYSTONE SPECIES

Letters

Poaching and the Ivory
Trade Issue

Elephants cannot "roam
the land of Africa free from
poachers" (as Ms. Fitzgerald
poetically stated) any more
than bison can roam freely
across the borders ofYellow
stone National Park. The.
price of ivory has crashed as
a result of the CITES ban and
poaching has been reduced
accordingly, but ivory poach
ing has by no means been
eliminated. A World Wildlife
Ftmd study instituted follow
ing the enactment of the 1989
CITES ban on ivory trade
found that with the collapse
of ivory prices, traditional
domestic markets for ivory in
parts of central Africa ex
panded when ivory suddenly
became affordable to local
residents. Poaching contin
ues to supply a thriving inter
national black market, and
recent arrests indicate that
elephant ivory often moves
through the same smuggling
channels (and sometimes in
the same consignments) as
rhino hom. Some illicit ivory
dealers are apparently stock-

tions, including the complete
extirpation of exotic species
populations or the control of
population densities in native
species within sensitive habi
tats. Single-species management
agendas, even for keystone and
flagship species such as el
ephants, may not necessarily
promote the protection of re
gional and global biodiversity.
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piling ivory in the hope of a
reopening of the international
trade, with the assurance that
they can always sell it on the
black market eventually in
the event ofa continuing ban.

It is worth noting in this
context that rhino poaching
continued unabated follow
ing the I en? CITES ban on
,international trade in rhino
hom. Since 1977, African
rhinos have been poached
into near extinction through
out most of their pre-ban
range (Milliken et al 1993).
Asian rhino populations
similarly continue under
grave threat of extinction
from poaching; the hom and
byproducts from various
Asian rhino species have a
higher market value than
those of African species
(Cumming et al 1990).

The Battle Continues
The world of wildlife

and conservation politics is,
as Ms. Fitzgerald affirms,
very tangled indeed. Mitiga
tion of human-induced
threats to biological diversity
will sometimes entail very
radical and unl'leasant ac-

HEY, C 'MON !
WE GOTTA STKK ToGE.THER !

Staff Notes

Long-time WE read
ers may have noted the
disappearance of the
magazine's staff notes
column "It's What We
Do." With this issue we
retire that column; here
after, an occasional staff
notes section will appear
as organizational news
warrants.

With this issue we
must bid farewell also to
.Wild Earth Outreach Di
rector Kathleen Fitz
gerald, who leaves us to
spend time in the Big
Outside. In her resigna
tion, Kath shared her
"burning need to get lost
in the wilderness for

- awhile" and hope to be a
"stronger and more effec
tive advocate for wilder
ness after spending some
time in it." We envy and
honor her adventurous
spirit, and would attempt
here to express our grati
tude for her tireless ef
forts on behalf of Wild

, Earth - both magazine
and plan~t- but_mere
words would be insuffi
cient. And thus ... the
board and staff wish Kath
simply... Happy Trails.

cartoon by L.J, Knpf
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Updates

D'Arbonne National Wildlife Refuge
In Louisiana's D'Arbonne National

WtldlifeRefuge (see summer 1994 WE)
in the fall of 1994, 870 acres were
clearcut. The acreage now periodically,
flooded as a result of the Columbia Lock
and Dam is targeted for continued
eIearcuts because of increased mortality
and late successional condition, even
though this condition provides good
wildlife habitat.

Refuge Manager Lee Fulton is for
mulating a new environmental assess-'
ment. I requested a complete

. environmental impact study including an
in-depth biological survey. A l?iological
survey has never been conducted on the
D'ArbOnne Refuge, and Fulton says he
has no intention ofdoing One, despite the
primary objectives of the refuge being ,
to protect over 11,000 acres of bottom
land hardwood habitat for wildlife; pro
vide habitat for Endangered species
including the Bald Eagle and Red
coekaded Woodpecker; maintain habitat
for all indigenous species of wildlife; and
provide wildlife oriented recreation and
interpretation opportunities to approxi
mately 75,000 visitors annually.
Clearly, clearcutting undermines all
these objectives.

-Jimmy Witherington, 1484 Griggs
Rd" Choudrant, LA 71227

Central Appalachia Wilderness
Proposals have been made for Wtl

dernesslCorridor systems in the George
Washington and Monongahela National
Forests (See WE articles by RF Mueller,
vol. 1, #3 & vol. 2, #2). Since then Vir
ginians For Wtlderness has been work
ing to begin implementing these

. proposals. We have been extending our
activities to the adjacent Jefferson Na
tional Forest, as well. We have combined
our activities with Charlie Sullivan's
Central Appalachian Biodiversity
Project, which puts out ajoint newsletter.

An important part of our work is
detailed biological surveys (doing what
Babbitt talks about!) in the three Na
tional Forests and on state and private
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lands where possible. These surveys
take the form of traverses, usually from
low to high elevations, in which every
identifiable species-plants, animals,
fungi - is .noted in relation to elevation,
pH, soil types and moisture, and forest
types. Also recorded is forest age, and
succession and disturbance patterns, in
cluding fire history. We try to monitor
all unusual'biologic communities with
resident rare species, in addition to tim
ber sale areas before and after. Since
June 1992 we have made more than 65
such traverses and transcribed all field
notes. Of cours~, our observations go
back further. Recent!yourcapability has
been greatly enhanced by the assistance
of Dr. Robert Hunsucker, who has
unique knowledge ofAppalachian flora.

Unfortunately, much of our effort
must be devoted to forest protection,
particularly of roadless areas and old
growth. We review as many as possible
of public agency documents such as
scoping notices and environmental as
sessments. Mike Jones, Ste~e Krichbaum
'and R. F. Mueller have also appealed nu
merous timber sales in the three National
Forests. Recently Steve did a great job
as his own attorney taking the U.S. For
est Service to court in connection with
their proposed intrusion into the Clayton
Mill Spring Special Biologic Interest
Area. At present we are appealing an- {
other intrusion into a roadless area with

~ the cooperation of the Southern Envi
ronmental Law Center. .

Compatible with our proposal for
the GWNF is Ernie Reed's effort to en
ter into an agreement with the Forest
SerVice on a 65,OOO-acre Primitive Rec
reationArea. His proposal has received
considerable support but the Forest Ser
vice is as ever reluctant to allow th'e
road closings this would entail. We'll
keep at it! . /

The proposal for the Monongahela
Wtldernessl Corridor system has gener-'
ated quite a bit of interest in West Vir
ginia, and it was republished by the West
Virgillia Highlands Conservancy, one of
the groups with which we network. Our

ultimate objective for the Central Appa
lachians is legislation something like the
Northern Rockies Ecosystem Protection
Act. This will require much more of the
tyPe of groundwork we're doing now.

- Bob Mueller, Virginians ForWil
derness (Rt.1 Box 250, Staunton, VA
24401)

Big Bend Ecosystem Proposal
The Greater Big Bend Ecosystem

proposal (Wild Earth Fall 92) caught the
attention of the Big Bend Natural His
tory AssoCiation and the administration
at Big Bend National Park. The Natural
History Association reprinted the pro
posal in the newsletter handed out to all
park visitors. Several other recent ar
ticles, including a piece in Texas High
ways, have basically outlined the same
idea, thus giving it greater credibility md
exposure. Big Bend is being seriously
considered as a release site for captive
Mexican Wolves. This would strengthen
the concept ofa large ecosystem reserve
along the Rio Grande.

-George Wuerthner, POB 3975,
Eugene, OR 97403

Nevada Desert Proposal
The Greater Desert Wildlands Eco

system proposal (WE Winter 92/3) fo
cused on lands just north of Las Vegas.
As far as I know, no one has carried forth
this idea. I'm a little disappointed that
Friends of Nevada Wilderness have not
printed the ide& I sent them in their news
'letter. I outlined the same basic idea in
my book Nevada Mountain Ranges, in
troduciDg more readers to the concept.
Recently a portion of the Greater Desert
Wildlands Ecosystem proposal was
given momentum when the Spring
Mountains were designated a National
Recreational Area.

-George Wuerthner



Biodiversity

The,Great Div~rsity
of the Great Lci·kes

(

by John A. Kinch

o

200

United States.·:",;1

Fifteen miles away from Gary, fudiana, enduring emblem of the unnatural, lies one of
the country's premier spotsfor biological diversity. So says a February report on biodiversity
in the Great Lakes basin prepared by The Nature Conservancy with support from the Envi
ronmental Protection Agency. According to the report, the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore
on Lake Michigan "ranks third of all U.S. National Parks in plant diversity, even though its
acreage totals less than 3% of either of the top two (Great Smoky Mountains and Grand Can
yon)" (p.14). Such remarkable revelations in 'The Conservation of Biological Diversity in
the Great Lakes Ecosystem" show that Great Lakes biodiversity is far richer and more di
verse than experts had previously thought. Not only is Indiana Dunes National L$eshore a
rose among thorns in the heavily 4Idustrialized and populated upper Midwest, but dozens of
areas contain viable populations of endangered species, as well as rare yet intact natural com
munities. In some cases, these natural communities and species here have their best or only
representations in the world, the report says.

"What surprised us the most is how many globally-significant elements there are in the
system," said David Rankin, an environmental scientist with the Great Lakes Program of
The Nature Conservancy and co-author of the report. 'We expected to find thirty to forty
critical elements and, instead, we found one hundred and thirty-one... Usually the news
about the Great Lakes is bad-the
toxic-chemical-of-the-month. This
is definitely a good-news report
about the basin."

Compiled from state and Cana
dian biological inventory networks,
the report identifies 131 elements
within the basin that are "critically

. imperiled...on a global basis'~(iii).

These include species such as the
Michigan Monkeyflower and Indi
ana Bat, both federally listed as En
dangered; Kirtland's Warbler, now
limited to a tiny area in Michigan;
and the world's last known popula
tion of White Catspaw Pearly Mus
sel. The report also catalogs natural
communities characteristic, if not
unique, to the region. These include
rare northern prairie, called "alvar,"
containing arctic and temperate
plants; the "country's most imperiled
savanna communities"; and what's
tho~ght to be the world's largest

map by Chuck Ouray
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freshwater delta - the St. Clair River in eastern Michigan (17).
"Of the 131 elements of global importance, nearly half

occur exclusively arid predominantly within the basin, or have
their best examples here," says the report. For many of these
elements, the basin represents their last stand against extinc
tion. Although it is good news that these species and 'commu
nities survive here, it underscores the urgency of acting now
to protect them.

'The big implication I took away from this," said Rankin,
"is that a biodiversity approach restricted to political bound
aries-a country or county, for example-is too limited. The
ecosystem is much more willing to talk to you. You see better
what we collectively need to work on at the local, state and
regional levels."

Rankin considers the report to be a "road map to the eco
system," which environmental groups and agencies from the
grass-roots to the federal level can use to coordinate their pro
tection efforts. The report should also provide the necessary
hard data to ~ve greater clout to the region in competition for
fIriite environmental funds and expertise, said Rankin.

In addition to identifying signifIcant elements in the Great
Lakes, the report outlines the greatest threats to the region's
biodiversity. Not surprisingly, these threats are development,
water level management, and agriculture-especially along the
coasts. Of the 201,000 square mile watershed, 94,000 square
miles is surface water-20% of the world's supply. Once de~

clared "late" in the 1970s because of pollution, this incredible

GLOBALLY-SIGNIFICANT SPECIES AND
NATURAL COMMUNITIES

The report finds 14,000 locations of '11igh quality
ecological communities and rare species" throughout
the 201,000 square mile Great Lakes basin.

'. Ofthe 131 globally imperiled elements, 31 are rare
ecological communities, some of which are unique to
this region of the world. These include freshwater
marshes, interdunal wetlands, southern fens, forested
bogs, barrens, savannas, deltas and bedrock beaches.

Forty-nine plants, some of which live nowhere else
in the world, are noted, including Michigan Monkeyflower,
Pitcher's Dune Thistle, Dwarf Lake Iris, Lake Huron
Tansy, and Houghton's Goldenrod.

Rare insects in the region include the Karner Blue
Butterfly, Mitchell's Satyr, and Lake Huron Locust. Twelve
kinds of mollusks and nine fish are listed, among them
the Salamander Mussel and the Shortjaw Cisco. The
five birds identified include Kirtland's Warbler, whose
only nesting grounds in the world are in a Jack Pine
forest in central lower Michigan. Three reptiles receive
listing, including the Illinois Mud Turtle and Northern
Copperbelly WaterSnake. One mammal is identified as
globally-imperiled: the Indiana Bat.
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natural resource has rebounded in recent years. Nevertheless,
the lakes' health and water-dependent coastal systems remain
particularly vulnerable to human disturbance, especially as
urban sprawl and second-home building gobble up more of
the coastline.

One illustration of the ever-tenuous position of the eco
system can be found in Great Lakes marshes, such as Kagogan
Sloughs in Wisconsin. These wetlands serve as important mi
gratory bird stopover points, as fisheries, and as natural cleans
ers of the lakes themselves. Already rare in the southern Great
Lakes, as more of the marshes in the northern half are drained
for second homes or dredged for marinas, the lakes lose their
ability to purify waters of pollutants. In the long run, preserv
ing these marshes would make better economic and environ
mental sense than 'expensive human-made water-purifying
schemes. These marshes, along with other sensitive coastal wet
land syste~s and lake plains, contain a "disproportionate
amount of the basin's special biological diversity," according
to the report. Lose the Great Lakes' marshes and you lose the
Yellow Perch which cOme there to spawn in the shallow wa
ters, the Bald Eagle and Osprey which come to feed on the
fIsh, and the ecosystem's integrity.

The battle lines for preserving biological divyrsity in the
Great Lakes, as this report notes, will clearIy"be in the coastal
ecosystems. Many grassroots land trusts, such as the little
Traverse Conservancy of Michigan, concentrate their preser
vation efforts in these places. As Executive DirectorTom Bailey
notes, the smaller land trusts can buttress efforts oflarger enti
ties such as The Nature Conservancy, US Forest Service, and
EPA by, for example, getting conservation easements on prop
erties surrounding a biologically-rich reserve. While the sur
rounding land may not be as ecologically significant as the
reserve, it can buffer the reserve from human use around it.

'The Conservation of Biological Diversity in the Great
Lakes Ecosystem" represents a major step in coordinating what
have been in the past important but disparate efforts to pre
serve the nature of the Great Lakes. As E.O. Wtlson said re
cenlly, the key to preserving biodiversity is to "educate, educate,
educate" the public. The report does just that, and anyone con
cerned about Great Lakes biodiversity would do well to get a
copy. According to David Rankin, the priority ofhis office over
the next couple years will be to get as much biodiversity infor
mation into the hands of grassroots groups as possible- "And
to have them use it."

If you'd like a copy of this report or would like to let
Rankin know of your group's existence, rontact The Great
Lakes Program of The Nature Conservancy at 79 West Mon
roe St., Suite 1309, Chicago, IL 60603, (312) 759-8017.

John A. Kind} (1259 W Grand River 42C East Lansing,
M148823) is working on a dissertation pertaining to biodiver
sity at Michigan State University. and continuing his avoca
tion ofenvironmental writing.



Biodiversity

A people continue to encroach
into undisturbed areas, some
wildlife species find themselves

in human-made, or artificial environ
ments. There are currently Desert Tor
toises living on the fringes of expanding
suburbs in the Southwest; Red-cockaded
Woodpeckers living on golfcourses in the
Southeast, Bald Eagle sightings in Den
ver, and Peregrine Falcons ~stingon sky
scrapers in many cities (as a result ofboth
urban release efforts and natural dis
persal). All of these species share two
important features. They are Gwelling
in urban, or artificial, environments;
and they are listed under the Endan
gered Species Act (ESA) as Threatened
or Endangered.

The ESA makes no special mention
of urban wildlife, nor does it make pro
visions for protection of indivi~uals of
Endangered species who find themselves
in cities, by their own or other means. This
issue is likely to become increasingly im
portant in the future, and should be looked
at carefully. The following examples il
lustrate the unclear legal status of Per
egrine Falcons in urban environments.

In October of 1993, the Las Vegas
Nevada Hilton was planning to build a
suite on top of the hotel, and so was seek
ing authorization to remove, not relOcate,
the Peregrine Falcon nest box that the Ne
vada Division ofWIldlife had installed the
year before. The nest box atop the hotel
was part of the state's efforts to reintro··
duce this En~gered species to Neva:~
The Hilton's request to remove the nest
box caused great concern because this
pair is presently the only known breed
ing pair in the ~tate, and was very suc- 
cessful last year (fledging four young
from the Hilton nest box). The US Fish
and Wildlife Service (FWS) authorized
the removal as an "incidental take" in a
cooperative agreement between the state
and the agency under section 6 of the
ESA. This is confusing, since section 6

Peregrine Falcons
in Urban Envirorunents

A Growing Dilemma for Some Endangered Species

by Allison Jones and Peter Stacey

illustration by Darren Burkey
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The status of

-Endangered species in

urban environments is

ambiguous, and the

extent to which they
are protected by law is
poorly defined.

outlines cooperative agreements that provide
for habitat acquisition and other means of
conservation, but does not explicitly autho
rize takings. An official at the FWS regional
office in Portland, Oregon explained that the
removal was authorized because (a) the Hilton
is private property, and (b) it could not be
demonstrated that the'birds would die as a re
sult of the nest box removal.

Removal of the Peregrines' nesting site
was authorized without a pennit at all. Indeed,
FWS did not even issue a written opinion
under section 6 on this matter. To this day no 
good answers have been given concerning the
decision for the nest box removal.

The Las Vegas Peregrine situation is not
an isolated incident. It appears that Los An
geles Peregrines may also be suffering from
an ambiguous status under the ESA. In Los
Angeles, breeders of expensive carrier pi
geons and "twnbler" pigeons have, apparently
on more than one occasion, shot Peregrines
that posed a threat to their pigeons. This is ob
viously a real blow to Peregrine Falcon rein
troduction efforts ill southern California. No
more releases are planned in Los Angeles, and
eggs are being pulled from the nests and sent
back to the Santa Cruz Predatory Bird Re
search Group facility because the release co
ordinators are worried about the Peregrines'
safety in Los Angeles. The alleged shooters
~ve not been brought to court. According to
a FWS official in Los Angeles, it is the re
sponsibility of the FWS or the California
Department of Fish and Game to bring the
perpetrators to court. When jurisdiction is _
spread out like this, it tends to result in less
protection for imperiled species.

The Las Vegas and Los Angeles Per
egrines share a common problem. The status
ofEndangered species in urban environments
is ambiguous, and the extent to which they

, are protected by law is poorly.dermed. Arti
ficially released, or "hacked," Peregrines are
not cOnsidered to be "experimental" popula
tions. All experimental population designation
means a species undergoes a first-time rein
troduction in a certain area, and FWS estab
lishes before the reintroduction that the
population will not receive the same protec
tion as other Endangered species. A good ex
ample is the upcoming Gray Wolf
reintroduction in Yellowstone. If the reintro-'
duction happens, the wolves will be consid-

, ered an "experimental, non-essential"popu
lation; if they wander onto private ranches,
ranchers may legally shoot them. Since Per
egrine releases are not labeled as experimen
tal populations, however, these birds should
,receive the same protection that other listed
species receive under the ESA. In fact, sec"
tion 9 states this explicitly. The situations in
Las Vegas and Los Angeles show that these
birds are not receiving proper protection.

It is important to note that not all Per
egrine Falcons in cities are the result ofhack
ing efforts. Presently, around half the
breeding Peregrines in Los Angeles are the
result of natural recruitment from rural ar
eas. Cities offer attractive environments for
Peregrines. In cities, the Peregrines encoun
ter little competition, pigeons are usually
abundant, and skyscrapers offer stations from
which to survey and attack prey. That many
-of the Peregrines in cities have come there
of their own accord makes it all the more
crucial that protection for these birds be more
clearly dermed.

As we continue to transform animals'
habitat into "people habitat," we can expect
to see more and more species living in arti
fi'cial environments. Some of these will be
listed species, and will suffer the same un
clear statl,Is as the Peregrines described
above. Currently, the Endangered Species
Act is open for interpretation concerning
Endangered andThreatened species in urban
situations. We need more dialogue within the
biological community on this problem. It's
time,we clearly define Endangered species'
status in not only their natural habitat, but
unnatural as well.

I

Allison Jones (Environmental ,and Re-
sources Sciences, 1()()() Valley Rd, University
ofNevada, Reno, NY 89512) is a graduate
studentpursuing an MS in conservation bi
ology. Her researchfocuses on the effects of
cattle grazing on small mammal communi
ties in the Great Basin.

Peter Stacey is a professor ofenviron
mental resource science at the University of
Nevada. Reno. He teaches conservation bi
ology and is currently researching juve
nile dispersal patterns of the Mexican
Spotted Owl.
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SlUGFISl
by Christopher Manes

The philosOphers' quest for a universal huinan experience, one that
transcends both culture and time, probably doesn't end in religion or aesthetics or
amour, but rather the act of crushing a snail. At some time or other, almost every
one on Earth has personally killed a gastropod-the class of mollusks that in
cludes snails and slugs-usually before age ten, and usually just for the hell of it.
Perhaps more than any other creature, snails fall victim to the casual slaughte~
human children instinctively crave. Only later, when youth declines into the regi
men of gardening, do snails die for a purpose. But whatever the rationale, in our
collective unconscious, snail shells pop underfoot like party-favors at a Jungian ball.

None of this can be said about those other fauna of the Id: rats, snakes, and
roaches.

Perhaps this explains why I remember to this day a piece of bad fiction I
read as a boy about a gigantic snail. The story appeared in one of those liquor
'store magazines with frightened blo~des on the cover in inevitably tom blouses.
It seems two adventurers get wind of rumors about a huge snail that inhabits a
remote South Pacific island. With money signs in their eyes, they decide to cap
ture the oversized mollusk and put it on public' display. But instead of rmding the
cow-like vegetarian they expect, the big slug turns out to be a cunning flesh-eater
who hunts the intruders down and devours them horribly with i~ radula- rasplike
organs bristling with teeth ~hich gastropods slide in and out of their mouths to
slice up their food. Oh, there have been other giant mutant mollusks in pop cul-.
ture- the 50s B-movie The Monster ThaJ Challenged the World comes to mind,'
or Dr. Doolittle's giant pink sea snail-but none you could really root for like this
pulp fiction escargot.

Regrettably, titanic, avenging snails creep along the dewy sidewalks of pop
culture and nowhere else. As a matter qf simple physics, garage-sized land mol
lUsks would collapse under their own weight. Nonetheless, gastropods get revenge
againsth~an depredations the old fashioned way: by living well. In particular,
malachologists (the biologists who study mollusks) will tell you that snails have

, the best, Perhaps kinkiest, sex lives in nature.
Gastropods are hermaphrodites. Each individual has both male and female

sex organs. As a result, every coupling in the world of snails amounts to a kind of
monogamous orgy, a menage a trois pour deux.

Banana Siug (Ariolimax columbianas) by Douglas Moore
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For example, the common garden snail,
Helix pmatia, the mollusk found in gera
nium beds and French·cuisine, has a love
life most people would envy. When an erotic
mood strikes, the garden snail and its pro
spective mate will slowly circle round each
other (at a pace of about 17 miles per year*)
for several hours in a sticky, slow-motion
polka. Because their eyesight is so poor, they
apparently need this ritual to make sure the
other snail belongs to the same species.

Then begins the. gastropod equivalent
of S&M. Each snail prods the soft flesh of
the other's underbelly with a "love dart," a
calcium carbonate spike about one-fifth of
all inch long. Every species generates its
own specially shaped love dart, evolution's
first marital aid. The love· Part stimulates
mating by prompting the animal's reproduc
tive pore to protrude from the right side of
the snail's head. Unlike human sex, snail
couplings allow participation and viewing
at the same time.

Spurred to a frenzy by the love darts,
the aroused snails mate by intertwining and
interpenetrating one anothe~ in a gooey or
gasm of slime and sperm.- The copulation
can last as long as three days.

In contrast, human love-making'ordi
narily takes about fifteen minutes and gen~

erally involves only one set of genitalia.
("Speak for yourself!" I can almost hear
someone in back shout.) Baboon males
ejaculate in under ten seconds. Gorilla love
making is not much better. Given our
culture's veneration of sexual prowess, it's
hard to see why we consider primates more
evolved than snails.

In fact, by any standard, gastropods are
one of the most successful classes of ani
mals on Earth. Only arthropods can claim
more species than mollusks, and most mol
lusks are gastropods. Hardly a habitat ex
ists that snails have not colonized, whether
the sea floor or the summit of mountains.
Even the Sahara Desert- the last place on
Earth you would expect to fmd a mucus
loving mollusk-has its spiral-shelled deni
zen, Erminia desertorum, the Egyptian
Desert Snail. The story goes that a specimen
of the desert snail's thick white shell was
on display in the British Museum shell col-

*They don't pace that long, though. - Ed.
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lection for four years before its dormant
occupant decided to awake and look for
something to eat. ;

The key to the snail's success is its
shell, a remarkably complex and subtle
structure. Composed of calcium carbonate
(limestone) assimilated in the gastropod's
diet, asruiil's shell grows from a mas~ of
white living cells inside the lip· called the
mantle. Though extremely thin compared to
shells of ocean dwelling mollusks like
clams, its rounded shape helps ward off at
tacks from most predators of comparable
size. Where snails congregate in large num
bers, such as in the waters of Lake Rudolph
in eastemAfrica, even the tiuiest shells can,
over time, change local geology, producing
limestone strata and altering the Ph of the
water.

Snail shells appear in th~most unlikely
niches of history and landscape. The bril
liant limestone finishing stones that once
covered the great pyramids o( Egypt stood
as tribute to the power of the pharaohs
and the fertility of sea snails. The Mojave
Desert valley where I live bears the name
"Coachella," an early misspelling for
"Conchilla," meaning the valley of little
conch shells. The desert here once lay at the
sea bottom, and wherever you scratch the
ground fossilized 'white sea snails appear:
PaIm Springs, playground of the stars, is
built on dead mollusks.

Few people notice, but most snail
shells, like most humans, are right-handed.
Malachologists use the term "dextral,"
meaning the shell coils right from the top
in a clockwise direction. A few species are

.left-handed or "sinistral." Next time you see
Rembrandt's 1650 etching of a marble cone
snail, notice that the shell erroneously ap
pears as sinistral. Rembrandt neglected to
reverse the spiral for the etching, proving
that the Dutch Master knew the depths of
the human soul better than he did a com
mon mollusk.

Other cultures are less cavalier about
the subtleties of snail shells. Hindu sculp
ture often depicts the god Vishnu with a rare
white sinistral shell of an Indian Ocean spe
cies called a Chank. The left-handed shell
was thought to be holy, so much so that
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drinking medicine from the sinistral Chank
shell supposedly increased a drug's healing
powers.

Unfortunately, even a chief Hindu de
ity cannot save snails from the stupidity of
his lesser creation,. humanity. Fourteen spe
cies of snails are on the US Endangered or
Threatened species lists. The Partula Snail
at one point was reduced to eight known
individuals confined to a terrarium in a
biologist's lab. Pollution and habitat destruc
tion are the chief culprits. However, the

plight of. several ~arieties ,of island snails
exemplifies the biological havoc wreaked
when humans tamper in paradise. The ef-~

fect of exotic species on the lyrically
named "singing snails" of Oahu Hawaii
proves the point.

The singing snails (AchatineLLa or
"little agate snails") don't really sing. But
they once thronged Hawaii's forests in such
great numbers that the sound of their shells
scraping over tree bark made a rustling au
dible for hundreds of yards around. The
singing snails prospered until the twenti:
eth century when Wo~ldWar II brought a
large unwanted relative of the native snails
to Oahu.

The relative was Agatina, the "agate"
snail ofAfrica. Agatina is also known as the
Giant African Snail. The size of a papaya,
with a shell six inches in height and a body
seven inches long, Agatina is the largest land
snail on Earth. When the Japanese Empire
began to sprawl over the South Pacific, its
far-flung foot soldiers needed a good source
of protein they could easily transport. In
typically quirky fashion, the Japanesemili
tary decided on the big African gastropods.

By the late 1930s,Agatina had crawled
out of the woks of the Rising Sun and into
the forests of islands all over the Pacific,
including Hawaii (brought apparently by
merchants, not soldiers). The GiantAfrican
Snail has a voracious appetite, eating every
thing in sight, even the paint offhouses. On
Guam, their numbers grew so nwnerous that
their crushed bodies on roads became traf
fic hazards, the equivalent of ice in less tem
perate climes. One year the giant snails
destroyed virtually the entire tea crop of the
Indian Ocean island of Sri Lanka.

Unable to stop these slimy hordes,
American authoritie§ began to engage in
some half-baked ecological tinkering. It
came to their attention that Achatina popu
lations in Africa are kept in check by a
predatory snail called Gonaxis. While only
a tenth the size of Achatina, Gonaxis is a
vicious cannibal snail. It attacks the larger
snail by cutting the muscle that pulls
Achatina into its shell. Unable to defend it
self, the hapless goliath is slowly hacked to
death by the smaller snail's sharp radula.

Authorities decided to release Gonaxis on
Oahu and oilier Pacific islands plagued by
the exotic.

Like the children's song about the old
woman who swallowed a spider to catch the
fly she had swallowed, the introduction of

Gonaxis just caused more trouble. Gonaxis
did indeed reduce the population of Giant
African Snails; but it also attacked native
snails, like Achatinella. Soon people were
trying to figure out ways to get rid of
Gonaxis.

Thus did bad generals, bad cuisine, and
bad science conspire to silence the singing
snails of Oahu. And the Manus Island Tree
Snail, Papustyla pulcherrima, not to men
tion a half dozen other rare gastropod spe
cies of the South Pacific that fell victim to
the importe~Gonaxis.

Perhaps I can be excused, then, for still
hoping that on some deserted coconut is
land, my gigantic pulp fiction snail sits
curled up in its monstrous shell, pondering
vengeance.

Christopher Manes is a lawyer, phi
losopher, and writer, who pays especial at
tention to the downtrodden. Previous ofhis
articlesfor Wlld Earth have veneratedjungi
andjeLLyfish.

Hawaiian Land Snail shell (Gonaxis sp.) illustration by Douglas Moore
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Cryptogamic Doomsday
by David Hogan

~
1'. \ If

The health ofcryptogamic soil

crusts.: .could be the smoking gun

.in the ongoing grazing de~ate.
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The importance and the plight of cryptogamic soil crusts are almost uni
versally unrecognized by conservationists concerned with western NorthAmeri
can arid lands. Only a few have discovered that the health of cryptogamic soil
crusts on Western public lands could be the smoking gun in the ongoing graz
ing debate.

The principal component of cryptogamic soil crusts is blue-green algae
[cyanobaCteria], one of the oldest life forms on Earth. Historically, blue-green
algae, found in soils throughout the arid West, combined with different regional
fungus species to form dense, continuous layers of pinnacled lichen, spread
ing over vast tracts of land and dominating areas where alkali soils prevented
or limited establishment of vascular plant species. Cryptogamics were also
abundant in most areas where larger plant species dido't grow, such as between
desert shrubs, or filling in gaps of exposed soil in arid grass- and shrub-lands.
It is higWy likely that native grasses, shrubs, small trees, annual herbs., and
cryptogamic crusts formed an almost complete cover over Western arid land
soils, allowing for maximum infiltration of even the most severe precipitation
(intense thunderstorms), and preventing soil erosion. Today, mature crypto
gamic soil crusts have .been eliminated from much of nearly all arid Western
ecosystems largely as a result of livestock grazing. -

According to experts, "cryptogamic soil crusts are prevalent throughout
the arid and semiarid regions of western North America" (Anderson et al.I982).
Some surmise that cryptogamic crusts were once prevalent as a roughened,
black topsoil cover on land anywhere in the West below the pinyon/juniperl
oak (PllIO) belt, which occurs between 5500 and 7000 feet elevation,in the
Southwest, and a bit higher farther north. Although it seems likely that crypto
gamic soils were also found in the PlllO ecosystems, the cover oflarger shad
ing trees and sometimes thick chaparral keeps exposed ground to a minimum,
thus limiting cryptogamic soil cover to grasslands, rocky outcrops, and areas
of poor soil quality. Cryptogams are apparently now abundant in sandy soils
of riparian areas at all elevations, but this is likely a result of the elimination of
once abundant riparian vegetation. Cryptogamic soils were most .abundant
throughout the Great Basin, Mojave, and Sonoran Deserts of the West, where
they formed living sheets over nearly all land that wasn't solid rock or already
occupied by vascular plant species such as Creosote Bush, Palo Verde, Mes
quite, or grasses and annuals.

illustration by Susan Pedicord
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The importance of cryptogamic soils is summed up by
Loope and Gifford (1972): "Soil crusts formed by algae and
other microflora influence infiltration and soil stability...mold
and algal crusts increase the tensile strength of soil, prevent
wind and water erosion, increase organic matter, resist drought,
break the force of raindrops, and colonize bare areas." To ex
pand on these points:
• Cryptogamic soil crusts increase the' tensile strength of soil

through the interconnection of many billions of separate soil
particles into a single unit of topsoil, which may cover many
square miles.

• Mature cryptogams form an extremely complex micro
topography which, when combined with the presence of
vascular plant species, effectively reduces ground level wind
speeds. In an undisturbed arid ecosystem, shrubs, grasses,
and cryptogams cushion the impact of raindrops; and the '
porous'nature of cryptogams prevents ponding and rainwater
runoff. Instead, precipitation is completely absorbed into the
cryptogamic surface crusts, and then into subsurfaCe soils.
In an undisturbed state, arid land ecosystems were much less
prone than now to massive runoff and flash flooding.

• The mere presence of c;ryptogams increases organic matter.
Cryptogams further increase organic matter through the pro-

motion of mosses, liverworts, and other non-vascular plant
species. Nutrient fixation by cryptogams also serves vascu
lar plant species, thus increasing the coverage of those spe
cies, which then provide for fallen and decaying organic
debris.

• Cryptogamic soil crusts support arid land ecosystems through
periods of drought by insulating subsUIface soils. This insu
lation slows the loss of moisture and maintains stable soil

. temperatures. Maintenance of stable soil temperatures and
moisture levels reduces stress on surrounding vascular plant
species, which in turn support more stable populations of
invertebrates, mammals, and avifauna during the drought.

• Cryptogams often colonize arid la,nd soils that are unable to
support vascular plant species due to salt content or other
factors. Without cryptogams,many Western lands with poor
soils remain unvegetated, allowing massive erosion.

• Undisturb;ed cryptogamic soils support levels of organic car
bon and nitrogen300% and'400%, respectively, greater than
those of soils underneath. In effect, cryptogamic crusts "fix"
both organic carbon and nitrogen at soil horizons where they
are useful to surrounding vascular plant species, and keep
these nutrients from being swept away by wind or water..

The Missing Link
While working recently to restore a riparian area on a small

parcel of land-now off limits to cows-in the Burro Mountains of
southwestern New MeXico, I became aware that one of the main
factors contributing to the decline of the small drainage's riparian
habitat was the yearly summertime flash floods that blast through
the property from upstream private and Forest Service lands.
Based on historicphotos and descriptions of nearby riparian areas
which have now turned to sand, and the presence of giant
cottonwood stumps on our property and others nearby, it became
obvious that frequent flash flooding was not natural here. Many
factors seem to contribute to the unnatural flooding. Most of the
upstream watershed is grazed by livestock, and nearly all of the
largest oak trees were cut down earlier this century, eliminating
substantial ground cover. Although grassland diversity of plant,
insect, and small mammal species is rich on the property com
pared to outside the fence [where livestockstill graze], exposed soil
is still common between each bunchgrass. Some bunchgrasses
even form small pedestals, indicating that soil between grass
bunches has recently been washed .away. Although the property
has been rested from livestock grazing for' nearly ten years, and
recovery of the grassland and oak forest is incredible, something
is still missing. The important niche once occupied byasubstantial
coverof mature crytogamicsoil crusts isvacant, and asa result, the
ecological system remains unstable.

- David Hogan

To say that West~rn land managers are
unaware of the importance of cryptogamic
soil crusts is to woefully understate the
problem. At a recent New Mexico Native
Plant Society meeting, a lecture regarding
the "economic and ecological' importance
of grasslands" was given by a head biolo
gist for the Gila National Forest. He went
into great detail regarding the importance
of grass as the ecological base 'of many
Southwestern ecosystems, yet replied.
"crypto-what?" when questioned about the
role of cryptogams. Unaware of or uninter
ested in the existence of vital cryptogamic
crusts, land managers continue to advocate
absurd "land management activities" such
as livestock grazing. Which brings us to an
important point: Substantial mature cryp
togamic soil cover is incompati~lewith the
presence of domestic livestock.

Accor~ng to experts:
. Both cryptogamic cover and number

of cryptogamic species are reduced by
grazing....ijsoil stability. is enhanced even
slightly by biologically induced crusts, the
carrying capacity ofmany arid ranges must
slowly but steadily decline through time so
long as the grazing treaJmentprecludes the
re-establishmentofsome degree ofcrypto
gamic crusts....any domestic grazing use

'----------------- --.J mayprove incompatible with highly devel-
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oped cryptogamic crusts ... (Anderson et al.I982a).
Our data demonstrated that cryptogamic

cover is severely reduced by domestic grazers
(Anderson et al.1982b).

Although limited information is available re~

garding the impacts of native grazers on crypto
gams, it seems likely that due to co-evolution,
native grazers caused little damage to the vast tracts
of cryptogams found in the arid West.

Conservationists take note: It is likely that the
.massive reduction of cryptogamic soil cover has
greatly contributed to the loss of more than 50%
ofall arid lands topsoil in western North America.
The reduction of cryptogams will cOntinue to dra
matically alter vegetation patterns, and result in
unnatural flash flooding, a primary factor in the
decline ofWestern riparian areas. Without healthy
cryptogamic soil cover, unnaturally high rates of
soil erosion will continue, soil nutrients will be lost,
and flash flooding will destroy even those ripar
ian areas where livestOCK are excluded. In short,
desertification will accelerate. The solution to all
of these problems is the total removal oflivestock
fro~western North American arid lands.1B'iili
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ORGAN MOUNTAIN I DESERT
Las Cruces, New Mexico -

Listen" ,old wolves and young coyote pups;
I came to turn over ghosts / visions
in turning over stones not looking
for Mormon tea nor turquois, a tan
not even snake skin shed for a belt
or arrowheads / shards shifting WITh soil
as rain opens tunnels into that special antiquity;
not looking for CITies of gold, or the pistol
which killed Billy the Kid or the blanket
on which he made love, nor Geronimo's headband.

Few hear the sound of silence,
noiseless wind passing these mountains,
or fall of March snow while stars chill night
and moon stretches broken shadows,
This astonishing quiet engulfs ...
natural reverence enclosing itself.
There is turquois this afternoon,
night glITters in cobalt, snakes do die
and leave skin for boys, pictoglyphs
materialize if you search and for scraggy bushes
of Mormon tea. But stones do not move
nor barrel cactus, ocotille, nor this hawk
feather resting in memorial on the rabbit skull,
or dew to lick from rocks and thorns.

There is something to carry to Albuquerque
or Brooklyn, but not arrowheads tipped WITh
ancient blood. I wonder if others will find it
or the wolves again, the young coyote pups.

-Maurice Kenny

28 WILD EARTH WINTER 1994/95 Mojave Desert illustration by R. Wllldmire
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State C0111.plicity

in Wildlife Losses
by George Wuerthner

Management and control of wildlife is largely the responsibility of state
fish and wildlife agencies. While federal agencies may manipulate the habitat of wild
life on federal lands, actual "ownership" of the wildlife is retained as a public trust
with the state. This is why the state ofAlaska can set policies regarding wolf control
on federallands in the state outside of National Park units, and it is why Montana can
continue to hunt Grizzlies-a Threatened species-in the Glacier-Bob Marshall Eco-
system. .

Unfortunately, most fish and wildlife agencies have an overwhelming bias to
ward production of "harvestable" species-i.e., the animals one can shoot, trap, or
catch. This often means less glamorous or "undesirable" species are ignored or even
des~oyedto enhance the availability of "game" species.

Nowhere are the failings of state game agencies more evident than in Montana,
a state renowned for its abundant wildlife. If that sounds contradictory, let me ex
plain. While the large number of big animals in Montana gives the appearance of
abundance, this bounty is relative. Montana, like other Western states, does not have
wildlife in the numbers that it could support-given the low human population and
potential availability of habitat. Populations of Bk, Pronghorn and Mule Deer have
flourished, but they still don't approach their biological potential, in large part due to habi
tat degradation by the extractive industries-industries the agencies are loath to criticize.

Furthermore, many species not desired by "sportsmen" are extinct or declining
toward extinction. Unless we change the way that wildlife and wildlife habitat are
managed, recovery of endangered species is unlikely.

In the 19708 the Montana Fish and Game Department, like many game agen
cies, changed its name, to the Montana Department of Fish, Wl1dlife and Parks
(MDFWP), ostensibly to reflect a broadening of scope and vision. All wild animals,
not just species hunted by humans, were to be given equal consideration. Despite the
name change, substantive revisions in policy have not occurred. The Department has
merely made a few cosmetic changes, such as featuring articles (often of excellent
quality) about non-game species in its publication Mon!ana Outdoors, as..well as hir
ing one non-game biologist.

Even with catchable native fish MDFWP's record is dismal. The Fluvial Arctic
Grayling, Bull Trout, Kootenai River White Sturgeon, and Westslope CutthroatTrout
are nearing extinction while the Department looks on. Of course, it is studying the
declines, but it has failed to use every resource available, including legal action, to
halt the activities responsible for species declines. likewise, though prairie dogs are
the major food source and create critical habitat for everything from the endangered
Mountairi Plover to the Swift Fox and the Black-footed Ferret, the MDFWP refuses
to halt shooting of prairie dogs, or criticize poisomng programs demanded by live
stock interests conducted on federal and state lands.

Nowhere are the failings

ofstate game agencies

rrwre evident than in

Montana...
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MDFWP officials like to suggest that the success they
have had with Elk and deer demonstrates their effectiveness at
wildlife management. Yes, the Department has been effective
in bringing about recovery of these huntable animals from turn

of the century decimation (largely by market hunters), but most
of these species are highly adaptable animals (especially deer),
that have recovered throughout the United States. Furthermore,
due to climatic and topographic factors, Montana has always
been favorable to large ungulates, particularly Bk, Pronghorn
and deer. In this naturally favorable environment, the state's
low human population, and until recently low level of human
development, has allowtxt specieS we favor, like Elk, to recover
some of their former distribution and abundance.

Meanwhile, less adaptive and less glamorous species are
falling through the cracks. Bull Trout are declining because of
habitat losses and water quality degradation-due to logging,
cattle grazing in riparian areas, and stream dewatering-as well

-as interbreeding with non-native Brook Trout. Many of the
same factors are contributing to the declines ofWestslope Cut
throat Trout and Arctic Grayling.

_ Columbia Sharptail Grouse are down to one population
because they require ungrazed grasslands-nearly impossible
to fwd in this state, one of the largest beef producers in the
West. Swift Fox, a former resident of the state's grassy plains,
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has been extirpated as a breeding population due to predator
control activities aimed at Coyotes, and the plowing up of na
tive grasslands to grow wheat.

One would think that with the obvious connection between
resource exploitation, habitat loss and species decline, the De
partment would actively oppose habitat destruction. Yet when
1queried the Department to learn if they had ever appealed a
timber sale, tried to stop predator control activities, or taken a
rancher to court for destroying riparian areas or dewatering a
stream, '1 was told the agency"had never taken such actions.
This despite overwhelming evidence that fish can't live with
out water, and that timber harvests negatively affect everything
from spawning Bull Trout to Griuly Bears. Even where MDFWP
appears to become involved in species recovery, as it is belatedly
for the fluvial Arctic Grayling, the motivation for its actions
seems to be mainly one of maintaining management control.

If the MDFWP is to be a wildlife custodian, it must be a
wildlife advocate. Many forces are destroying wildlife habitat
daily. Yet the Department appears to spend more energy fight
ing animal rights activists than habitat loss and degradation,
except for subdivisions which are easy to criticize.

In fact, MDFWP is hostile to the Endangered Species Act.
The Department has repeatedly hindered other agencies and
biologists working on endallgered species.

illustration by Eva-Lena Rehnmark
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When biologist and author Doug Chadwick petitioned the
US Fi~h and Wl1dlife Service to list the Woodland Caribou as
Endangered in northwest Montana, the MDFWP opposed list
ing, even though historic records as well as recent sightings
indicated that Caribou were native to the area. Similarly, the
Department has opposed listing for the Fluvial Arctic Gray
ling even though perhaps oilly one viable population of the fish
survives, in the Big Hole River, and it is thought to number
less than 1500.

The Department's behind the scenes lobbying appears to
payoff-the US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) recently
ruled the grayling warranted listing but was precluded since
other species were in greater danger of extinction. A petition
to list the Bull Trout, also strongly opposed by MDFWP, met a
similar fate. The justification the federal agency used to pre
clude listing both fish was MDF\VP's argument that they could
bring about recovery without the bureaucratic interference of
the Endangered Species Act. The interference the MDFWP
fears is being legally forced to confront the state's major eco
nomic forces. Dewateoog of streams for irrigation by ranch
ers and sedimentation from logging roads are the major factors
contributing to the decline of both the Bull Trout and the gray
ling. Listing would have given anyone the power to rue a suit
to force the federal agencies and MDFWP to implement
changes in the way livestock production and logging occur.
That might have happened this year; for in the summer of 1994
the Big Hole River was dewatered so severely the.riverbed

.actually went dry in several areas.
Opposition to listing of obviously imperiled species is only

one bad part of the Department's sordid record on wildlife.
When both the male and female adults in the now fampus Nine
Mile wolf pack near Missoula were killed, orphaning the five
month-old pups, the Fish and Wildlife Service proposed feed
ing roadkill deer to the youngsters until they were old enough
to hunt on their own. Since the MDFWP has authority over
wildlife, even dead wildlife it seems, FWS had to ask MDFWP
for permission to pick up the road-killed deer. MDFWP re
fused this reasonable request, lamely claiming they feared the .
pups might pick up the scent ofhumans from the deer carcasses
and thus lose their fear of people. The Department seemed
unconcerned that if the pups didn't get some food quickly, they
wouldn't be alive to lose their fear of anything. With nO alterna
tive, the Fish and Wildlife Service was forced to shoot live deer on
several of its nearby Refuges to provide food for the wolf pups.

The Department's allegiance to sport hunters instead of
wildlife is also illustrated by its actions regarding Trumpeter
Swans, the large"graceful white birds that once ,ranged from
Minnesota to California. Today, outside of Alaska, and with
the exception of recent transplants, nearly all of the 2000 wild
Trumpeter Swans known to exist reside in the Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystem. Having all their "eggs in one basket"
makes them highly susceptible to disease, harsh winters, and
other natural calamities. In the late 19808, Trumpeter Swans
were proposed for listing in the Rockies by the Idaho chapter

ofThe Wildlife Society. The Fish and Wildlife Service rejected
the listing request. According to conservationists knowledge-

. able about swans, the decision was not based on biological con
siderations; rather, political interference from the Bush
Administr~tionat the request of state wildlife agencies and con
gressional delegations kept thesemagnificent birds from be
.ing lisred.

Nevertheless, efforts to ensure the survival of the swans
continue, and FWS is anempting to translocate birds and es
tablish new Trumpeter breeding populations to enhance their
long-tenn prospects. One of the best places for Trumpeter Swan
reintroduction is the Rocky Mountain Front region of Mon
tana. Here, where the prairie meets the mountains, is a high
proportion of state and federal land and numerous shallow,
pothole lakes with the reedy habitat preferred by the swans.
However, except for one. swan pair that naturally reestablished
here, swans are not breeding along the Front; and other swans
are not likely to recolonize the region any time soon-if the
MDFWP has its way. When FWS proposed augmenting ~e

existing lone pair with other breeding-age swans,MD~
refused to cooperate, reasoning the presence of Trumpeters
would preclude hunting the nearly identical Tundra Swans that
migrate through Montana each autumn..

. Amazingly, MDFWP even opposes recovery of species
that do not threaten hunting opportunities. For instance, sev
eral environmental groups req:ntly petitioned to have the Lynx
listed under the Endangered Species Act. FWS is studying the
Lynx's status across the entire northern tier of states including
Montana. Despite the Lynx's perilously low numbers (only one
was caught in Montana in 1992), the Department continues to
allow trapping of the cat. \

Similarly the Department demonstrates hostility to Black
footed Ferret recovery. Due to MDFWP's strong lobbying,
Black-footed Ferrets may be reintroduced in Montana as an
"experimental, non-essential" population-even though they
are among the rarest mammals in the world, with less than two
hundred adults known to exist, almost all in captivity. This year
the ferrets in captivity failed to produce any young. [See Tom
Skeele's article "FWS Experiments with Endangered Species"
in summer '94 WE.]

Bubonic plague recently swept through the prairie dog
towns in central Montana where ferrets are to be relocated. Yet,
rather than let decimated rodent populations recover, the De
partment continued to allow hunting ofprairie dogs in this area.
The number of prairie dogs is declining so rapidly across so
much of their current range that some biologists feel that prai
rie dogs may soon warrant listing themselves.

The MDFWP's hostility to Endangered species is partly a
"states rights".issue. If a species is listed, state fish and game
departments no longer have complete control over the animal.
Many state fish and game departments resent this federal in
trusion onto their turf.

The resentment of the ESA is likely also partly because it
reflects poorly back on the managing agency. After. all, if the
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Montana's imperiled
species have declined

largely because ofimpacts
ofextractive human

activities, including
farming, mining, logging

and ranching.

MDFWP had been protecting wildlife as effectively as they
chum, species would not now be nearing extinction in Mon
tana. Nearly every species in Montana proposed for listing as
.Endangered or Threatened was at one time widely distributed
and relatively abundant. Montana's imperiled species have
declined largely because of impacts of extractive human ac
tivities, including farming, mining, logging and ranching.
Though subdivisions are a growing threat, they are still a rela
tively minor factor in the decline of most imperiled species
within the state.

MDFWP does not have control over habitat degradation,
but it does have clear authority to advocate protection of wild
life. Being a strong wildlife advocate means using every means
available- including legal action, media attention, and support
for £SA listings - to protect wildlife. .Endangered species sta
tus, in tum, can bring to bear legal restrictions on activities that
degrade habitat. Public criticism by MDFWP of habitat de
grading practices would bring attention to the problems, and
give others striving to restrict or reform such activities greater
credibility and clout. If, for example, the MDFWP appealed
timber sales on the basis that they harm Bull Trout or Grizzly
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Bears, it would support the similar contentions by citizens and
environmental groups.

To understand why MDFWP is reluctant to criticize the
logging, ranching, fanning, and mining industries, we need to
look at how the Department gets its funding as well as its un
derlying assumptions. Like other state fish and game agencies,
MDFWP gets most of its operating funds from the sale ofhunt
ing and fishing licenses. Thus any reduction in hunting or fish
ing opportunities translates into a funding loss for tne
Department. Since the first goal of most bureaucracies is to
preserve themselves and their jobs, anything that might reduce
hunting or fishing license sales is viewed unfavorably by the
agency. Since ranchers, farmers, and timber companies own
the bulk of Montana's landbase, hence control access to a dis
proportionate number of the state's hunting and fishing oppor
twrities, the MDFWP is reluctant to assume an adversanal role.

MDFWP may feel'even more pressure to apPease extrac
tive industries than other Western state fish and game agen
cies. Montana has a smaller proportion of public lands than.
other Western states, with only 30% in federal or state owner
ship. Much hunting and fishing within the state depends upon
.access toprivatelands-which would be restricted ifMDFWP
and sportspersons were seen as antagonistic toward extractive
industries.

Funding is only part of the problem, though. Philosophi
cally, many who work in the MDFWP are more closely aligned
with resource exploiters than with preservationists. After all,
wildlife isJypically viewed in our consumer society as some
thing to be "harvested." This commodity view of wildlife is
widespread within state wildlife agencies and permeates their
language, as when they talk of "surplus" game and the need
for "resource" management. A 1994 attitude survey published
in the Wildlife Society Bulletin ofThe Wildlife Society, the pro
fessional organization that represents many wildlife biologists,
found that the majority had "utilitarian views" of wildlife. Not
to suggest that the people within these agencies don't appreci
ate the aesthetic and other non-consumptive values of wild
life, but when push comes to shove, most agency personnel
will fmd they have more in common philosophically with the
logger or the rancher than the wildlands advocate or animal
rights activist.

Politically, too, state game agencies are tied to resource
exploiters. Many policy decisionS are dictated by fish and game
commissions. These are usually politically appointed and gen
erally do not reflect the values or desires of the public at large.
The commissions of most Western states are controlled by re
source extractioI). industry members. Montana's fish and game
commission is dominated by ranchers.

This critique is not meant to be an overall indictment of
hunting and fishing, nor of hunters and fishers. Many of these
people have contributed to the recovery of wildlife populations
and acquisition of habitat. Many ofour conservation traditions,
from National PaCks to National Wildlife Refuges, were es
tablished with the support of enlightened hunters and fishers.

Nevertheless, maintaining huntable and fishable
populations of a select few species does not ensure
preservation of biodiversity over the long run. A
broader vision and a broader representation of citi
zens by state wildlife agencies is needed.

. No doubt as fewer and fewer people hunt, agen
cies dependent upon license sales for their existence
will fmd they must modify their agenda to include a
greater diversity of wildlife interest groups if they
are to survive. Some state wildlife~gencieshave al
ready begun to broaden their support base, expand
ing their activities for endangered species and
non-huntable species, to reflect society's widening
concern for wildlife.

Of course, state wildlife agencies are only part
of the problem. Reforms of land management agen

-cies and many other bureaucracies are equally es
sential aspects of biodiversity preservation.
Nevertheless, changing the attitudes and actions
of state fish and game departments has the poten
tial to reverse the declines of" many "non
harvestable" species.

One incentive for change could be increased
public financial support of state wildlife agencies to
achieve broad-based advocacy for wildlife. This

, might involve a~ on all outdoor recreational equip
ment, with proceeds going to wildlife and park de
partments. At present a tax on fishirig and hunting
equipment helps fund many wildlife projects. Broad
ening the array of taxable items could generate huge
sums of money to fund wildlife agencIes.

Another fundirig mechanism might be "impact"
taxes on exploitative industries. Any industry that
damages wildlife habitat would be taxed. Given that
most destructive activities can benefit some wild:
life- rabbits and deer sometimes increase after log
ging, for example- the tax should reflect impacts on
all native wildlife. If the activity enhances numbers
of abundant and adaptable species at the expense of
rarer or more habitat specific species, the tax would
be proportionally higher-although in no instance
should any activity be permitted to jeopardize a spe
cies. Funds collected would be directed toward wild
life habitat acquisition and protection. Obviously, we
should also start giving complete protection to the
habitat of threatened and endangered species.

These are only a few possible reforms. Until
agencies are reformed, decline ofmany wildlife spe
cies will probably continue even in relatively
unpopulated states like Montana.~

George Wuerthner is a wildlife biologist. wil
derness explorer, and author. He has written 15
books. His latest is California Wildlands.

/
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How to Burn.Your Favorite Forest
A Primer on Natural Fire

by Ron Steffens
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Each of us has a mountain, a forest, a grassland, a desert, a savanna that we love
, for its wildness. We want it to stay natural. What we love we call Nature; yet if

we love it enough, if we love the inscrutable force of a particular place and
wish it to remain wild, then we may have to watch it burn.

Look at the mass of the American landscape, both public and private-from Alaska
to the Everglades, from the hills of southern California to those ofArkansas, from Ari
zona to Alabama,.from Montan!1 to Maine-and more often than not you will see an
ecosystem shaped by and dependent on a recurring cycle of fire. Ponderosa and Lodge
pole Pine, Quaking Aspen, Giant Sequoia, sagebrush, prairie, the bogs of Alaska, the
Longleaf Pine of the Southeast, the oaks of the Ozarks, the pinewoods of New Jersey
and the spruce of Canada...all burn, with fire cycles from two years to 500.

The 1988 fires in Yellowstone and the 1991 Oakland lue should have reminded us
that a fair proportion of the North American continent is combustible. Yet in the week
prior to the Los Angeles wil~fues of 1993 (not to be confused with the riot-fires of
1992), a crew of fue experts were flying the hills of Santa Monica, videotaping ex
amples of our talent for building against Nature rather than with it. Houses were laddered
up steep inaccessible slopes and lodged at the heads of canyons which form natural
chimneys. Combustible exotics trailed fuel from wild vegetation to flammable rooftops.

This was meant to be a precautionary film, aimed at preventing a future disaster in
what firefighters call the "urban-wildland interlace." A week later these houses were
ash and the networks were filming aD inferno.

The ftres of L.A., of course, were not entirely natural, The habitat and Santa Anna
winds are native; 'the arsonists and overqowded:hillsides offer extreme versions of
humanity. So blame lies in our court; particular blame might be aimed at the neighbor
hood association that stopped a prescribed bum which would have reduced the dead
fuels that collect when you put out all the natural ftres.

The more you disturb a mountain, the more likely you are to spawn a disaster. A
logged mountain is apt to be burned to rid it of a huge tonnage ofcuring slash. A scraped
and subdivided mountain, with encroaching brush and decades of unburned fuel, is
harder to treat with prescribed fire and nearly impossible to protect when a 50 mile-per
hour wind is pushing fue up its slopes..

Ifwe are to properly celebrate Nature we must celebrate the agents of natural tran
sition and renewal, be they hurricanes, floods, earthquakes, volcanoes, meteorites (a

, large one of which may have precipitated the Cretaceous mass extinction), or wildfues
(which have been occurring, according to fossil charcoal, for 375 million years). I'll
focus here on wildfue, as it is more predictable and user-friendly than meteorites or
volcanoes, and because it keeps me in the mountains each swnmer.

illustration by Becca Cunningham
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One of my biologist friends refers to my type
as pyrologists. My vocation is wildfIre, natural and
prescribed. Such fIres can be terribly destructive and
if a fire needs to be put out-if homes are threat
ened, if decades of fire suppression have created
an unnatural tinderbox - then I'm as gung-ho as any
fifeline grunt to stomp out the flames. But my sym
pathies lie with natural fire. When lightning strikes
a snag, I track the smoke and monitor the behavior
of the resulting fire. If the fire meets the right cri
teria, I urge my superiors in the National Park
Service to call it a PNF, a prescribed natural fire..

PNF is jargon. So is MIFF, which stands for
Manage\llent IgnitedPrescribedFire,more rommonly
called a prescribed burn.

Jargon, as Orwell taught us, is too often a tool
of technocratic fascists. In this case, though, the dull
acronyms might allow a reticent bureaucrat to say
yes' to natural fire, since our traditional synonyms
for natural fife, ranging from wildfire to holocaust,
tend to discourage courage.

Unfortunately, if you want to have any input
in the return of fife on public lands you need to
speak this jargon. Call up the local FMO (Fire
Management Officer) to ask how many PNFs the
district had last season and the FMO may listen.
Call up and accuse Smokey Bear of being a propa
ganda flunky for theforestry industry and the FM0
will stare out the window, wishing that he or she
w~ out in the fIeld planning the district's next pre
scribed bum.

like most wildland issues, natural fire is part
science and part politics. So you need to speak the
jargon of both fIelds if natural frre is to return to
the land you love.

Start with a search for good science, which
may not be immediately obvious in your local bu
reaucracy. In mostland agencies are dedicated prac
titioners of field ecology, often invisible to the
public. Take a hike with the local fife ecologist. He
or she may not wear that exact title. Ask your
fifefIghting friends and they'll steer you to some
one-who might be labeled a fifefIghter or range-

conservation specialist or assistant
FMO or emergency services coordina
tor-who is at heart a pyrologist.

Ask about the fife return cycle, which
is sometimes estimated by collecting a local
fIre history, wherein someone cores live trees
and saws sections from scarred stumps to figure
the frequency and intensity of natural fife over the
last few centuries. If a fife history hasn't been done,
volunteer to do it yourself. You'll count a lot of tree
rings but you'll also see a lot of good country, since
fife-scarred stumps are often found on the remotest
hillsides. Plus there's no better way to corrupt
your local bureaucracy than with free labor.

Whether your research is in the field or the li
brary, you are looking for fife frequency, also called
the fife return cycle: the number of years in which a
habitat completes a cycle of burning, sprouting,
growing, dying, burning, and resprouting. You're
also looking for fire effects: Does aspen require a
hot fife to resprout? Does Ponderosa require frequent
cool fifes to create a mixed-age forest? Taken to
gether, these variables are often labeled the "natu
ral fife regime," which will vary according to habitat
types, soil types, fuel types, rainfall, snow depths,
elevations, steepness and aspect of slopes, drought
cycles, wind patterns, and other climatic, topo
graphic, and biologic factors.

Though fife regimes vary greatly.even within
regions and from north-facing to south-facing
slopes, there are accepted generalities. Sagebrush in
Wyoming, for instance, has a historic fIre return
cycle of 15-50 years. When· it burns, barring such
disturbances as cattle graziJig or Flk overpopulation
(a problem since natural predators of ungulates have
been reduced or extirpated), it is replaced by annual
and perennial grasses which provide a flush of nu
tritious and consistent forage for wildlife. After 10
25 years, the sagebrush has returned, dead stems
have collected, and the habitat is increasingly sus
ceptible to frre.

illustration by Nancy Roy
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Douglas-fir, which edges down toward the sagebrush in
parts of the Rocky Mountains, shares a similar fire return cycle
and the trees are adapted to surviving hot, fast ground fires.
Climb 500 feet up the mountain and you'll fmd Lodgepole Pine,
which has adapted to catastrophic stand-replacing fires (e.g.,
Yellowstone in 1988), with a fire return frequency that ranges
from 100 to 500 years.

The concept.of
implementing a
policy ofnatural
fire may be
straightforward,
but its application
is intricate, even
dangerous.

The ~orthernRockies burn in August. Far to the south in
the Ponderosa Pine of Arizona, fire bums in early summer,
paced by the arrival of the monsoon lightning and roughly fol
lowing a seven-year drought cycle that is in turn influenced by
the El Nino current off Chile. With sky-islands surroWlded by
desert and a regular cycle of drought, fires creep through the
undergrowth as frequently as every 5-10 years.

FIre effects are equally various. While fire-dependent spe
cies have adapted to fire, it would be simplistic and disingenu
ous to say that the effects of all fires are good, given a century
of human-caused fuel buildup. Adding to this dilemma are the
potential effects of global climate change; soon we may be de
ciding how to manage habitats threatened by droughts and fires
that are distinctly unnatural. However, braving simplicity and
begging innumerable exceptions, I will argue that the effects
of your average lightning-ignited fire are ecologically correct.

The ground-truthed reality of most fires is hardly as hor
rible as Bambi and Smokey would have us believe. Much of
the day a fire may creep so slowly through the duff that an
hour afterward the ants will come out and ruin your picnic.
Often a fire will crawl through the duff in the morning and
then torch a few acres of trees in the-afternoon, creating a won
derful mosaic of old and new habitat. Soon the ash fertilizes
fresh forage. The crowd of young trees has been thinned; and
the survivors, released from competition, grow eventually into
a catheQral forest. The standing dead trees become feeding sta
tions and nest sites for woodpeckers, bluebirds, rodents, wea
sels, and bears. Even crown fires, which seem so completely
~estructiveas you run off a mountain swept by flame, are of
ten pa.tchy, leaving a wet north-facing slope untouched while
searing the south, and hop-skipping over entire canyons.
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My evidence is partly anecdotal. I've watched thousands
of acres burn-and then, an hour or a day later, walked among
the smoldering logs to see Mule Deer feeding on par-broiled
shoots, Red-tailed and Zone-tailed Hawks circling over mice,
a Black Bear tearing ope~ freshly exposed logs; and with the
first rain, the black ash explodes into a meadow of wildflow
ers and grass.

I have monitored natural fues, ignited prescribed bums,
and fought old-fashioned wildfires in the cactl,iS and grasslands
and Manzanita brush and oaks and piney mountains of Ari
zona, in the dense Lodgepole and open sagebrush of Wyoming
and Idaho, in the hardwoods of Missouri...and everywhere,
afterward, the habitat comes to life. Often it is different lif~,

which we might denigrate because of our own fear of fue, but
. a mountain shifting from growing trees to charred stumps is a

mOWltain more alive and changing than any human institution.
It is quite human to mistake fire as death. Fire return cycles

match or outlive our own sense of life, so when 'a mountain
burns, every 50 or 100 years, it may remind us of our 'own
mortality (or, if you're a logger, of missed opportunities). Our
religions may profit in metaphors of rebirth, but to judge our
mountains with religious metaphor tends to shortchange them.
A well-watched mountain is certainly an inspira~tion;but un
like most religions, which promise some form of mystical life
after death, a mountain delivers a verifiable life from death. It
bums, a part of it dies, a part of it is reborn.

It is also quite human, even with all the reassurances of
ecology and spirituality, to want to keep your mountain green.
In the Rincon Mountains of Arizona I have hiked the steep
North Slope, dark with ancient Douglas-fus and chock-full of
fallen logs, and I have dreaded, anticipated, predicted the path
of the fue that will one day sweep from down below. Some
times I have monitored slOW-burning fues on this mountain
for weeks. Other times I have cut fuelines to stop small blazes
from entering these trees, and I've led fire crews up cliffs and
against hellish flames to stop a huge up-canyon 91aze from
sweeping into this forest.

Someday, though, in my life or my daughter's, the North
Slope must burn (and this past summer, nearly 20,000 acres of
this mountain burned because it was the right time for it to
bum- but the North Slope dido't burn...not yet). The toughest
question facing fue'managers these days is, when? To allow a
nafurally ignited fue to burn, o~ to light a prescribed fue in the
right conditions, might reduce the fuel loading and return a
stand of trees to its natural fue regime. But in cool conditions
the fire may not 'even start; in dry conditions it may turn the
slope to ash. The risks of natural'fire, to both a forest and a
career, are huge; the rewards are often invisible for 50 years.

The cone;ept of implementing a policy of natural fire may
be straightforward, but its application is intricate, even dan
gerous. Natural fire policies are finally being written into Fue
Management Plans in many parks and forests throughout the
country, but the plans are not always applied. Be prepared to
face stonewalling bureaucrats. Politely ask how much of the
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local budget goes to fire suppression, how much for prescribed
and natural fires. '

Of course, these moneys often dovetail, which makes
meaningful public input difficult. If you plan to test your local
bureaucrats with tough questions, be prepared to answer some
questions yourself. If we fight to halt logging of old growth,
can we then tum around and say we want natural fire to bum
in old growth? Should isolated old-growth stands in fragmented
landscapes be allowed to bum? Can we compromise with New
Forestry advocates in order to blend low-impact small-scale log
ging with natural fire to create a more natural cycling of habitat?

The Forest Service needs to reform (and often curtail) log
ging and mining and livestock grazing on the National For
ests. Ecological restoration, with fire as one of the ta<;>ls, might
fIll in the bureaucratic vacuum and provide local jobs. Yet if
we reform forest management to protect habitat for wildlife
and recreationists, we might only recreate the crown jewel
National Parks syndrome, wherein paradise attracts.crowds
who love the land so much we pave it for them. Tourists are
fascinated by the flames and sympathetic to the pageantry of
the fire return cycle. Yet let a natural fire bum a few weeks and,
these same tourists (and those who make a 'living off them)
will begin complaining about smoke and charred·trees. And in
many regions; the time to bum is also high season for tourists.

No matter what the bureaucracy, the people sorting out
these questions-FMOs, park superintendents, forest district
supervisors - hear more often from lovers of strictIy green for

ests' or logged forests, than from those who support a natural
rue policy. I can attest, having chatted often enough with my
bosses, that a new generation of middle managers is eager for
the challenge of ecologically responsible management. But the
bosses, in the bureaucracy and out, from county politicians to
congresspeople, need to hear from those less partisan than the
professional pyrologists. They need to hear citizens, lots of
them, who support the potentially uncontrollable (and there
fore politically dangerous) process of natural rue.

Your efforts may be fruitful if you playoff your advan
tages, one of which is money. Fire management, whether sup
pression or prescribed natural rue, is funded largely from a
national pool, with local budgets based on history of past fires
rather than local politics. Fire money is managed locaJ.ly but
does not come directly from the district's operating budget.
Therefore, any money a local district gets is like a Christmas
check from a relative- it may arrive each year but the amount
is usually a surprise, So when you argue for natural rue, you
aren't asking a local manager to give up his or her local funds.
Playing this budget game, however, requires consistent prod
ding of distant and anonymous budgeteers, which is often the
task of the local pyrologist whom you are prodding.

A second advantage that should support a move toward
natural rue lies in the demise of more traditional milk-cows.
Timber budgets are down in the Forest Service; the Park Ser
vice talks of shifting its funding priorities toward resource
management instead of visitor protection and entertainment;

and bureaucrats look to the national rue accounts for money
to keep their parks aiId districts staffed When faced with stalled
budgets and shifting priorities, a fire budget may be the ship
leaking the least. ~owe may see a renewed mterest in rue. And
much of that interest may lean toward natural rue. Numerous
offIcial bulletins were issued during the 1994 season to explain
the extreme fire behaviot: one reason o~er than drought was
the huge amount of fuel buildup that has occurred due to past
decades of total fire suppression. The implied solution to ex-

. treme fires (and the way to prevent deaths of ruefighters caught
in such firestorms) is natural fire.

A fiscal argument for natural rue can also be made: often
it is cheaper to manage a fire with natural boundaries than to
mount a 5OO-person attack with slurry bombers and helicop
ters. This is a complicated argument and can easily backfue,
because a fire, once declared a PNF, may bum for weeks or
months. Putting it out when it starts, the fire managers control
ten acres. In the right conditions and for roughly the same in
vestment, they can allow the same rue to bum for two weeks
and spread to 1500 acres and it may put itself out. Or in the
third week the winds may shift, the drought indices turn ex
treme, and the pyrologists call in squadrons of hotshot crews
and slurry bombers to contain a very costly fire,

Despite the risks, a well-managed natural rue program can
cut the costs of rue. Allow natiuaI rue some rope and rue man
agers can get by 'with fewer hours on the helicopter and call in
fewer hotshot crews (at $2800 per day). Even when they must
suppress a fire, they can use natural rue barriers-ridges, riv
ers, a shifting wind, the winter's snow-to lessen the impact
of control, and its costs, while still containing the fire.

The operative term here is "well-managed." A truly natu
ral fire policy, where every lightning-ignited rue becomes a
free-roaming agent of change, is no longer feasible in most
regions of the lower 48 United States. At present our best hope
is to live within Nature, seeking a balance that neither destroys
it nor allows it to destroy us. Some fires must be put out-as
quickly and safely as possible-if we are to avoid the human
tragedies of an Oakland or Los Angeles.

Even in settled areas, though, fire cannot be eliminated;
put a small rue out and you simply postpOIie the tragedy. With
a proactive natural rue policy, setting a prescribed bum on one

.hillside and then the next, you might create fuel breaks to pro-
tect our misplaced houses. You might also remind the inter
lopers that there are boundaries determined not by man but by
Nature. There are mountains owned by rue; just as there are
habitats that feed us and comfort us-Eastern oak forests, open
pine woodlands, grasslands-which we have managed with
human-ignited fires for thousands of years.

These days, most large areas of open land are managed
by bureaucracies, not wandering tribes. And within such bu
reaucracies, natural rue can be liberating. Fire crosses bound
aries, thereby forcing bureaucrats to cross their usual
boundaries. In the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, game and
fish departments, the National Park Service, and the Forest
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Service are beginning to cooperate on prescribed bwns and
PNFs. Unfortunately, a natural fire needs pennission to cross
from one jurisdiction to another. If the next jwisdiction doesn't
want it, we have to try to put it out.

Without doubt, natural fire is frustrating. Ifyou accept the
challenge of helping a natural area regain a natural fire regime,
be patient and supportive. I have spent weeks planning a.pre
scribed burn only to have it rained out for two seasons in a
row. I have watched advocates within the bureaucracy curse
the slowboat politics of natural fire, the lack of money, the ul

timate frustration of weather.
Be patient and Nature will show the way. Lead a field trip

into a burned area and show the local activists and media what
. happens after a fire. Remember, even the most experienced

among us can be dismayed by fire. A Tucson reporter, who is
otherwise an exemplary environmentalist, once toured a huge
fire in the Rincons and mistakenly conveyed the circling of a
hawk as sorrowful hunger. Most likely he was watching a Zone
tailed Hawk, whi~h tilts its wings and mimics a vulture. With
ground coverburned off, this hawk was eating very well, I'm sure.

The reporter's mistake, and ours, is one of transferal.
-Bambi, I'm afraid, lives within our communal soul. Fire seems
bad because we see it as symbolic of our own propensity for
environmental destruction. But as long as fire remains a scape
goat, our mountains and plains and rural woodlots will remain
a cartoon landscape and Smokey Bear will replace Grizzly Bear.

Ron Steffens (winter address: Box 1057, State Univer
sity, AR 72467) is a prescribedfire monitor in Grand Teton
National Park.
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Near Truckee

People keep coming
to this place,
which could be anyplace
in the west, these days,
Except it's my home,
where I was born
just off the interstate,
ran my first race,
drank carrot juice from a straw,
picked wild raspberries,
watched my mother die
as trees were cut
in our secret place,

People with U-Hauls,
putting up houses
like tinker toys,
as if they will last,

.as if owning land
will buy them a place
in forever.

There are flowers here,
in this field,
and down the road
hammers fall on nails
like the rain of foreboding,
closer all the time
to the heart of me,
as if I'can go on
without my past,
as if the blooms

_mean nothing.

Everywhere it's happening,
. this coming like fiies
to a carcass.
My father bitter
for the loss of the sugarpines,
his wife, his family
spread like pollen
over crowded desert,
the land aching from
the weight of it all. .

-Colin Chisholm

illustration by Becca Cunningham
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The Red Maple
Bearer of Our Sins

.by Robert Leverett

INTRODUCTION

Acer rubrum

In the fall 1992 issue of Wild Earth I wrote an article entitled' Sugar Maple:
Most Northern of Hardwoods. I chose the Sugar Maple instead of the Red Maple,
believing most people prefer the former as the symbol to which they can better re
late. Though it didn't occur to me at the time, my perception of "what people think"
was inordinately influenced by old-time New Englanders, particularly landow·ners,
and resource managerS. Members of these groups often possess above average knowl
edge of trees, in a wood products sense. They typically rate the Sugar Maple supe
rior to the Red Maple in just about every category; e.g., sweeter sap for SYnIP
production, greater lumber value, more desirable for landscaping.

Though the Sugar Maple will always be a favorite tree of mine, I have been
suffering from pangs of conscience. It is now time to pay due respect to Acer rubrum,
the Red Maple. For not only is the Red Maple a noble tree, it provides us a portal
through which to view the past, present, and probable future of our Eastern forests.

CLASSIFICATION

Acer rubrum is the state tree of Rhode Island. Common' names for the species
include Red Maple, Scarlet Maple, Swamp Maple, Soft Maple, and Water Maple.
The Onondaga Indians (one of the nations of the Iroquois Confederation) of New
York call the Red Maple "Ah-wah-hot-kwah"- the red flower.

Over the past 100 years, due in part to variant leaf shapes, sub-species of the
Red Maple have been declared. However, apparently none of the forms have shown
sufficient·stability to warrant botanists permanently classifying them as distinct.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The wood of the Red Maple is rather soft for hardwoods, considerably softer
than Sugar Maple: By most descriptions, Red Maple wood is not very strong. Some
descriptions of the species emphasize these weaknesses. In A Sierra Club Naturalists
Guide: Southern New England, Neil Jorgensen describes Red Maple as: "relatively
short-lived, its wood is subject to rot, insect attack, and ice storm damage." Jorgensen's
description is supported in Elbert Peets's Practical Tree Repair in which he states:
'The red maple;as has been said, is subject to frost cracks." Peets further points out
that 'The red maple often shows long shallow wounds in the upPer limbs, the result
of the tearing out of minor branches."

For there is not
ajustinan

upon Earth,
that doeth good

and sinneth not.

-Ecclesiastes 7.20'
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At 38 pounds per cubic foot, Red Maple wood is moder
ately heavy, midway between the density of Silver Maple at
32 pounds per cubic foot and 43 for the Sugar Maple. The Red
Maple's wood is described as somewhat elastic, making it suit
able for special uses like boat oars. Similar to other maples,
the arrangement of the Red Maple's woody fibers can lead to
something called curled and birds-eye varieties.

The bark of the Red Maple is smooth and gray on young
trees, browner and furrowed on older trees, and shaggy with a
characteristic upward curl on the oldest trees. Leaves are pale
to dark green above, whitish-green beneath, 3 to 5 lobes, un
evenly toothed, and commonly from 3 to 4 inches in length.
However, leaf lengths can vary from 2 to 8 inches. The Red
Maple exhibits a wide variety ofleaf forms, even on the same
tree-even on the same branch,

Leaf stems are 1 to 3 inches long, The twigs and bu~s are
reddish, The bisexual flowers are red (yellow on occasion) and
come in short clusters. On some trees male and female clusters
are separate. On other trees clusters are restricted to a single sex.
They appear during the spring from March through May depend
ing on the climate. The small reddish fmits are about an inch long.
The wings diverge at an angle of 50 to 60 degrees. The fruit ap
pears from the period of May to July, again depending on the
climate. The Red Maple is one of the few northern hardwoods
that produces its seeds in the spring or early summer.

With 'reddish twigs, buds, and fruits, red flowers and bril
liant red fall foliage, it is easy to understand why the tree's com
mon names, Red or Scarlet Maple, are apt.

SIZE AND AGE

The Red Maple is described in most tree books as a me
dium sized tree 40 to 60 feet tall and on occasion 75 to 80.
Height limits are usually placed at near 100 feet withsuchnum
bers achieved on only the most favorable growing sites. How
ever, Volume III of The New Nature Library on Trees, Mosses
and Lichens by Julia Ellen Rogers lists the Red Maple as ca
pable of reaching 120 feet. Trunk diameters are commonly
listed as '1-2 feet and occasionally up to 5 feet. Today, few
people see Red Maples of large dimension; but in truth, all the
above statistics understate the capabilities of the species.

Some sources of silvicultural data list the life expectancy
of the ~ed Maple as between 150 and 200 years with a maxi-

"mum of 350. Other sources indicate that the species is short
lived. In The Complete Trees ofNorth America: A Field Guide
and Natural History, Thomas Elias states that the Red Maple
may live 75 to 100 years.

RANGE AND ADAPTABILITY

The range.of Acer rubrum is remarkably broad. It .inhabits
a wider range of soils than its sister species. It is commonly
listed as ranging northeast to Nova Scotia, northwest to Min
nesota (and even the Dakotas according to one source), south
east to Horida, and southwest to eastern Texas. It climbs up the
mountains of Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine to 3000

illustration by Rob Messick
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feet. It grows up to 6000 feet in the southern Appalachians. So
broad is the range of the Red Maple that it cannot be used ef
fectivelyas an indicator. species for forest.types, with the pos
sible exception of Red Maple swamps in the Northeast.

In current day New England, th~ Red Maple commonly
populates wet,areas near streams, but can be found sprouting
prolifically in what until recently were old fields. Acer rubrum
is equally adapted to moderately moist uplands. In fact it is
hard to fmd areas in the East where Red Maples don't grow. In
the Northeast, Red Maple is often a minor component of hem
lock-spruce and hemlock-White Pine forest communities.

The Red Maple's wide adaptability and large niche in the
EasternJorest ecosystem stands in contradistinction to many
people's perception of it. In the Northeast, people often think
of itas a wetlands species, but its propensity to repopulate dis
turbed areas, including old fields, and even to thrive on dry
upland sites is testament to its adaptability.

Red Maple regeneration after logging can be prolific. Un
sightly stump sprouts characterize ~eas of regrowth. Multiple
stemmed trunks often signal land that has been cut over many .
times. Sprouts are thickest on smaller stumps, diminishing in
number with increased diameter. Studies in the White ~oun
tains of New Hampshire indicate that sprouting is most pro
lific on stumps 8 to 10 inches in di3?leter. The coppicing pleases
some timber harvesters. They see extra boardfeet in the mul- '
tiple stems, but dense stump sprouting often produces stems
that are individually inferior, more subject tQ early rotting,

USES

The Red Maple has a long history of use, The wood is
used in various kinds of construction and is considered a fairly
good fuel. However, as a timber tree, Red Maple has been
judged inferior to many other species.

The birds-eye variety of Red Maple is particularly valued
for interior furnishing of room~ In her excellent book, Our
Native Trees, Harriet Keeler mentions that birds-eye maple was
prized for railway-cars and even steamship saloons. These uses
were in vogue during the time Keeler wrote her book.

Native American uses for Red Maple paralleled those for
Sugar·Maple. Though the sap of the Red Maple is not as sweet
as that of the Sugar Maple, the former was tapped in colonial
times in some parts of the Northeast.

RED MAPLE'S EMOTIONAL IMPACT

Notwithstanding the Red Maple's less than perfect score
as a lumber species (lessoned further by over-cutting), few trees

can evoke deeper passion in bonafide tree lovers. Because of
its early flowering in spring and brilliant foliage early in the
fall, it hits prompted much verse. In The Tree Book: A Popular
Guide to a Knowledge ofthe Trees ofNorth America and Their
Uses and Cultivation, Julia Ellen Rogers includes an excerpt
from a poem by Lowell about the maple. In her words, "Who
shall know the' Red Maple better th3n this poet of New En
gland?" References to the Red Maple can be found in the writ-

ings of such personages as Henry David Thoreau and Ralph
Waldo Emerson. In Our Friends tlie Trees, Dr. PG. Cross ef
fusively praises the Red Maple: ~'Another important maple is
the red flowering, or Scarlet Maple (Acer rubrum), of all
maples, the most gorgeous, for both in early spring and in early
autumn, this noble tree emblazons the landscape with its blood-
red foliage, and flowers." .

The emotional impact of a tree'~,size and beauty is'pre
dictable, but a tree can have a psychological influence on us in
ways of which we are unaware. In J:lls thought-provoking book,
The Power ofTrees: The Reforesting ofthe Soul, psychologist
and archetypal ecologist Michael Perlman explores "deep
rooted relationships" that have existed between people and trees
for untold centuries.

RED MAPLE AS A COMPONENT OF OLD
GROWTH FORESTS

Those who know the Red Maple as a small to medium
size tree will be surprised to learn that the Red Maple can reach
huge proportions when left to grow on favorable sites for long
time periods. Acer rubrum can grow into an in-forest giant
worthy of0u! highest admiration. In Trees, Shrubs, and W~:)Qdy

Vines of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Arthur
Stuplqicited what at the time he believed to be the largest speci
men in the Park. The tree's trunk measUres 17 feet 3 inches in
circumference. Stupka's tree is not an oddity. Several years ago
I measured a Red Maple on the Maddron Bald trail in Smoky

Mountain Nati?nal Park that stretched the tape to a full 17 feet,
the largest I'd ever seen. With moss-covered buttressing roots
and an arrow straight trunk, it stood in striking contrast to its
troubled relatives growing on cut-over, marginally productive
lands outside the Park-a living testament to how we have
compromised the species by cutting the best of the originals and
over-cutting the regeneration

Two years later, while perusing the latest release of the
National Big Tree Register, I came across the entry for the na
tional champion Red Maple, growing in Michigan. The tree's
dimensions are extraordinary: girth-18 feet 6 inches, height
a wildly improbable 179 feet (equivalent to a 17 story build
ing), and a crown spread of an eq~y improbable 120 feet.
The measurements were submitted by renowned big tree hunter
Paul Thompson and produced a remarkable total of431 points
on the big tree formula.

This splendid national champion Red Maple surpassed its
counterpart Sugar Maple by a whopping 86 points and the
champion Black Maple (Acer nigrum) by 83! Among eastern
maples Acer rubrum is exceeded only by the national cham
pion Silver Maple (Acer saccharinum). Moreover, the Red
Maple champ loses this bout due to the unfortunate way the
big tree formula is constructed. Since girth is measured in inches
and height in feet, the formula weights girth 12 times over
height. I have not seen the Silver Maple and mean it no disre
spect, but at a dumpy 61 feet tall, I have a feeling that the Sil
ver Maple is multi-stemmed. Given the ~xtraordinaryheight
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of the champion Red Maple, if the current Silver Maple cham
pion is like its awkward looking, multi-stemmed predecessor,
which I have seen, then the Michigan ~edMapleis by far the
more impressive tree. .

The big tree saga continues. In October 1993, I received a
report from Rob Messick of the Western North Carolina Alli
ance on an improbable Red Maple that had just been discov
ered by scientistWill BloWl of Smoky Mountain National Park.
Will was studying the Park's old-growth forest (WJ.1l's ai'naz
ing big tree discoveries will be the subject ofa future WIld Earth'
article). From Rob's description, it was a foregone conclusion
that I had to see the tree.

In July 1994, Will took Rob, myself, and an exceptionally

~edicatedgroup to see the tree. It poured on us all. day, which
made getting to the great maple something of a feat. We crawled
100 yards through a massive rhododendron slick and over moss- .
covered logs. It was a rainforest environment in.every detail.
Though Rob Messick had told me the tree's girth, I was not
prepared for the emotional impact of actually seeing this hulk
ing giant. The measurements were incredible: girth 23 feet 4
inches, height 135 feet, crOWJl spread 88 feet. I looked up a
straight bole free ofbranches fOJ at least 60 feet. It was humbling.

We remeasured the Smoky Mountain colossus. On the big
tree formula, the result came to 437 points, making the tree the
new, unofficial national champion. .

Back on the trail, we encountered more amazing Red
Maples. One measured 11 feet 7 inches around and topped 143
feet in height. Its straight trunk soared 70 feet to the first branch.
Another tortuous surfmg through the rhododendron brought us
to a Red Maple that measured 12.5 feet. Finally, Will mentioned
another Red Maple that he had foun,d growing in a different
area of the Park measuring over 17 feet around.

. In the Great Smoky Mountain National Park, I had seen
trees that equal or surpass, in both girth and height, the trees in
some of the Northeast's most impressive stands ofWhite Pine.
The genetics of the Red Maple permit greater ages and sizes to
be attained than those in field guide descriptions and t40se in
cut-over forests for which silvicultural data are accumulated.

As part of my continuing research on old-growth Red
Maples, I reviewed data gathered by Harvard Forest research
ers during their 1929-30 study of old-growth within New
Hampshire's Pisgah Mountain area. Of 13 species of trees inven
toried, on'average only 5 achieved greater size than~Red Maple.

As the final chapter, this past August, I was exploring a
patch of mature forest in the Mohawk Trail State Forest in
Mas,sachusetts. In the middle of the patch stood, proud and tall,
a straight trunked old-growth Red Maple measuring a full 10

feet in circumference. Today it stands in sharp contrast to the
nearby stump-sprouting specimens at the top of the ridge where
continuous logging has led to the nowadays more familiar pro
rues. This big maple was the fmal proof I needed that Mother
Nature had designed a magnilicent tree and the degraded form
we observe today bespeaks the wide gulf between nature's time-
less wisdom and our ephemeral, technological meddling. .
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RED MAPLE'S FUTURE

The plight of our natural forests has bee~ describe9 by
noted big tree hunter and photographer Whit Bronaugh. In his
article, "Ambassadors of the Past," in the January/February
1994 edition of American Forests,,'Bronaugh writes: "each of
us creates standards of comparison based on the conditions in
which we grew up. Too.often we ask: What is environmental
quality like now, and can we afford to allow it to get a little
worse?Thinking like a champion tree, the answer is: Of course
not, it's already a lot worse." The Red Maple is a g09d indica
tor not only of that worsened condition, but of our abominable
ignorance of the current pace of tl,lat worsening.

Bronaugh reveals one of the biggest reasons for public
acceptance of the degraded condition of our forests when he
writes: "With 90 percent of our virgin forests gone before most
of us were born,.our concept of a forest is often set by the stan
dard of second-growth. This perception is perpetuated by tim
ber harvesters who talk of regrowing a forest in 60 to 100
years where trees 300 to 1000 years old have been clear
cut. That's like plowing a prairie, planting wheat, and calling
it a grassland."

As for all species with any commercial value, the fate of
the Red Maple in tomorrow's forests, or whatev~rsubstitutes
for them, will probably be driven by economics. The species
will likely be promoted locally as a source of firewood and be
exploited regionally as a quick growing tree that can be har
vested every 30 to 40 years for pulp. Wide-scale exploitation
will perpeniate degraded forms and deepen our anesthetization

to the decline of natural forests. Mother Nature will have few
opportunities to reconstruct her original work, unimpeded by

human interference.
Were it not for our surviving ancient forests, an increas

ingly alienated populace could not know that another species
is in decline; that another design perfected over millennia is
being compromised. Thankfully, a few ofher original creations
still grow in our ancient forest preserves, patiently waiting to
tell their story. To ~tand dwarfed besioe their immense trunks,
to be sheltered beneath their great spreading limbs, to gaze into
their foliage 100 feet above is to receive the meaning of that
story. It is to experience the undiluted power of the species. It
is also to understand· what is being lost to our progeny. These
sobering lessons can only be experienced where human intru
sions have not left their marks: in our irreplaceable Eastern old- .

growth forests.

Bob Leverett is the East's gre01est old-growth evangelist.
He has saved almost as many people as he has trees, by con
verting them to the old-growth gospel. Those interested in 01
tending an old-growth forest revival can teach Bob at 52
FairfieldAve., Holyoke, MA 01040.
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Lebanon Situation Improves
.by Fareed Abouhaidar

I
n an article in the Winterl992/93 issue of Wild Earth, I described the de
plorable situation of Lebanon's environment. In 1990, the war was still
in progress and there was little environmental activism (or at least it was

ignored by the media). I urged ~eaders to ask the Lebanese government to
recreate the Ministry of the Environment, last seen in 1982.

The war fiuJed out at the end of 1990; since then, Lebanon has been
rebuilding. Soon ~ter President Herawi gained control, a new government
was created that included a Ministry of the Environment.

And just in time! LebaOon's' environment is in shambles after 16 years
of war and an unprecedented building boom.

illustration by Chuck Ouray

MORE EXAMPLES OF ENVIRONMENTAL MAYHEM

The inner Quadisha Gorge, home of Khalil Gibran (The Prophet) and
marked by steep forested slopes and huge natural bridges, remains intact, but
the uplands are pockmarked with gravel pitS and sand quarries. Many new
buildings lie scattered along roads connecting old villages. In Bisharre, a huge,
ugly building is under construction on a cliff overlooking the pathwayto the
Gibran Museum (established in his retreat, resembling cliff dwellings of the
US Southwest).

The urban sprawl stretching north along the coast from Beirut now ex
tends all the way to Batroun; only the Ras Shikka promontory separates it
from the sprawl creeping south from Tripoli (total distance: 88 km). Much of
the coastline has been ruined by beach developments, each with its private jetty.

In a once-secluded valley behind the Ras Shikka promontory is the Cru
sader castle of MseilJ:1a, perched on a tall rock. The Beirut-Tripoli freeway
now slashes through this valley. A gravel quarry has destroyed the hills be
hind the castle. Visitors on their way to the cedars of Lebanon grove pass
near this travesty. .

The Bekka Valley on a Sunday in October sounds like a war zone. Many
of Lebanon's 400,009 "hunters" are there with shotguns slaughtering thou- .
sands of birds, many of them migrating from Europe to Africa. Dead hawks
and storks line the shore of Qaroun Lake.

Even politicians once embraced the Lebanese "tradition" of unregulated
hunting. Presidents and ministers hunted regularly, oblivious to hunting eth
ics and limits taken for granted in the U S. Only Kamal Junblatt, deeply in
fluenced by Hinduism, abhorred the practice; he banned the hunting of
songbirds while Minister of the Interior.
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The air in ~eirutis unfit to breathe, thanks to
motor vehicles and drivers who would rather be
stuck in traffic than walk a few hundred meters.
Lebanon has received shipments of toxic wastes
from industrialized countries. Rural garbage
dumps spill downhill from roads. In 1992, a hot
summer spawned countless fires that destroyed
much of the remaining forest cover.

With the war over, an uncontrolled building
boom could ruin most of the country. The Bay of
Jounier, once described by the French poet"
Lamartine as the most beautiful in the world, was

I virtually destroyed by a port built by the govern
ment in the 1960s and numerous private jetties"
built during the war years. The lower slopes of the
.soO-meter mountain overlooking the bay are now
studded with high-rise apartment buildings. Con
struction, has been banned, however, on the remain
der of the rIDe-forested slopes.

THE" ENVIRONMENTAL AWAKENING
" . '

Environmental conservation is finally taking
root in Lebanon, making impressive gains in the
year after. the Hariri government was formed.~

While lingering governmental corruption and busi
ness interests continue to be obstacles, Lebanon"
is already ahead of the U.S. in one sense: it lacks
an organized "wise-use" movement. Indeed, con
servation proposals are met with enthusiasm by
many people fed up withenvironmental deterioration,
and often are adopted by the new administration. En
vironmental public service announcements and re
ports are regularly aired on television.

I mentioned inmy previous article the Friends
of Nature, They and many other like organizations
have growing memberships. The Society for the
Protection of Nature and Natural Resources in
Lebanon (S.P.N.L.) was founded in the dark days
of 1985; its activities have multiplied in the last
few months. It is a member of the World Conser
vation Union and is the Lebanon partner ofBirdlife
International. Universities and schools have their
own clubs, including Green line at the American
University ofBeirut. Green lineis pushing for bird
s~ctuaries, promotes env.ironmental education in
schools, is initiating a network of reforestation
groups, and has established a facility to introduce
children to native animals. Many towns also have
local organizations concerned with protecting
nearby forests or other natural sites. Interest per
meates religious and social groups from the,
Shiite town of Nabatiyeh in the war-torn south
to the bulldozer-ravaged Maronite heartland of
the Keserwan.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Victories have been many. Thanks to the en
vironmental organizations"and the Ministry of the
Environment, the lonely Bentaa'el National Park,
created in the early 198Os, has 'been joined by new
preserves. 'DIe Friends of Horsh Ehden succeeded

Environmental conservation
is finally taking root in

Lebanon ...

in 1992 in gaining protection for the pristine 8J.den
Forest. It contains a rare mix of thousands of ce
dars of Lebanon, broadleaf trees, endemic shrubs,
and six species and one genus of plants new to sci
ence. All haImful activities have been banned, in
cluding grazing or gathering of any living or
non-living material, hunting, and even camping and
picnicking. Management plans include a biologi
cal inventory, rehabilitation, a trail system, and a
center for research and education.

Tiny Palm Island and others near it off Tri
poli now are protected; they con~n unique eco
systems and are important resting and nesting sites
for migratory birds. Another cedar forest in the
Barouk Mountains east of Beirut was recently de
clared a preserve. During the war, Walid Junblatt,
the Druze warlord in control of the Shouf area (and
son of Kamal-see above) fenced off the forest,
posted rangers, and planted land-mines after tree
cutting was discovered. As with the Ehden For
est, management plans are being prepared for these
preserves; they include visitor and research centers,
trails, and local CQIIlIllittees to oversee the areas:

More preserves are in the making. The
Ammiq Marsh, a critical stopover for migratory
birds in the Bekaa Valley that had become a law
less playground for "hunters," will soon be pro
tected, saving it from drainage schemes conceived
by previous governments.

Other areas to be protected include:
• Wadi Jhannam (Hell Canyon), a remote gorge in

the north;
• Qanunou'a Fores~ also in the north, which includes

a rare standofhuge, ancientjunipers that survived
the Ottoman and French railroad builders of the
World Wars as well as recent woodcutters;

• two oilier cedar of Lebanon groves near
Tannoureen and Jaj;
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WHOM TO CONTACT:

Dr. Elias Malle
Director General
Ministry of the Environment
PO Box 70-838
Antelias, Lebanon

Mr. Assad Serhal
Society for the Protection of Nature and
Natural Resources in Lebanon (SPNL)'
Po Box 11-5665
Beirut, Lebanon

Dr. Shady K. Hamadeh
Faculty ofAgriculture and Food Sciences
American University of Beirut
Beirut, Lebanon

Riccardus Habre
The Friends of Nature
Marine Research Center

Jouilieh, Lebanon'

Booklets with scientific descriptions of
Ehden FOI:est and Palm Island are avail
able from Friends of Nature.
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• the golden sandy beach south ofthe
city of Tyre (its proximity to Israel
and the resultant war situation'saved
it from beach developments);

• the famous cedar of Lebanon grove
in the barren mountains above
Bsharre, also known as the Cedars
of the Lord. The trees here have suf
fered from a combination ofunnatu
ral disruptions and natural
disturbances, among them insects
thriving in the absence of.birds killed
by hunters, pollution from a cement
factory on the coast, a recent mon
ster snowstorm, and people cutting
branches to carve into trinkets for
sale to tourists. Many weakened
trees have fallen. Now, trails are be- '.
ing designated to reduce trampling
by visitors, and an entrance pay sta
tion has been built. Trees have been
pruned and painted with disinfec
tants. A plan to plant 5000 trees in
and around the forest was launched
in fall 1993.

GOVERNMENT,
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION

The Ministry of the Environment
is still very small and sometimes shows
no backbone, but plans are under way
to expand it. The Ministry's Director
General is an effective and dedicated
environmentalist.

Some ten million birds' continue
to fall out of the skies ofLebanon each

, year. A hunting ban was inStituted, but
the Minister of the Environment re
lented under pressure from hunters and
gunstore owners. Hunting will be'
banned for five years starting in 1995,
, . \

thanks to unrelenting pressure from
conservationists. .

In fall 1993, several rock quarries
gouging the mountains behind Beirut,
as well as the one at Mseilha Castle,
were shut down by Minister of the
Interior Beshara Murhej. Whilequarry ,
owners protested, environmentalists
rallied in support of the minister.

With carnage continuing, the en
vironmental movement, particularly

SPNL, has reso~d to novel tactics and
escalated pressure on-the government
to move in the right direction. Leba
nese environmental groups are urging
the World Bank and other international
fmancial institutions to withhold eco
nomic aid to Lebanon until it meets in
ternational environmental standards,
including CITES (Conventipn on In
ternational Trade in Endangered Spe
cies). European delegations were
shocked to see kiosks selling cedar
wood trinkets in front of the entrance
to the Bsbarre grove. Lebanon heard
some harsh words as a result of the fi
asco; the trinket booths have since
been removed.

A proposal for protecting biodi
versity in Lebanon's protected areas is
ready to be presented to the Global En
vironment Facility for f~ding: It pro
poses species surveys, management
teams for protected areas, guards, and
educational materials. The plan is to be
implemented through 1997.

A group of prominent environ
mentalists has been working on the
Lebanese EnvironmentAction Plan, to
have been completed by April 1994,
in cooperation'with the Lebanese Envi
ronmentalAssembly (the NGOs dLeba
non) and the Friedrich 8Jert Institute of
Germany. The result will bepresented to
the Ministry of the Environment.

There is still hope for saving what
is left of Lebanon's incredibly rich
natural diversity. A good omen is the
recent sighting, at the tip of Beirut's
peninsula, of a Mediterranean Monk
Seal for the first time in decades.

Fareed Abouhaidar (1628 W.
Milagro, Mesa, AZ 85202) grew up in
Lebanon, where he wrote letters to news
papers and creaLed posters at school
on environmental atrocities. An avid
.hiker in Arizona since 1985, he plans
to hike more of Lebanon to make up
for war-time deprivation. He has an
M.S. from Arizona State University in
Environmental Resources inAgriculture.
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ROAD-RIPort #2
by Kraig Klungness and Katie Scarborough

Large-scale wilderness recovery requires large-scale road removal. These
inseparable goals are the focus of the new coalition called ROAD-RIP, the Road Re
moval Implementation Project.

In the summer 94 issue of Wild Earth we described the initial Road-Fighting
"Strategy Session held last February. The session resulted in what was ftrst called the
Road-Fighting Strategy Project, which has since become ROAD-RIP. In addition to
a better name, we now have a steering committee, advisory board, clearly dermed
strategy, and some initial funding. With tllese elements, ROAD-RIP is growing into
a national, grassroots movement to eliminate roads in wildland ecosystems.

Roads are prevented or removed at the grassroots level. It is here that we see the
tangible results of roads closed, roadless areas protected, road-buil~g schemes
stopped, and de facto wilderness restored through the elimination of roads. With this
in.mind, ROAD-RIP functions as a coalition of giassroots wilderness groups with
The Wildlands Project (fWP) and Biodiversity Legal Foundation (BLF) as the lead
organizations. .

lWPprovides the vision for coordinating road elimination with large-scale eco
system restoration, lends technical expertise, and serves as an information clearing
house; BLF develops legal strategies 'and assists in their application. The coalition's
regional grassroots groups provide the critical knowledge derived from their road
fighting experiences.

ROAD-RIP's work is to combine these elements into an effective set of road
fighting tools. To further empower the grassroots, we p~ovide national coordination
for regional campaigns, and educate the public on the ecological effects of roads and
the benefits derived from eliminating them on public wildlands.

Road-rippers guides will be fundamental tools ROAD-RIP will put into activ
ists' hands. We have three such guides being prepared now. Successful road-fighter
Keith Hammer has agreed to expand and update his Road Rippers'Guide to the Na
tional Forests for dealing with the U.S. Forest Service. Dan Stotter, David Bahr, and
Aron Yarmo of Bahr and Stotter Law Offices in Eugene, Oregon, are writing similar
guides for the Bureau ofLandManagement and the National Park Service. The guides
will be produced as individual publications, as well as for inclusion in a loose-leaf
road-rippers handbook that will also include sections on the ecological effects of roads, .
ORV issues, establishing road density standards, bibliographies, and other resources.

Along with thel>e guides, we are developing a set of criteria that activists can ,
take into the field to assess candidates for road closure. To provide scientiftc refer
ences supporting road closure and prevention, ROAD-RIP has asked TWP Science
Director Reed Noss to oversee the revision and annotation of his bibliography of
road-related literature.
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ROAD-RIP plans to sponsor road-fighting workshops for
activists. The workshops will cover the role of road elimination
in establishing conservation reserves, and administrative and le
gal tools to use to stop roads. Building a national movement
against wildland roads will be a theme llllderlying ROAD-RIP's
guides and workshops.

ROAD-RIP hopes to rally this national movement arolllld
what we call the "Terrible Twelve" roads. These are being se
lected based on their ecological destructiveness and the poten
tial benefit their obliteration would have for wilderness recovery.
We willlallllch a media campaign against them as the most bio
logically destructive roads or road proposals in the United States,
educate the public on the benefits of eliminating them, and sup
port grassroots activism to fight them.

Especially important to activists getting started in ecosys
tem restoration through road closure will be the chance to ben
efit from the knowledge of groups and individuals already
fighting roads. As he updates his Road-Rippers Guide, all of us
will gain from Keith Hammer's many years of obliteration and
revegetation efforts on the Flathead National Forest in northern
Montana on behalf of the Swan View Coalition. We can also gain
from the substantial body of knowledge on establishing and
implementing road density standards being developed by the /
Predator Project's Roads Scholar Project under the guidance of
Tom Skeele and Tom Platte.

ROAD-RIP will getinformation out about this work not only
in training sessions and guides, but also in regular updates to
coalition participants. ROAD-RIP's monthlym~os have included
reports about vital grassroots road-stopping efforts such as:
• Green MOlllltain Forest Watch's work to stop construction of a

logging road into the Lamb Brook area of Green Mountain
National Forest in Vermont (contact Mat Jacobsen at 802-257
4878 to get involved);

• California WIlderness Coalition's work to close an illegal jeep
road in California's Ishi Wilderness in Lassen National Forest
(contact Jim Eaton at 916-758-0380);

• SouthPAW and Southern Appalachian Biodiversity Project's
work to keep washed-out Parsons Branch Road in Great Smoky
Mountains National Park closed (contact Sherman Bamford
at 703-342-5580);

• MOlllltain Heritage Alliance's campaign to prevent expansion
of US 58 to four lanes through the Mt. Rogers National Rec
reation Area (contact Mark Barker at 703-342-5580).

Road-building on our public lands is one of the most eco
logically destructive and economically wasteful boondoggles in
US political history. It converts tax revenues needed for ecological
restoration into welfare payments for wealthy corporations.

If your organization would like to become a member of
ROAD-RIP, or if you would like more information, write us at
POB 516, Houghton, MI 49931.

Kraig Klungness and KaJie Scarborough are co-directors
ofROAD-RJP.
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Cold Front

all that's left of
the moon obscured

by clouds * dark
hint of a smile

anonymous as head
lights switched to lowbeam

, Ipump the pedal
drive into the storm

moving too fast
for thunder's jump _

or lightning's sudden burn
too fast

the stunned eyes of a rabbit
crunch of bone

beneath the wheel
(meal for the morning's beak)

what is it about an engine
that makes it moan

all speed
and no mercy?

-Lone Cone Free Poem
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Recovery of-the Common Lands
blueprint for a home-grown inventory

by Brad Meiklejohn

O
ur culture has a bad case of ecological amne
sia We are accePting a degraded environmept
as "natural." Urban kids grow up not know

ing that air and water should be clean; suburban kids
think starlings are real wildlife; rural kids believe our
scrubby third-growth woodlots are real forests. We are
forgetting what belongs here.

Take New England as an example. On the whole,
the region is in sad ecological shape. Most of the top
level carnivores are regionally extinct, all the major
rivers are dammed and polluted, fish stocks and song
birds are in serious decline, exotic species and habitat
generalists are widespread. Ourforests have suffered
a century of clearcutting, high-grading, herbicides, and
exotic pests, and many habitats have been destroyed
or badly fragmented. Yet few people who live here.
comprehend the extent of degradation. A common
upbeat refrain from the region's timid environmental
ists is that New England is more forested now than at
any time in the past two hundred years. Talk about
not seeing the forest for the trees...

We should strive to recover what has been lost
Ifwe concentrate only on protecting what remains, we
are conceding great biological defeat While our parks
and preserves safeguard the spectacular or the unusual,
we have failed to protect typical or average landscapes.
As a culture we are in danger of forgetting what is
natural. We must remember what belongs here and
work for its return.

We should start where most of us live-on the
"common 13;llds." The "ordinary" forest and the "av
erage" prairie were the first to feel the axe and the plow.

-In the valley bottoms, rolling hills, and river mouths
we built our farms, cities, and highways. We settled
the common lands because they were easy places to
live-places of rich soil, abundant wildlife, and mod-
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erate climate. From an ecological point of vi~w, we took the
best first. Human development of the common lands 'has
usurped the biologically-richesthabi.tats, denying many species
access to breeding grounds and reliable food and water.

We can startby recovering knowledge of the~OIllands.
When people know the importance of their backyards and

their towns, they will support restoration efforts. Knowledge
of what is, what was, and what could be-can catalyze a com
munity. I know one town where it happened.
~ I recently compiled a natural features inventory for

Randolph, New Hampshire, a 30,000 acre community of 400
residents. The research was full of surprises, for me and for
town residents. I discovered that 11 animals and 14plants listed
as threatened or endangered species occur in town. I determined
thatAtlantic salmon used to spawn in one of our rivers before
the construction of dams, and that a rare species of trout was
eliminated in the 1960s by chlorine "reclamation." I learned
that the last wolverines east of Minnesota were killed in our
county in 1922. I located a 4O-acre remnant of ancient forest
with 4OO-year old hemlock and yellow birctJ" and watched
the autumn migration of thousands of birds moving along
a major flyway.

Enlisting townsfolk in the inventory process was the key
to success. Trappers told me of wolves passing through in the
1960s,loggers helped mefmd the last of the big trees, and kids
showed me t}1e snakes, salamanders, and turtles they caught.
It seemed everyone was a birder. botanist, geologist, or my
cologist eager to share his or her life list. It was not just my
inventory - it was our inventory.

Most "resource" inventories are utilitarian in style and
content. with obligatory sections on timber. minerals, deer
yards, game and fish. Some towns opt to use a Geographic
Information System (GIS) to produce all kinds of pretty maps
and overlays. However, with a budget of less than $500. an
aversion to technology, and disdain for the word "resources."
I opted for a more traditional route. In the. style of early natu
ralists, I wrote an integrative description of the disparate
pieces-climate, glacial history, soils, flora, fauna, migration

. routes, watersheds, wetlands, land use history, regional con
text- to depict an evolving natural history of the town.

So far the town has distributed 300 copies of the inven
tory: to residents, local and state politicians. absentee laridown
ers, the US Forest Service, adjacent towns. and conservation
groups. To my pleasant surprise, I now 'hear words like "com
dors," "fragmentation," and "biodiversity" rolling off unex
pected lips. People talk excitedly about the return of cougar
and wolf, about closing roads. about logging restrictions,
and...about wildlands recovery!

This can happen in any town, and it should. Compiling a
natural features inventory for your town is neither difficult nor
expensive. It is a great project for a graduate or college stu
dent, and some towns might even provide scholarship funds
in return. High school and grade school students can contrib
ute by compiling lists ofbi.rds, mammals. amphibians and 'insects.
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Chances are good that most of the information you need
already exists. The following are good sources to check:
• Every state has a Natural Heritage Program which maintains

records on the distribution of rare plants and animals (al
though some programs are more functional than others).
These can provide you with a list of the species known or
expected in your area of interest. Look them.up in the tele
phone directory. or call the state office of The Nature Con
servancy.

• State fish and game offices should have species range maps.
fish stocking records. trapping records, road kill <:\ata and
deer yard maps.

• Topographic maps available from the U.S. Geological Soci
ety (USGS) enable you to delineate watershed boundaries, ..
locate springs. and identify roadless areas. While at the
USGS, pick up a geologic map. Pay particular attention to
unusual rock types. formations. and features. limestone and
serpentine are two rock types that often support uncommon
plants. Look for cliffs as possible nesting sites for raptors.
Talus slopes and caves are often ecologically unique sites.
where rare snakes. small mammals, or invertebrates may
occur. Steep. rugged. or inaccessible terrain can hide pock-'
ets of old growth forest. ,

• The local branch of the Audubon Society should have breed
ing bird and Christmas Bird Count data and should know
most of the birds in your area.

• National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) maps are available for
most of the country from the US Fish and Wildlife Service.
Seek bogs, fens. swamps, marshes, flood plains. springs, and
seeps. FWS can also p.rovide you with a list of the federally
protected species'in your state.

• Aerial photographs are useful for identifying cliffs. wetlands.
vernal pools, and old-growth forests. The best source for
these is the ne~estSoil Conservation Service (SCS) office,
where you can also fmd soils maps.

• County and town offices usually have property maps; and
town, county and university libraries may have useful his
toric or scientific documents. General Land Office survey
notes can be especially helpful for determining natural veg
etation conditions at the time ofEuropean settlement (Cornett
1994). Kuchler's Potential Natural Vegetation of the Con
terminous United States (1964) is a useful reference to what
should occur in your areas. [Science Ed Note· But in some
regions. Kuchlers map is highly misleading, as it portrays a
mythical "climax" vegetation rather than what really occurs
with a natural disturbance regime.]

\

Talk with hunters, trappers, farmers. fishermen and long-
time residents. Find out where the best springs are, where rare
plants occur...and where animals feed, migrate. den, and hide.
Identify unusOaJ. places and biotic hot spots. as well as the typi
cal or representative forests, wetlands, or deserts. Piece together
the history of disturbances such as fire and storm, as well as
human disruptions such as logging. and speculate on the veg
etation changes over the past two hundred years. -
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Evaluate the extent of fragmentation, the severity of en
vironmental impacts, and the feasibility of wildlands recov
ery. Place your town in a regional context and determine critical
linkages and wildlife travel routes. Finally, trY to weave all the
pieces together in a narrative mosaic, blend in some useful maps
and nice art work, add a glossary for clarity, and print the natu
ral features inventory for your town.

If you do not have time to do a complete inventory, bite
off any piece that is useful. Possibly the two most important
pieces of information are: 1) lists of threatened and endangered
species and; 2) National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) maps. If
you suspect a proposed ~evelopmentor logging operation will
damage a wetland or harm a listed pJant or animal, arm your
self with facts. An inventory can also help defend any public
lands where you suspect thatcritters orhabitat are being mistreated.

Some people believe the newly-formed National Biologi
cal Survey (NBS) will inventory the entire country. However,
the NBS is dogged by political problems and may not survive
to meet our expectations. Also, the NBS will focus initially
on public lands, preferring to dodge the issue of private
property rights.

I guarantee that'every town has at least one significant
natural feature, whether it be a rare plant, an endangered ani
mal, unique geology, an important wetland, or a remnant of
"typical" vegetation. Some things may be gone for now, bur
ied under asphalt or covered in condominiums, but they will
return if we let them. Wildlands recovery should begin at home
and spread outward.

LITERATURE CITED
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A recent graduate of the University of Vermonts Field
Naturalist Program, Brad Meiklejohn now worksfor. the Con
servation Fund in Alaska, identifying and purchasing Grizzly
habitat on Kodiak Island. Copies of"A Natural Features In
ventory for Randolph, New Hampshire" are availablefor $10,
including postage andshipping. Write to: Meiklejohn, Box 1420
Durand Rd., Randolph, NH 03570. '

detail from Berry Pruners At Work by Bob Ellis
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Forest Defenders
Target, Wisconsin Titnber Lavv

by Richard H. Chamberlin

Amany of Wisconsin's private forests reach economic ma
turity, environmentally conscious 'landowners are back
ing legislation that would free them from having, to cut

trees to pay property taxes, The legislation. State Senate Bill 320,
was introduced last session but failed to make it out of committee.
However, its backers say a similar bill will be introduced during
the next session which begins in January.

The bill was produced by a bi
partisan legislative study commit
tee composed of legislators,
landowners, loggers, paper produc
ers and environmentalists. The
committee was charged with updat
ing the state's 1985 Managed For
est Law (MR.). Under the existing
law, landowners who have at least
ten contiguous acres of land in a
municipality that is at least 80%
forested and capable of producing
at least 20 cubic feet of merchant
able timbe.r per acre may enroll in
the program. As an incentive the
state lowers the tax rate to 85 cents'
per acre. This represents an 85%
reduction from current tax rates
on forested land, which average
$7 'per acre. There is also a 5%
severance tax on all merchant
able timber when it is cut. A tim
ber management plan must be
approved by the Department of
Natural Resources (DNR).

Originally, private forest land
programs in Wisconsin were in
tended to encourage timber refor
estation on cut-over lands after the.
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state's timber industry collapsed in the early 1900s.
The MFL replaced the Forest Croplands Law
(1927) and the Woodland Tax Law (1954). The
controversy involves three changes imbedded in
the MFL revision legislation and backed by envi
ronmentalists.

The fIrst was a requirement that the manage
ment plan include a description of any threatened
or endangered species known by the DNR to ex
ist on the parcel to be entered into MFL status and
a description of measures necessary to protect
them. The landowner would be required to man
age for these species.

The second change would have authorized ~e
DNR to establish a managed forest reserve in the
southern half of the state for protection of areas
critical to threatened or endangered species. It was
generally agreed that this reserve would encom
pass the Baraboo Hills-an area over 50,000 acres
in size, containing wooded bluffs and valleys.
about 45 miles northwest of Madison.

Formed 'by the erosion of ancient quartzite
outcrops: the Baraboo Hills are the largest tract of
deciduous forest in the oak savannah ecoregion
which once extended from north-central Minne
sota to northwestern Illinois. The Hills contain 23
rare or endangered species and serve as an exporter
of biological diversity to other smfllier habitats.
Until recently the Hills' rocky terrain prevented
conversion to farms or houses. However, pressure
to approve mound septic systems threatens to in
crease development in the Hills and further frag
ment the forest. Currently only 8% of the area is
protected through state and Nature Conservancy
ownership.

The third change would have allowed excep
tions from the MFL focus on commercial prod
ucts in instances where private land is located
witIiin the managed forest reserves and other ar
eas of importance already designated by the state.
Owners would not lose MFL tax advantages just
because they chose not to cut their trees. They
could manage their lands for non-commodity re
sources such as ecosystem protection.

Other changes in the MFL proposed by the
committee included raising the severance tax from
5% to 10% for merchantable timber cut, and dou
bling the fee for closing land to the public to $4
per acre. But what seemed tosome like a rational
approach to balancing ecosystem protection with
timber production seemed a threat to others.

'The primary reason that positive reforms to
the MFL did not pass was opposition from the

leadership of the Wisconsin Woodland Owners As
sociation," said Dave Cieslewicz. Government Re
lations Coordinator for The NatUre Conservancy.
"The reforms we supported would have given
woodland owners more options in managing their

land for aesthetics. wildlife of all kinds and biodi
versity in addition to traditional wood products.
but that message just didn't get out to the average
woodland owner."

In early October the legislative audit bureau
~e out with a report on the MFL that environ
mentalists hope will strengthen their case for re-

.form. The report found that. of the $14.5 million
in tax savings realized by the 25.000 participants
in the program, 51 % of the money went to only.
20. Most of these were large paper companie~;.

'This shows the need to refocus the program
to give more small landowners the opportunity to
participate," said Cieslewicz. "Only one out offour
small landowners are currently involved in the pro
gram because many of them don't want to man
age their lands for timber production.

An aid. to State Senator Robert Jauch, who
chaired the study committee, said he is consider
ing reintroducing a new version of SB-320 in 1995
when the legislature reconvenes. Whatever hap
pens, environmentalists will keep pressing for for
est reform in Wisconsin. A bill to require the state
to manage its forests for native biodiversity will
be reintroduced next session; environmentalists are
being elected to the Conservation Congress, which .

provides citizen input into Natural Resources
Board decisions; and lawsuits have slowed cut
ting in the state's two National Forests.

Older generations of state foresters have done
a splendid job of restoring trees to lands that were
clearcut and then abandoned by the lumber bar
ons as they moved west in search of more timber.
However, conservation biology is beginning to
teach us about the delicate and complex relation
ships involved in sustaining a healthy forest. It is
time for the Wisconsin legislature to take a step
back to the future and listen to the voices of na
tive sons such as John Muir a,nd Aldo Leopold.

Richard H. Chamberlin is a writer andfor
est activist who serves on the board of SWAN
(Superior Wilderness Action Network; clo Bi
ology Dept.. University of WI-Oshkosh.
Oshkosh. WI 54901 ).
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A Critique. of and an Alternative to
the Wilderness Idea

by /. Baird Callicott

Last March, I gave a talk at a symposium in Bozeman, Montana, celebrat
ing the thirtieth anniversary of the 1964 Wl1derness Act. I was preceded
at the podium by a well-spoken, Amherst College-educated cattleman,

Chase Hibbard, who described himself as the token redneck at this gathering of
the wilderness faithful. He proclaimed his love of things wild and free and his
dedication to steward the lands, private and public, grazed by Ws stock. He urged
us all to find cOIisensus and strike a balance between wilderness preservation
and economic necessity.

. When it was my tum to speak, I began by saying~t ifMr. Hibbar;d was the
token redneck, I was fixing to be thes~ at this garden party- a little simile I
borrowed (without attribution) from a piece by Dave Foreman in Wild Earth.
Thus at once I endeared myself to the audience-people can't hate a ~elf-pto
claimed skunk-and put them on notice that I might have something unsettling
to say. There are two debates about the value of wilderness, I went on to note.
One we just heard about, that between wilderness preservation and "jobs." (And,
I pointed out,prOfits, doubtless the most important consideration to Mr. Hibbard,
who doesn't work for wages, but one he never mentioned in his speech.) The
other debate-within the community of conservationists, not between conserva-

tionists and cOwboys-is about the value of the wilderness ideal to the con
servation of biological diversity.
. Cbs a dedicated Conservationist and environmentalist, I think

we must reexamine the received wilderness idea, that is, the
idea that wilderness is "an area where the earth and its com

munity of life are untrammeled by man, where man is a
visitor who does notre~want to emphasize that
my intent in. doing so is not to lliscredit the areas desig
nated "Wl1derness," and thus make them more vulner
able to development pressures. On the contnUy, we need
to multiply and expand such areas. Here I criticize rather

the conc,ept of wilderness, that is, how we conceive of
the ar~as that we call wilderness. I do so hoping to

strengthen conservation efforts by helping to ground con
servation policy in a sound environmental philosophy.
After the existence of an "environmental crisis" was widely

acknowledged in the late 1960s, the benchmark ofenvironmen~qual
ity was the wilderness ideal of pristine, untouched nature. Accordingly, the
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new breed of environmentalists believed that the best way to Third, at the international level, the uniquely American
preserve nature, if not the only way, was to exclude all human wilderness idea is not a universalizable approach to conserva-
economic activities from representative ecosystems and des- tion. But the environmental crisis, and particularly the erosion
ignate them as wilderness preserves. In them, some old-growth of biodiversity, is global_in scope. Thus we need a conserva-
forests could remain standing, wild animals could have a little tion hiloso h that i ].JD.iversalizable. fu:Western Europe, con- -
habitat, and so on. In effect, we attempted to achieve environ- on via w· erness preservatIOn is meaningless. In India
mental preservation by zoning the planet into areas where en- 'Aftlca-;-and S-outh7\merica;-Am-eriaiil-Stylenali~
vironmentany destructive human economic activities-like. -rieencreatedl5yiOfCili1yeYiCtingresident les sometimes
grazing, mining, logging, agriculture, mechanized recreation, -willi gIc consequences. The Ik, for example, were' hunter- ']V-.
manufacturing, and real estate development-would be permit- gatherers living sustainab y, from time immemorial, in the re-
ted and areas where 'such activities would be excluded. Several mote Kidepo Valley of northeast Uganda. In 1962, they- we _ \ F:-:
recent and not so recent realizations are subverting this simple phi- removed in order to create the Kidepo National Park, an area=-- .
losophy ofnattlre conserVation through wilderness preservation. where e community of . e wo e _untramme

~
First, at the practical level, the original rationale for wil- Jy_man-w· ould be visitor who does not remain.

I derness preservation was not artlcUIatea ill terms of blOl~cal mced to settle in crowded villa es outside the ar
conservatlon by turn-of-the-centllry environmentalists likeJohn ' arm, their culture disintegrated and the Ik degenerated into

~ 'Mwr. IDStead, they emphasized the way wilderness satisfies tli~ travestY of humanit made infamous b . bull.'>' _ yP
human aesthetic, psychological, and spiritual n . Wl1der- 't Fourth, at the bistgR~alltw6l, we are-Oeginning"to rea1ize .
n ,n sort, was on a s co-spiritual "'---.tha WI erness IS an ethnocentric concept. uropeans came to

ou ten e most haunting, beautiful, silent, an so - what they called the llNew World" and since it did not look
tary places are too remote, rugged, barren, or arid to be farmed like the humanized landscape that they had left behind in the
or logged or even mined. Hence, an early criterion for identi- ( "Old World," they thought}s Was a pristinewilderness, Where?
fying suitable areas for National Parks, such as Yellowstone as David Brower put it, the hand of man had never set foot )
and Yosemite, long before the Wl1derness Act of 1%4 and '"But me Western Heffilsphere was full of Indians w en Colu -
public acknowledgmept of the environmental crisis, was their us sturn upon ltdln..J.492, the only continental-size wil-~

uselessness for practically any other purpose. Consequently, '" derness on the lanet was Antarctica. The aboriginal inhabitants
as Dave Foreman puts it with his characteristic bluntness, much of North and South America, further, were not passive deni-
designated wilderness is "rock and ice," great for "scenery and zens of the forests, prairies, and deserts; they activel man-
solitude" but not so great for biological conservation. ged their ands - rinci all m

Second, at the, political level, the wilderness preservation eve that in the absence of Indian urnin the vast biolo '-
philosophy of nature conservation is defensive and ultimately y diverse open prairies of North and SouthAmerica would
represents a losing strategy. The deve opment-permitted zones not have eXIsted; that the Airiencan heartland woUld five ill-

grea yex e evelo ment-exClud !D~umber and stea been grown . rus . e 0

~More acreage of the contiguous United States is under American forests would not have been as rich and diverse in
pavem er ectlon as erness. Less than five the absence of the pyrotechDo ogy.
percen offfie wer Forty-eight is in a designated or de facto y e seventl<enth century, when English colonists be-
wilderness condition. As the human population and economy gan to settle the eastern seaboard of North America, the native
grow, the pressure on these ragtag wild areas becomes ever peoples had suffered the greatest demographic debacle ofhu-
greater. In temperate North America, wilderness reserves, na- man history: r ulations were reduced by rhaps 90%
tional parks, and conservancy districts have become small is- ue to the rava es of Old World diseases, which had swept
lands in a rising tide of cities, suburbs, farms, ranches, through the hemis here transmitted first from European to -
interstates, and c1earcuts. And they are all seriously compro- C dian and then from Indian to Indian. So the.E!I . s i fiiiO
mised by human recreation and by exotic species colonizatio . themselves in a relativel de at ..
Big wilderness has receded to the subarctic and arctic latitudes. they lamented, but it was, ironically, an artifiCial wilderness-
Even these remote hinterlands are threatened by logging, hy- ough that combination of wor s seems oxymoroni
dropower schemes, oil exploration and other industrial intru- eans ma vertentl c-reare e ew or a WI erness
sions, not to mention the threats posed by global warming and condIilOii"by means of an unintended but utter! devastatln
by exposure to sharply increased levels ofultraviolet radiation. 10 ogI w are on the aborigi~ inhabitants.

, The wilderness idea, hopefully and enthusiastically popular- e eoretl eco ogy level, ecosystems were
ized by John Muir's best-sellers at the close of the nineteenth once thought to rerruiin stable unless disturbed; and ifdisturbed,
centllry, has played itself out, here at the close of the t\venti- to return eventually to their stable states, called climax com-
eth, in the pessimism and despair of Bill McKibben's recent munities. To be constantly changing and unstable is now be-
best-seller, The End ofNature. McKibben's thesis needs no' lieved to be their usual, rather than exceptional, condition. Thus,
elaboration by me because hi~ title says it all. . whether we humans interfere with them or not, ecosystems will
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I say "iD principle" because I cer
tainly do DOt wish to leave anYODe with
the impressioD that I think because we
are just as Datural as all other organ
isms, everything we do in and to na
ture-every change we impose UPOD
theenvironmeDt-is okay. My name is
notAlston Chase. (This brought a howl
of laughter and applause from the
Bozeman crowd, since Chase is a resi
deDt villaiD in the local environmental
philosophy melodrama.) Most anthro
pogenic change is certainly DOt okay.
Indeed, most of what we do iD and to
nature is very destructive.

But other species, too, may have
either beneficial or harmful effects OD
the rest ofnature. If there were five bil
lioD elephants OD the planet instead of
five billioD people (or rememberiDg
that an adult elephant is more than a
hundred times as heavy as an adult hu
man, if there were as much elephant
biomass as preseDtly there is human
biomass), theD planet Earth would still
be in the throes of an ecological crisis.
Elephants, iD other words, can also be
very destructive citizens of their biotic
commllllities. On the other hand, the
biomass of bees and other insect polli
nators of plants is probably greater than
the human biomass (I dOD'tknow, I'm
Dot a biologist) and certainly the bee
population far exceeds the 'human
populatioD; but the ecological effect of
all these bees is Undoubtedly beneficial.
So, if the ecological impact of the ac
tivities of bees and elephants can be
either good or bad, theD why can't the
ecological impact of human activities

0000 as well as ba easur by
e wil ernes (lard, all human im-

pact is bad, DOt because human beings
are inhereDtly bad, but because human
beiDgs are DOt a part of Dature-or so
the wilderness idea ass .

PersoD y, I hope that those of us
afflueDt NorthAmericans who wish to
do so can go OD eDjoying the luxury of
respectfully, worshipfully visiting Wil
derness Areas. In my OpiniOD, the great
est value of the Wilderness Act of 1%4
is ethical. It formally acknowledges a
human commitmeDt to humility, for-\\

/,&:d :~il7;~un~-::~~t~~du::::l~Uy Evan Can'~

What we may do in and to
nature-the

transformations that we
impose upon the

environment-ilre in
principle no betteror no

worse than what elephants,
or whales/or redwoods/
may do in and to nature.

thaD e ep ts, or whales, orred-
woods, may do in and to Dature.

creature-Do less than e ep ts, or
whales, or fedwOOdS. And what we may
<£ in and to nature=-the transformations
thatwe imposeupon e enviromnent-

rinci 0 better or D
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lllldergo metamorphosis. But wilder
Dess preservation has ofteD meant·
freeze-framiDg the status quo ante,
maiDtainiDg things as they were wheD
the "white man" first came on the
sceDe. HeDce the wilderness ideal, so
interpreted, represeDts a coDservation
goal that would be possible to attain,
paradoxically, only through intensive·
managemeDt efforts to keep things the
way they were in defiance of nature's
. ereDt dynamism.

Sixth, at the philosophical level,
~wilderness Idea perpetuates the pre
DarwiDian myth that "maD" exists
apart from Dature. Our oldest and most
iriflueDtial cultural tniditions have taught
us that we human beings are exclusively
created in the image of God, or that we

.are somehow lllliquely eDdowed with
diviDe ratioDality. Thus we, and all the
products of our esseDtially supernatu
ral minds, were thought to exist apart
from and over-against Dature. For a
wilderness purist, eDcollllteriDg any
human artifact (Dot his or her OWD) in
a wilderness setting spoils his or her
experience ofpristine Dature. But Dar
win broadcast the uDwelcome~
@t we sen-exalting human l>emgs.@!
mere accideDts of naturals~o
less than any oilier large m . e
are one offive living species ofgreat ape.
We are, to put it bllllltly, just big mon
key"EYery pfecocious ones, sure,
--~but moDke s DODetheless. And every-

,thiDg we <;lo-from bowliDg aDd
-bllllgee-jumping to writing-IliCUlsand

-- eDgineering spaceshuttles(and~t-
-llngactsOfeco~ most defmi.telI -;s

.monkeyJm . ess. For many people,
Darwin's news was bad news because it
seemed to demean us and to wxlermine
our noblest pretensions and aspirations.
But I think it's goodnews. Ifwearea~
of nature, then we have a ngIidill place
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Land Ethics

The core-buffer-corridor concept ofThe Wildlands Project
Casts it in the new biosphere reserve paradigm. But the authors
of"The Wildlands Project Mission Statement" still, in my opin
ion, concede too much to industrial civilization as we know it,
when they write" "Intensive human...act:iri~-associatedwith
civilization- agriculture, industrial production, urban centers
could cOntinue outside the buffers." Complementing the biodi
versity reserve idea in a sound nature conservatIon philosophy
are the ideas of appropriate technology and sustainable liveli
hood-ifby "sustainable livelihood" is meant human economic
activity thai does not compromise ecological health and integ
rity. Solar alternatives to hydroelectric and fossil fuel energy
should be aggressively explored. Alternatives to industrial ag
riculture should be encouraged by means of policy changes.
Urban sprawl should be controlled by better planning and
stricter zoning. Timber reserves should be harvested ecologi
cally as well as sustainably, as now ostensibly mandated by
the new Forest Service policy on National Forests. And so on.
Thus some biological conservation might be integrated with
economic activities in areas n,ot designated as biodiversity re
serves.(cum buffers and corridors), just as some economic
activities might be integrated with biological conservation
in tho~e that are.

I was impressed with how the Greater Yellowstone Eco
system seemed to be a looming presence in the collective con
sciousness of Bozeman. Almost all the symposium speakers
mentioned it. Some dwelled on it. A few spoke ofnothing else.
It being my spring break and all, I had set aside afew days
afterward to go trekking. The Park pulled me like a magnet. I
rent~d a car and drove up the Paradise Valley to the north gate.

'&4-A~~~~6.!;l~~=~~~~_ Then I poked around the valley of the Yellowstone River and
those of the Lamar and Gardiner, two of its tributaries, on foot.

Tired ofa long, bitterWisconsin winter and with my cross- .
country skis back home in my shack, I never got anywhere
near the backcountry. Climbing up on McMinn Bench near Mt.
Everts, I could see the Park Headquarters village in the vicin
ity of Mammoth Hot Springs, the town of Gardiner off to the
north, US 89 running south to Norris Geyser Basin, and US
212, which is kept open all winter as far east as Cooke City,

~;:;~~~SS~~~~~~==~~~~~~~-T- Montana. But the difference between inside and outside the
Park boundaries was like the difference between night and day.
Inside, the headquarters village, the roads, the camp grounds,
<ill had hard edges. And there were no fences. Outside, the gate
town had a long fllament of gas stations, motels, fly shops, and
whatnot strung out along the highway. New-looking houses
were scattered hete and there on the nearby bluffs. Though I
was usually walking through a mixture of mud and Elk ma
nure, the Park seemed clean. Beyond, the landscape seemed
marred and cluttered.

Both outside and inside the Park. I saw Flk, Mule, and
White-tailed Deer, and Pronghorn. Inside the Park I saw plenty
of Bison. At. e ranoe the evidence of Flk overpopulation
was ubi uitoUs: aspen were absent, an Flk-eye-Ievel browse
line was on the Doug as- lfS an -wIllte ar es, game trails



And what could Paradise

Valley become? A Buffalo

Carrtmons. Or, more precisely,
an Ungulate Commons.

traversed the slopes every 50 feet or so of elevation, the river
banks were denuded and eroding, and everywhere I stepped, I
stepped in Elk scat.

The GreaterYellowstone Ecosystem (comprising Yellow
ston"e and Grand lelon National Parks, die Bridger-Teton,
Targhee, Gallatin, Custer, Carjbou, and Beaverhead National
Forests, three National Wildlife Refuges, and BLM, state, and
private lands) is the biggest relatively intact ecosystem in the
Lower Forty-eight.e--The Park is a listed UNESCO Biosphere
Reserve and World Henta e Site. What the Yellowstone Bio-
sphere eserve lacks is a thou h ill buffer zo P-Q.li&Y. an
we -articulated corridors connecting it with the Bitteroot Bob
Marshall, Glacier, and Cascade core habitats. I have no per
sonal experience with potential corridors, but the Paradise Val-

.ley is an ideal candidate for a buffer
zone on,the north boundary ofYellow
stone National Park. Under the new
mandate for ecosystem management,
the Forest Service should manage its
"multiple use" forests as buffer zones
to the adjoining parks and to its des
ignated Wilderness Areas in the
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. Up
to now, the Forest Service has exten
sively roaded and pennitted clearcut
logging, especially in the Targhee and
Gallatin National Forests, "treat
ments" not consistent with biosphere
reserve buffer zone management.
Stock grazing is pennitted on nearly
half the public lands in the Ecosystem,
including (incredibly) designated Wil
derness Areas in the National Forests
and parts of.Grand Teton National Park. But what hope can
we entertain that the absolutely essential winter ungulate habitat
represented by a multitude of private properties in the Para
dise Valley will be managed as a buffer zone?

Let's look at what's going on in the Valley now. With my
fIrst quart of cold beer in three days 'on the seat between my
legs, my left hand on the wheel, and the right taking notes as I
drove from Gardiner to Livingston, this is what I saw:

Immediately beyond the Park boundaries a good deal of
open lanq in the side hills between the Yellowstone River val
ley and the mountains has been bought for winter range by the
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation. But virtually within sight of
the Park gate and only a stone's throw from the river, some
enterprising entrepreneur has dug a gravel pit. As I drove by, a

bulldozer was pushing loose rock around in a cloud of dust.
The next notable manmark on the landscape is the former

alpine estate, Royal Teton Ranch, of the late Malcolm Forbes,
who must not have known that his view opened on the
Gallatins, not the Tetons. As his last rite to Mammon, Forbes
got top dollar for his prime Montana property from a Califor
nia SUIVivalistcult, the Chmch Universal andTriumphant Right
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on the river bank the hard core cultists live in a tacky shanty
town (and the rest in places like Livingston and Bozeman).
Back in the side hills of the Gallatin Range they have erected
bomb shelters, the fuel storage tanks 'ofwhich were found leak
ing diesel oil. As I drove by at eventide, cult cattle were water
ing in the Yellowstone and trampling its banks. It so happens
that the, old Forbes place has geothennal "resources"; and I
sa~ steam rising near the little settlement. The "Church" plans
to develop these, resources, putting the Park's geysers at the
risk of extinguishment. .

Then, on the side of the road away from the river, I passed
an "elk farm," a rundown house and some ramshackle outbuild
ings beside a small, grassless paddock enclosed by a high fence.
I was told that game wardens had finally caught the wily pro

prietor luring hungry wild Elk into
his compound ,by night. Later he
would sell them as pen-raised animals.

A little relief from this world
of wounds came when I drove into
Yankee Jim Canyon, most of which
is part of the Gallatin National For
est, where the mountains on either
side of the Valley narrow and the river
flows fast through a shallow gorge.

Down north of the Yankee Jim
respite, the valley widens, framed
on the east by the Absoroka and on
the west by the Gallatin ranges.
Once more the property is mostly
private. Ranches. Cattle. I wasn't
around long enough to know
whether or not the ranchers in the
Paradise Valley were conscientious

land stewards, like Mr. Hibbard. But what I could see through
the windshield at sixty miles Per hour was the meaning of
"trammeled"-to be caught or held in, or as if in, a net; en
meshed; to be prevented or impeded; confmed, according to
Webster's Collegiate. The valley was trammeled, enmeshed,
and impeded by a network of fences.

Interspersed with the ranches, closer to a wide spot on the
road called Fmigrant and on into Livingston, are riparian
smallholds with mansions sitting on them, belonging to gen

try from elsewhere who found their little piece of paradise on
the Yellowstone River. Two miles east of Fmigrant on a big
bend of the river is Chico, a hot springs resort. I dido't go there,
since I had just had an au naturel soak in the Park.

To accommodate itinerant pilgrims to the valley, some

one was rearranging the river bluff with a bulldozer and
building an RV "campground," farther down the road. The
hookups were all installed. When I passed by, the driveways
were just going in.

As I got closer to livingston, the gentrifIcation of the ri
parian zone became more intense. The mountains pinch in again
and stop at the north end of Paradise Valley, near a place called

illustration by Evan Cantor
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ongmg to an ane-are switchin rom.cattle to Buf-

J. Baird Callicott is Professor ofPhilosophy and Natural
Resources at the University ofWisconsin-Stevens Point, where
he offered the world's first course in environmental ethics in
1971. He is author ofEarth's Insights: A Multicultural Survey
of Ecological Ethics from the Mediterranean Basin to theAus
tralian Outback and In Defense of the Land Ethic: Essays in
Environmental Philosophy. He is editor ofCompanion to A
Sand County Almanac: Critical and Interpretive Essays and
(with Susan Flader) ofThe River of the Mother of God and
Other Essays by AIdo Leopold.

o. e o arecertamly less tractable and more diffi-
cult to contain, they need less care than cattle, and so
15eCOniing an-increasingly attractive alteniatlve for imagilla
tlve an we - an g plains entrepreneurs. And many In

an groups are expressing a keen interest in restoring Buff
erds to reservation land, with the added incentive of
ison's place in their histories, cultures, and religions.

Church Universal and Triumphant, the Paradise Valley is not
home to neo-Baal cultists. l'ig, John Locke is the theolo .an of

"'" cattlepersons. As I enviSIOn a Paradise Valley Ungulate Com- .
mons-a key par"Tof the Greater Yellowstone Biosphere Re
serve Buffer Zone-,-private "real" property would remain in
private hands. Privately owned "animal units" are what would
go, along with fences, one purpose of which is to mark real
estate boundaries and segregate one rancher's privately owned
herd from another's. ,

Would this be so unAmerican? Not if we think more ex
pansively, in historical teIins. That's more or less the way the
Indians - bona fide Americans ifanyone is'-did it Each group
had a territory, the property rights to which they claimed and
enforced. But the animals were their own bosses. And if, to
get a hearing, we must confme ourselves to the short-term scale
of Euro-American.history, pelagic fisherpe~ons, traditionally,
own their boats and tackle, but the fish go where they will,
owned by no one. So the precedent and paradigm for an eco
nomically exploited native Ungulate COmInons should perhaps

marine fisheries rather than terrestrial ranches. With this
'ffeience:AnetworkofNorthAmerican Un ateCommons

would rat5le to 0 erex oltatlon, because the stocks
are composed of large, visible specimensthat are fairly easy
to count and they fall under national jurisdictions (those of the
United States, Canada, and Mexico, now, for better or worse,
coordinated by NAFTA).

The biosphere reserve conservation concept includes an
other, less often discussed zone, the transition zone. Here too,
the key is appropriate technologies and sustainable economies.
Starting at Livingston and going east, montane Montana gives

--Way to high plains Montana. The Great Plains region is already
-moving ill the direction of a ons. e fe

llOuld lQVe to look.ouUheir.pict:uI; windows and see fr e
wild animals rather than their n' bors' fenced cattle. An
the tourists mi ht a even more money to ark ,el
Wmneba . the midstof"free nature" -asArne Naess dubs
this fair mix of 0 Ie and wildli(e-instead ofm Just another
r dside attraction.

c , and less fit I e herbivores, eavmg e cream 0

ranging crop for the ers' . chers to s e

rr(AO~ U) "1M:U",,,,- . 't'rJ" l/~
\ WI'or~ ~Jv.< l 1 If

Allen Spur. I rolled on into town- gradually. The highway is
lined with modest houses along the river, lumber yards, gas
station/seven-eleven stores, motels, fast food joints, trashy
empty lots-the usual mishmash of totally planless strip de

velopment, Anyplace, _U_S_A,.,..--:,-----:--:-:::-::"""""'"_
, hatconlO1lie valley become?A Buff 0 O'iimro .

Or, more precisel , an Ungulate ommons.
ost cults-the Branch Davidians were an especially

spectacular example-eventually self-destruct. Hopefully the
Church Universal and Triumphant will be no exception to the
rule. Then the federal government can do what it tried before
to do, purchase the old Forbes place and devote it to wildlife.

The government thought it couldn't afford Forbes's ask
ing price, and so probably would'shrink from the thought of
buying the whole Paradise Valley, much of which may not be
for sale. So what can be done? Convince the ranchers to tear
down their fences, the most ubiquitously trammeling presence
on the land; get rid of their cattle; and invite in the Elk, Bison,
antelope, and deer. Coyotes will keep the groood squirrels in
check' Black-footed Ferrets will hold down the prame dO'

atlon' Gra Wolves and Mountain lions will take ouf013

But how to avoid the tragedy of the commons? Through
cooperation. The Paradise Valley is well defmed and self-con
tained. A ranchers' co-op could hire its own wildlife ecolo
gists and, in consultation with the Fish and WIldlife, Forest,
and Park Services, set their own sustainable harvest quotaS.

After my talk at the wilderness symposium, Chase Hibbard
was asked what he thought ofmy remarks about switching from
cattle ranching to market hunting native ungulates. He was
opposed to it. Categorically. I asked !:rim, Why?, ifmarket analy-
ses suggest that such a scheme would be more economically (
attractive than cattle ranching. You know, business is business.
Are cattle a reli 'on in Montana, or w e answered, Yes, •
they are. (1'hjs symposium was full of surpnses.) And he went

,- on to lay down the usual line of bullshit (pun intended) about
how cattle are a part of what makes the West the West (in the '

~Hollywood-mediatedAmencan mind), and how hisf~
been running cattle here a long time~long time!, I wanted to
say, but didn'.t-a blip on the trajectory of the true history and
future of the West which belongs to the Bison and to those

. whose livelihood once did and may soon again center on this
shaggy symbOl of NorthAmerica's high, ~-arid country and
on the other native grazers1and browsers/ .

Thinking over this exchange of opinions, I came to the
conclusion tca ewerenot e cult-ob'ectoftheWest
-ern ranchers' reli . .vate property i In addition to the

(~
I



WildemesS~-NovvMore Than·Ever
A Response to Callicott*

by Reed F. Noss

Callicott's essay is peculiar. It is nicely written, erudite, and defi
nitely provokes thought. But it also provokes, at least in me, a good deal of
frustration. Many of us in the conservation movement have worked hard for
years to promote ecological and evolutionary understanding as the logical
foundation for land conservation (land in the sense Leopold used it, including
air, soil, water, and biota), but coupled with the aesthetic and ethical apprecia
tion of wild things and wild places for their own sakes. Following Leopold, we
have tried to unite brain and heart, rationality and intuition, in the struggle to
defend wild nature. Yet here comes Callic6tt, a leading environmental ethicist,
a Leopold scholar, a professed lover of wildness, mounting an attack on the
concept of wilderness. His article in Wild Earth is only the latest in a series of
essays in which Callicott assails the idea of wilderness as anachronistic, eco
logically uninformed, ethnocentric, historically naive, and politically counter
productive. I believe Callicott is dead wrong and I will try to tell you why.

First, I must state emphatically that I agree with much of Callicott's essay.
His progressive interpretations ofbiosphere reserves, buffer zones, tran

sition zones, sustainable livelihood, and ecological management
are all in line with what I and many others afftllated with The

Wildlands Project have supported and proposed. But
Callicott portrays all these integrative concepts as al

ternatives to wilderness protection, as things conser
vationists should spend their time on instead of

defending wildlands. To support his contention that
the wilderness idea no longer has merit, Callicott
erects a straw man of wilderness (based essen
tially on the Wtlderness Act of 1964) that is 30
years out of date. No one I know today thinks of .

.wilderness in the way Callicott depicts it. Every
one with any brain knows that wilderness bound

aries are permeable, that ecosystems are dynamic
entities, that humans are fundamentally part of na

ture (though arguably a malignant part), and that
ecological management is essential in most mod

em wilderness areas and other reserves if we want to
mai!1tain biodiversity and ecological integrity. To "let·

nature run its course" in smalL isolated reserves burgeon-
. ing with alien species and uncontrolled h~rbivores is to watch

passively while an aCcident victim bleeds to. death.

*Editor's note:"J. Baird Callicott plans to write a rejoinder to this and Dave Foreman's response for the spring 1995 WE.
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Land Ethics

C' n IC ous. It is not ridiculous, however, to
exclude people Iivrng profligate, subsiqj.zed,
'unsustamable, mdustriaI lifestyles (including

co rom rmanen
rn IldemessAreas. en to exclude "natIve

op e rom some reserves is not ridiculous
w en ese peop e ve acqwred guns. snow
mdbtteS';'AT\7s, bUlldozers, and modern medi
crne t IS no exc usion from these reserves
that'separates us from nalll1:e:' . ou

_ andZ::tr:tes, which had air.eadXse~
-=-:us:! w~i afi Q -

ness Areas. Yes, the Darwinian revolution
urn us with nature intellectually; but we
have been trying our damnedest to separate
ourselves from nature emotio , d physi
cally since Neolithic times (at lea§l.)

The problem of our estrangement from
nature may lie in the increasing dominance of
cultural over biological evolution in the last
few millennia ofour history. This cultural-bio
logical schism also requires that we take mea
sures to protect wild areas and other species
from human exploitation, if they are to sur-

disingenous; we haveleamed and we have ma
tured. We will no longer tolerate sacrifices of
productive wildlands in exchange for a few
scraps of rock and ice. Callicott's claim that
wilderness preservation is purely "defe,nsive"
only reflects the assaults wild areas face ev
erywhere. Of course we are defensive. If we
did not defend the last remaining wild areas,
they would soon be gone. We lose most battles
as it is; if we gave up, nothing would remain
for long. Anyway, the wilderness movement
today is not purely defensive. Indeed, The

\ Wl1dlands Project seeks to move away from

~
defensive, last-ditch efforts, away from say
ing what should not be done towar<J saying
what should be done to restore whole eco
systems in a1lTegions.

Callicott devotes quite a bit of space in
his article to the problem of excluding hmnans
from wilderness when hmnans are really part
of nature. I know of no philosophical problem
more recalcitrant than the whole question of
"what is natural?" Hell if I know. But Callicott
doesn't make much headway toward resolv-

, ing ,this issue either. I agree it was a mistake
to extend the standardAmerican model of na
tional parks to developing countries and e
cIude indigenous hunter-gatherer cultures fro

ese areas. e idea that wilderness can in-
clude ates exce t or

It is not

exclusionfrom

these reserves

that separates us

from nature; it is

our culture and

Callicott claims that "several recent and
not so recent realizations are subverting this
simple philosophy of nature conservation
through wilderness preservation." He goes on
to provide a nmnber of arguments in support
of his thesis that the wildeIl}.e~s ideal is no
longer useful. I will agree that "hands-off'
wilderness areas in hmnan-dominated·land
scapes often have minimal ecological value.
But they do have some worth, for instance in
serving as reference sites (though imperfect)
for restoration and management experiments
and as micro-refugia for species sensitive to
hmnan disturbances. It is an overstatement to .
~aim that wilderness»reservation has failed.
Indeed, one could more easil conclude from
recent eVl ence ove the continent that
it is multiple-use management that has failed.
M tIp e-use areas, w c cons e e vast
majority of public lands, have been degraded
far more than virtually any of our Wl1derness
Areas (Callicott himself provides several ex-
amples from the GreaterYellowstone Ecosys-
tem). Roads run everywhere, the last
old-growth forests are being converted to two-
by-fours, cows munch and shit their way
across public rangelands, and "ecosystem
management" propaganda is being used to
justify continuation of the sta 4uo-untl
new guise s eVI ence 0

argumen that we need more-not less
olflunits to rntensive hmnan exploitation. e
more-degrn emIle overaIl andscape becomes,
the greater the value of real wilderness, even
though it becomes ever harder to-protect.

.Callicott is absolutely correct that biologi
cal conservation was not a major consideration
in the desigrIation of existing Wilderness Ar
eas. The biased allocation of land to Wilder
ness-where areas of little economic value,
e~cept for recreation and tourism, are pro
tected instead of more productive and
biodiverse areas-is well known. That
warped, unecological approach to wilderness
protection has been thoroughly exposed in the
technical and popular literature of conserva
tion. Modern conservation' programs, from
mainstream government projects such as the
National Biological Survey's Gap Analysis to'
avante garde efforts such as The WildJ.ands •
Project, are trying to correct this imbalance and our lifestyles...
better represent the ftill spectrmn of biodiver-

sity in protected areas. Callicott's criticism of \ \
the wilderness movement on these grounds is
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The modem

wilderness !dea, as
embodied in The

Wildlands Project,·

does not say humans

are apart from

nature. It simply

says, in line with

Leopold's land ethic,

that we need to

impose restraints

on our actions.
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vive. The adaptations of most species are detennined by
biological evolution acting through natural selection. Ex
cept for bacteria species and some invertebrate species
that have very short "generation" times, biological evo
lutionis much slower than cultural evolution, taking hun
dreds or thousands of years to express itself. Through
cultural evolution humans can respond much faster than
most other species to environmental change. Because most
environmental change today is human generated, we have
created a situation where our short-term survival is much
more assured than that of less adaptable species. Some of
these species are extremely sensitive to human activities.
It seems to me that an environmental ethic, as Leopold,
Callicott, and others have expressed it, gives us an obli
gation to protect species that depend on wilderness be
cause ~hey are sensitive to human persecution and
harassment I hasten to add that few species "depend"
on wilderness because they prefer wilderness over
human-occupied lands; rather, they require wilderness
because humans exterminate them ~lsewhere.

Roadlessness defines wilderness. Where there are
roads or other means of human access, large carnivores
and other species vulnerable to human persecution
often carmot survive. -

Callicott correctly criticizes the idea of wilderness
as a totalIy"unmanaged" landscape. I differ from some
modem wilderness advocates in emphasizing that most
Wilderness Areas today must be actively managed if they
are to maintain the "natural" conditions for which they
were set aside (see my book withAllen Cooperrider, Sav
ing Nature ~ Legacy: Protecting and Restoring Biodiver
sity, Island Press, 1994). Certainly native Americans
managed the ecosystems in which they lived, principally
through the use of fire. I think the evidence is plain that at
some level of management Homo sapiens can be a true
"keystone species" in the most positive sense, in that we
can enrich the diversity of habitats and species in the land
scape. We can playa role similar to that of the Beaver,
prairie dog, Bison, woodpecker, or Gopher Tortoise, by
providing habitats upon which many other species depend.
Above some threshold of manipulation, though, biodiver
sity enhancement becomes biodiversity destruction. Di
versification becomes homogeni?2tion. Man as part of
nature becomes man at war with nature. We become too
damn clever for our own good. I do not believe that hu
man management or technOfo y is inherently bad· but

once we have lSs.ed the threshol we become a tumor
mstead of a vital part of the ecosystem. Again, this trans-
orm!ltlon provides all the more reason to set wild areas

aside and protect them from human invasion. Those wild
areas may very well require management, ·but the most
positive management will usually be protectlon from
over-use By people, restoration of strucfures and pro
cesses damaged by past human activities, and disturbance

illustratiOn by Evan Cantor
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management (for instance, prescribed burning) to substi
-tute-fm nafiiratprocesses that have been disrupted.

lcott's straw man of WI oemess readies its zenith
in his statement that "wilderness preservation [his empha
sis] suggests freeze-framing the status quo ante, maintain
ing the way things were when the 'white man' first came
on the scene..." While logically consistent, such an inter
pretation of the wilderness ideal is idiotic. No ecologist
interprets wilderness in the static, pristine, climax sense
that Callicott caricatures it. Nonetheless, to throw out
knowledge of the historical, pre-European condition of
North American landscapes would l;>e equally stupid.
Those presettlement ecosystems developed through thou
sands and even millions of years ofevolution of their com
ponent species without significant human intervention
[excepting the possible role of human hunters in elimi
nating many of NorthAmerica's large mammals 10-15,000
years ago]. Sure, the environment in which the~ecommu
nities developed was dynamic, but the rate and magnitude
of change was nothing like that experienced today. As
ecologists Steward Pickett, Tom Parker, and Peggy Fiedler
(1991, in Conservation Biology, edited by P.L. Fiedler and
S.K. Jain; Chapman and Hall) pointed out with regard to
the "new paradigm in ecology," the knowledge that na
ture is a shifting mosaic in esS'entiaIly continuous flux
shoiild not be ~ISCOnStrueato suggest that human-gen
-ratea chan es are nothing to worry about. Instead, "hu
man-generated chan es must cons ame ecause
~urehas functional, historical, and evolutionary lim- '

its. Nature has a range of ways to be, but there is a limit
to ose wa s and _ere ore, human changes ~

n those limits."
Yes, many North American ecosystems were man

aged by Indian burning for perhaps as long as 10,000 years;
but in most cases, the Indians did not create new ecosys
tems. They simply maintained and expanded grasslands
and savannas that developed naturally during climatic
periods with high fire frequency. Furthermore, the impor
tance of Indian burning is often exaggerated. As many
ecologists have Pointed out, the natural thunderstorm fre
quency in some regions, such as the Southeastern Coastal
Plain, is more than enough to explain the dominance of
pyrogenic vegetation there. In any case, the native Ameri
cans in most cases (megafauna! extinctions of the late
Pleistocene aside) clearly operated more within the func
tional, historical, and evolutionary limits o( their ecosys
tems than the Europeans, who transformed most of the
North American continent in less than 200 years. The mod
ern wilderness idea, as embodied in The<Wildl nd;"
Project, DeS no say umans are apart from nature. It
sim I sa s, III me WI 0 S e at we

ed to im ose restraints on our actions. We need t~

kee ourselves within the limits set by the evolution
ary histories 0 t e an(lscapeswe I abit. Until we can

bring our numbers down and walk humbly everywhere,
-let us at least do so within our remaining wild areas.

Callicott discusses the biosphere reserve model as if it.
were an alternative to wilderness. I agree that the biosphere
reserve'model is useful-we base our Wildlands 'Projectre
serve network proposals on an extension of t4at model. Bio
sphere reserves are not, however, an alternative to wilderness.
In fact, wilderness is the central part of the biosphere re
serve model: the core area. Without a wilderness core, a bio
sphere reserve could not fulfill its function of maintaining
the full suite of native species and natural processes. A wil
derness core area may still require ecological management,
especially if it is too small to take care of itself (i.e., less
than. several million acres). A healthy long-term goal is to
recreate core areas (ideally at least one in every ecoregion)
big enough to be essentially self-managing, areas that do not
require our constan~ vigilance' and nurturing. Those true
wilderness areas will have much to teach us about how we
might dwell harmoniously with nature in the buffer zones.

Callicott's alleged dichotomy of"either devote an area
to human inhabitation and destructive economic develop
ment, or preserve it in its pristine condition as wilderness"
is false. The reserve network model applied by The WIld-.
lands Project recognizes a gradient of wild to developed land,
but encourages a continual movement toward the wild end
of the gradient over time. as the scale and intensity of hu
man activities decline. And human activities must decline if
this earth is to have any future. Callicott's idea of "sustain-,
able livelihood" is entirely consistent with this model. But
how are we to figure out how to manage resources
sustainably (while sustaining all native species and ecologi
cal processes) without wild areas as benchmarks and blue
prints? How are we to show restraint in our management of '
resources in the landscape matrix when we don't have
enOugh respect to set aside big, wild areas for their own sake?

We need no alternative to wilderness. Rather, we need
to incorporate the wilderness ideal into a broader vision of
recovered but dynamic landscapes dominated by wildland
but complemented by tl1.le civilization. As Ed Abbey stated,
a society worthy of the name of civilization is one that rec
ognizes the values of keeping much. of its land as wilder
ness. We need the wilderness ideal in these days of frivolous
"ecosystem management" more than ever before. We 1?-eed
it to provide a "base-datum of normality," as Leopold put it,
to give us reference sites for: comparison with more inten
sively managed lands. We need it to counter the arrogant
belief that we can manage and control everything. We need
it to inspire us, to put our lives at risk, to humble' us. And,
more important, the bears need it too.

Reed Noss is the Science Editor ofWild Earth. Sci
ence Director of The Wildlands Project, and Editor of
Conservation Biology:

,
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Wilderness Areas Are Vital
A Response to Callicott

by Dave Foreman

J. Baird Callicott is a leading environmental philosopher, a scholar, a
College professor, and has a Ph.D. He's done some of the best work in the field of
environmental ethics. I personally like Baird and adrriire most of his wo~k. He's a .
nice guy.

Now, because I like him and most of his work, and because I barely got a BA
from a Western cow college (my GPA hovered somewhere in the illid-2s), I am
reluctant to grade his preceding paper, "A Critique and an Alternative to the Wil
derness Idea." But grade it harshly I must, because it is fraugllt with mischief, and
unschooled in its subject-the idea, history, and success of Wilderness Areas. (I
will give it a high grade for provoking thought among conservationists, however.
Few things need more provocation than thinking.)

In the forthcoming Wildlands Project anthology, Place o/the Wild, edited by
David Burks, I have an essay covering many of the topics in this discussion. In
stead of taking that tack again, here I will simply go through Dr. Callicott's essay
and respond point by Point. At the end, we should have waded far enough out of
the swamp to find a rise of dry ground. I hope from that view I'll have covered the
major weaknesses of his paper and summarized why Wilderness Areas must be at
the core of any serious conservation strategy. If that is the case, then I'll be happy,
because it will mean I don't have to write any more on this topic for awhile. I also

hope that the swamp I lead us through is not too mucky, and
_ _ .._~ that Baird and I 'both come out of it as compadres in

~ - - , ---=-. . ~ th btl" b' di .
~:}a .;:'7;;~-:·-:...-;-~;·2-=:~~> __~§u~ e at elor,Io versIty. . . .

1II!lI..1jj~~-~.--~~~-: . _ ~X-=Y;:;;::~~~~;§'_- '. _ CallIcott starts by highlightl11g the
... ~::;.~ .' ~-'-' -.- -"'_-':~.$~.-"""~-,,:-./0 "debate within the community of

=,.-:- - .' ..~-~~~ '-
"::' c..~ ~'-~4 ~ ./ ../1-... conservationists', .. about the value

y~ - -~~ ~

... ' --;- - .:;'- of the wilderness ideal to the con-

servation of biological diver
sity." Actually, this is nota major
debate within the conservation
community in the USA. It is an

off-to-the-side little fracas, at
most. The majority of those cr:iti

cizing the Wilderness idea who are
- not out-and-out enemies of conservation it'"
are well-meaning lit:>etqls without a gut feel-~~~

ing for "wild thii:lgs and sunsets" Oet's call them "en- ~
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vironmentalists"); they would like cOnservationists to spend
more time on what they consider more important issues-hu-'
man issues-than on places uncontrolled by people. lIDs mi
nor argument is not new, either. Rod Nash, in the third
edition of Wilderness and the.American Mind. reviews the
high points of the Garden vs. Wilderness debate stretching back
to the 19.50s.

4iitemationally, there is more debate about Wilderness; but
again, it i' een conserva oms concerned with
bI .versity and environmentalists and social justice activists

"roii"cerned with people, not between conseryatiomsts (Ulough
there are exce tions . It is important to note that, despite what
the anti-Wilderness crowd;ould have us believe-Wilderness
advocates are not anti-people. Most of us support campaigns

.s::ror human health and for social and economic justice. Indeed,
we think Wtlderness is a reservoir of mentill, physical, and so
cial health for humanS. Unfortunately, some so<::ialjustice pro
ponents.who criticize National Parks and Wilderness are just
as anthropocentric and development-driven as are fast-buck
businessmen and libertarian economists. They merely want to
see the supposed economic benefits from the destruction of
Wtlderness go to the poor and socially disenfranchised instead
of to the wealthy and politically connected.

S~ce this is a minor brouhaha, and since most of those
arguing against Wilderness have little constituency, I'm reluc
tant to even give it space in Wi.ld Earth. because of its poten
tial for mischief (fueling the arguments of the real
anti-Wilderness yahoos), or to take the time to respond, be
cause I have better things to do, like watching the sunset this
evening with a cigar and a glass ofcabernjt (thereby,overcom
ing the duality ofCivilization and Nature(Nonetheless, present
it in Wild Earth we must,and respond I must, because 1. Baird
Callicott is one who loves wild things and sunsets, and as-'
sJf-descn6&i pnnosopilical tro~emat<et,he heips us all think
more deeply about Wtlderness. _)

Callicott says he wants only to criticize the idea of Wil
derness but not on-the-ground Wtlderness Areas. Uh, dub. I
must be slow, because I sure as heck can't figure out how some
one can pull this off. He even says that Wtlderness Areas need
to be multiplied and expanded. Why, then, criticize them.for
what they are? Philosophers might call this a logical inconsis
tency, or some other silver-plated term. It just makes me want
that sunset and cabernet all the more.

Callicott also says he does not want to discredit Wtlder
ness Areas or make them more vulnerable to development. But
this is exactly what he is doing in his essay! He is discrediting
them by attacking their justification, and others may reap the
message he is sowing to try to open existing Wilderness Areas
to clearcutting, roads, motorized vehicles, and "ecosystem
management," 'and, more dangerously, to argue against the
designation of new Wilderness Areas.

Callicott's grasp of conservation history is woefully weak.
He writes, "After the existence of an 'environmental crisis' was
widely acknowledged in the late 1960s, the benchmark of en-
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stated the lack of ecological concern in the history of the Wil
derness preservation movement. By overstating e problem
we have handed anti-Wilderness firebugs gaso e. s we see
to restore e 10 OgI nc less 0 0 merica by apply-
ing the concepts of conservation biology to nature reserve de-
sign,let's not fall into the trap of dismissing existing Wilderness sf,

_Areas and National Parks. They are tlle basis for any system v'17J<
of biodiversityreserves. They have worked better than any-
thing else to save the di~ersity of life in tlle United States)

Again, tile biodiversity crisis is not caused by a reliance
on Wilderness Areas. That these areas have failed to fully pro
tect biodiversity is because of tile political forces working at .
every step of the way to weaken and pare.away such reserves.
The biodiversity crisis is worsening partly because not enough
land has been protectedas WildernessAreas and National Parks.

Callicott's second realization is tIlat tile Wilderness phi
losophy is defensive and therefore a losing strategy. His argu
ment here reveals a bedrock misunderstanding of tile history
ofWilderness preservation. EOR:strangers originally called for

. Wilderness Areas as Henry Ford put America on wheels after
the Great War. These packers and paddlers and Dutch oven
wizards feared that theii beloved backcountry and quality hunt
ing grounds would disappear under standard forest Service
management. After tile Second Great War, when the Forest .
Service began to aggressively market its big trees, conserva
tion leaders like Howard Zahniser and David Brower called
for congressional protection ofWilderness Areas to tIlwart stan
dard National Forest management which had no place for wild
ness. They fought to designate Wilderness Areas in National
Parks in order to derail development scams and "scenic
motorways" that Park Service boomers were building in tile
Parks. ·They wanted Wilderness in National Wildlife Refuges
so all Refuges 'would not become mere duck farms. Conserva
tion activists since tIlen have proposed more and more areas
as Wilderness in National Forests, National Parks, Wildlife
Refuges, and BLM lands because WIlderness is tile only work
able alternative to prevent business as usual-roads, tourist

.resorts, clearcuts, off-road vehicles, and otller dollar-driven
madness that is part and parcel of land management and re
source extraction.

t:. Defensive?You.bet. Without seventy y~s of this defen~
bve strategy, tile Uwted States would look like Europe. /

In case you haven't noticed, tile political and economic
kingpins of tile world are scalping tile land for tile Last Great
Barbecue. Somebody's got to play defense!

Calliconrightly describes the island condition of WIlder
ness'Areas and laments that there is more pavement than pro
tected Wilderness. This is not the fault of WIlderness, it is th~

fault ofwhat goes on when areas are not protected as Wilderness.
co s . d realization, that WIlderness is a uniquel

Amencan 1 ea an can no u , uestion
~f whether any land management approa~h can be universal
ized throughout a culturally diverse world. But if he thinks the
WIlderness idea of places where humans are VISItOrs~ 0
-::

recreation. Areas of value for timber, minerals, grazing, dams,
highways, and the like have frequently been stripped away from
areas designated Wilderness. Ecological values have not al
ways been foremost in selecting areas for protection.

~
If we have protect~ more alpine tundra and subalpine

forest than ecologically richer areas, thefault is with thepoliti

calproces~ofdesignation, not.with the i~ea.ofWild~rnes~Ar
eas or Natzonal ParkS. EcologIcal and wIldlife conslderatlOns

/I have been strong in the history of Wilderness preservation, and
~5 liP the motivations of WIlderness conservationists. As Brock\,,·rr Evans of the National Audubon Society points out, Wilderness
~J' . Areas and National Parks pro-vA ~ i tect areas' of great value for
.A1.;<\ /}1 Callicott rightly biological diversity. They are

\.~C -. describes the not by any means all "worth-
~ less lands" or rocks and ice. ,

island condition The rnest remammg ancient

OfWilderness drests are protected in desig-j

A
·....eas and nated Wilderness and Parks .

I ' the Pacific Coas. vans offers

laments that e-low-elevation ancient for-

there is more ests of the Suiattle River in the
Glacier Peak Wilderness Area,

pavement than. French Pete Creek in the

protected Three Sisters Wilderness, and
the Hoh and Quinalt valleys in

Wilderness. This Olympic National Parkas evi-

is not thefault Of' dence. Conservationists

Wilderness, it is foughtfor-tlieseplacesforeco-
logical. reasons and won over

the fault ofwhat the strident opposition of the
hen tiiDber industry.

goes onW. -The largest expanse of

areas are not natural forest in the United

protected as States is in the Selway-Bitter
root and River of No Return

Wilderness. Wilderness complex in central

. Idaho. New Mexico's Qila
Wilderness'protects the frnest

old-growth Ponderosa Pine forest in the world.1be-best tracts
of Eastern forest are in National Parks, State Parks, and Wil
derness~.Ecological representation was an important cri
terion used by both conservationists and the Forest Service to
select proposed WIldernes's Areas during the Forest Service's
second Roadless Area Review and Evaluation (RARE II) from
1977 to 1979. Wilderness Areas and National Parks do protect

'prime habitat for imperiled and sensitive species like Wolver-
ine, Fisher,Grizzly Bear, Gray Wolf, Mountain lion, and Big
horn Sheep. If it were not for these areas protected through the
blood, sweat, and teaJ:s of recreational Wilderness conserva
tionists, these species would be far more imperiled today than
they are-indeed, if they existed in the lower 48 states at all.m -Some of us arguing for stronger ecological criteria in §e

~ Jecting and designing reserves, myself included, have over-
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e Imprint 0 uman's wor su stantiallY, unnoticeable.
Callicott's ifth realization IS that\vilde~ess Areas were

established to protect climax commUnities. Ecology today
pooh-poohs the idea of climax commwrities; ergo, Wilderness.
Areas are bogus, he believes. In fact, Wilderness Areas are
entirely consistent with ecologi~ theories of unstable and
changing assemblages of species and sera! stages. Wilderness
Areas and National Parks, after all, were where modern ideas
of fIre ecology-that natural fife is a fundaniental and vital
part of many forest, woodland, and grassland ecosystems
were fIrst developed into "let burn" managementpoiicies.

The root for Wilderness in Old English is Wit-deor-ness:
self-willed land. Self-willed land has frre, storm, and ecosys- .<-
tem change. It has wild beasts who don't cotton to being pushed
around by puny hominids. Those who want "snapshot-in-time"
Parks are generally the same folks who argue against Wilder
ness Areas. The opponents ofWilderness, like Michael Pollan
of Harper:S, are the ones who argue against letting nature take
its course, who argue that we have to garden the Earth. Alaska
Governor Wally Hickel (who never saw a road, oil well, or green
backhe didn't like) once said that we can'tjust let wilderness run
wild. Wilderness conservationists have always said that Wil
derness Areas should run wild. And as our ecological under-
standing advances, so does our Wilderness philosophy. (This fr
is not to argue against some management in Wildemess Areas;
because ofprofoundhunian-induced ecological changes, we must
intervene with science-based management in many cases-par-
ticularly in smaller, isolated areas-as Reed Noss points out.)

not remain is wriquely American, then I fear he is being ethno
centric. I know biologists and activists in Latin America and
Eastern Europe with the same notion of Wilderness that I have,
and they didn't learn it throu diffusion from North America.

a ve peoples around the world protect areas where they see
~vesas visitms:=TIie Gwich'in of tbe Amuican ArClic

< talk about going irito the bear's or the caribou's home when'

they go on a huntiD.g expedition away from their villagese.
Guinea tribes rotect areaS as sacred, and prohibit en 0.J.-Ul....--"
~y more examples aroun e world. Wilderness as re
ality and idea is not wriquely American, nor-ish es~iall~

modern. It is widespread and it is ancient. Conservationi~tshav
failed.tO.make...thatpoint, and we have failed to-gathe and of-
~~plesofit. (Wildeniess needs a few.good an 1000sts!

Callicott's fourth realization that Europeans did not find
~ pristine landscape in America and that Native Americans

. manipulated th~ erican lands before Europeans amved,
• IS an overstatemen. es, Native Americans had an impact on

the land. In some caseS;that impact was devastating theAz::_
tees fla ed the land like the Assyrians). Anthropogenic fIre may 1~'Ai',....,;.,.,.,.-t;;;;:;;-or;:;:~;;-;~~;-;.r.~~""';;h;;;-;;th;:;-;:;-;:;j:~:-l_~.~

'1 have changed vegetatIOn m some plaCes and maintained it in
- ~ <: -others;but with onl eight million Ie north of the Rio Grande,
'-7 mu w Ii us mel 'sited Just as the

oS mmon wisdom once cfumissed any modificatioll..O . e
Dave . , now e exaggeration goes the other way.

c wet' ::pi1:ll:mDl¥.J)y e forces...o ture WIth



at protecting biodiversity.'
Icott'S thoughts driving through Paradise Valley

match my own while driving through it a few years ago.. It
is a vision we should work for. That vision isn't in compet
ition with Wilderness Areas, it's in complementation to
Wilderness Areas.

Dave Foreman is Executive Editor o/Wild Earth and
Chairman o/The Wildlands Project. He is the author o/Con
fessions of an Eco-Warrior and co-author ofTbe Big Outside.

even old-growth reserves (they aren't Wilderness Areas I) may
be open to continued cutting!

The Wilderness Act was not so much refonn legislation
as a-monkeywrench in the gears. It says, "We know you (For
est Service, Park Service, other agencies) are incapable of vol
untarily protecting these values on the lands you manage.
Therefore we are taking the prerogative away from you. We
are tying your hands in these ways."

I agree we should continue to work for better manage-'
ment of the matrix, and to integrate the Biosphere Reserve idea
with Wilderness Areas and National Parks: But I am far less
hopeful than,Callicott as to the results, for the reasons above.
He argues that alternativesto mdustriai agriculture should be
encouraged through policy changes; that urban sprawl should
be controlled by planning and zoning; that National Forests
should be harvested ecologically and sustainably. Good lord.
Where have you been, Baird?All of that has been on the agenda
of the conservation movement for decades. We've gotten our
faces bloodied from running into brick walls. You think Wil
derness is controversial? Try talking zoning, planning, and
"alternatives to industrial agriculture" to private property rights
zealots and agribiz plowboys if you want controversy..

We've been through all of this a thousand times before;
we're still there as a conservation mov.ement; ~e'll keep try
ing in the future. But sustainability is not a new idea, and it
sure as hell ain't easy. Through all of this, conservation activ-
ists have learned erness r , owever ared bac

tter than an thin else

I, too, have dreams of a Buffalo Commons. One of the
best places to launch the idea is on Indian Reservations on the
Great Plains. We may hope to' see white ranchers giving up
their cows, tearing down fence, and cooperatively running
Buffalo and Pronghorn and Elk. I'm afraid, though, Callicott
doesn't know cowboys. I have some experience. with the
vannints. They don't cooperate very well. They do worship
the domestic cow. They love fen,ces. Many of them hate
wolves and self-willed land.

Callicott's idea of ranchers controlling culling rights in the
Buffalo Commons shows a misunderstanding of wildlife con

I ) servation policy i.i:l the·United States. Allowing land owners
(other than NativeAmerican tribes on reservations) ownership
rights of animals goes against the grain of wildlife law and tra
dition in the USA, which hold that wildlife is a commons,
owned by the people, held in trust by the government. It doesn't
go with ownership of the land. To allow any group ownership
of wildlife or special rights over them or control of hunting
them opens a real Pandora's box. Working out who controls
the Buffalo, Elk, and Pronghorn is the thorniest problem with
the Buffalo Commons'.

Callicott takes another kick at Wilderness Areas because
of the supposed "either/or dichotomy": zone the land as pro
tected Wilderness, or zooe it as sacrifice zones where industri
alism can run rampant Again, he displays a poor understanding
of the conservation movement. We have fought for Wilderness
Areas, yes; we have also fought like hell for sensible, sensi
tive, sustainable management of other lands. We have fought
to protect wild rivers from dams; we've also fought to protect
agn~ultur.al valleys from dams. We have tried to bring scien
tific timber harvesting pr~ctices to the National Forests. We
have tried to bring scientific livestock manageqtent to the public
lands. We have/ought/or good managemento/the matrix. The
reason we keep going back to Wilderness is because eve re-
fonn measure, from NEPA to NFMA to RPA to FLPMA, gets
gutted in practice by a encies controlled b extra . s
tries. We have tried, god, we have tried to get good manage
ment on the land. The refonns always fail. The latest example
is Option 9 to protect the ancient forests of the Northwest-
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Can biophiliq. and technophilia coexist?

by Frank Waters

Something must be wrong with me. I like to think of myself as an environ
mentalist, but I keep.getting ~istracted.I am drawn to ~ving wil~~rness y~t,

for all my green desrres, I still feel drawn to the machine, the silIcon chip,
the internal combustion engine and the laser printer. I fed guilty. If I were truly
dark green, I would feel indifferent, even hostile, to all Lear Jets, Ferraris and Sun '
Workstations. But alas, I find them 'attractive. Streamlined power is exhilarating.

Let me say at the outset that I am quite familiar with the fundamentals of eco
logical atrocity. I know the stupidity of 4si.iJ.g fossil fuels and producing dioxins
and nuclear waste. I know about species extinction and habitat destruction. I know
the pathology of maximizing power and control. And yet, I am still impressed by
the latest CD ROM. I think that fiber optics and laser surgery are amazing. If I had
some disposable income, I would like to ride the latest street-race motorcycle made
by Kawasaki or Yamaha, The sigh~of a wild Grizzly captivates me, but so does the
bridge of the Starship Enterprise.

So what is the problem? Perhaps I am ecologically confused or spiritually
corrupt. Maybe I ought to pull myself out of the environmental movement and
make way for those pure ofh~ and clear in vision. Perhaps I ought to retreat into,
the wilderness and fast until iny soul is purified. Then again, maybe l am simply a
normal human animal. Maybe I am a· hybrid creature, part biophiliac and part
technophiliac. Maybe it is human fate to have dual citizenship in the lands of eco
and tech.

The internal conversation is familiar to many of us by now:
tech: "Wow, check out this new s'ilicon-graphite device! It's fast, it's easy to

use and it'll save me hours offrustrating labor."
bio: "Yeah, but think of where it came from and what it's really for. Think of

all the precious resources that went-into it. Think of all the habitat that was de
stroyed to make it. Why, it's really just another tool of human domination."

tech: "You're being ridiculous. Surely there must be some tools and machines
that are reasonable and aesthetic."

bio: "Sure, but where are you going to draw the line? These instruments sim
, ply insulate you from the fabric of the biosphere. No wonder you're so neurotic."

tech: ''I'm just being practical. If I can save a few hours with these things, I
can devote more time to lobbyirtg Congress and working for real change."

And on it goes, a debate that seems like it will never end.

illustration by Rob Messick
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In 1984, the great prophet of biodiversity, E.O. Wilson,
presented a book called Biophilia: the human bond with other
species. This wonderful romp through the living world was the
first look at the biophilia hypothesis. By 1993, the idea began
to mature in Wilson's and Kellert's anthology The Biophilid
Hypothesis. Here biophilia is described by various authors as
"the human inclination to affUiate with life and lifelike pro
cesses" and "the innately emotional affiliation of human be
ings to other living organisms."

To some of
us, this hypoth
esis sounds like
an academic re-
statement of the

o obvious. Chief
Seattle and John
Muir would
have laughed at
such simple
mindedness.
But from an
other angle, this
is a revelation,
and an essential'
one at that. For
Homo sapiens
industrialus, the
idea that hu
-mans have a
fundamental
need to affUiate
with the natural
world is an en
lightening new
ideaonaCoper
nican scale.

If we take a panoramic view of homiitid evolution, we
can see clearly that evolution would have selected for bio- .
philia in human beings. For more than 99% of human his
tory, we have lived in hunter-gatherer bands that were
intimately involved with other organisms. The depth of this
intimacy is scarcely imaginable to the modern urban .
dweller. There was no Safeway on the Serengeti, no
McDonalds at the Olduvai. In order to eat, humans had to
observe the living world with great care. Which plants tasted
good? Which parts? In which season? Which were poison
ous? Where did the animals live? How did they behave?
Such questions occupied most of human consciousness.
Under these conditions, selection tended to favor those in
dividuals and tribes who were intensely interested in natu
ral phenomena. A tribe of keen animal and plant observers
would fmd more food, survive more winters and leave more
offspring th.an one that was indifferent or incompetent:
Thus, we experienced a natural selection for biophilia. This
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explains my visceral longing for the wild earth as well as
my illness when I am apart from it.

Paradoxically, the rigors of the environment must also have
selected for technophilia in human beings. Imagine again the
earliest proto-huma.ilS, hunting and gathering acro~s the land.
·In this situation, any improvement in stick and stone technol
ogy was likely to give the user and the tribe an enormous ad
vantage. A tribe that invented a sharp-edged stick or stone
would have been able to hunt animals and process plants with
more efficiency than neighboring tribes. When winter arrived,
the more inventive tribe would have laid in a good supply of
meat and furs. Their shelter would also have been of superior
construction, since they would have been able to cut branches
and vines with relative ease. As other tribes in the region died
from starvation and exposure, the mechanically inclined tribe
would have survived to pass its genetic code into the future.
Thus, tecbnophilia would have been preserved. '

This selectivepr~s continued beyond the age of the first
chipped stones. Even a crude tool is powerful because it can
be used to make other.tools. Later the bow and arrow gave an
advantage, as did metal and the wheel. In each case, the tribe
interested in mechanical manipulation survived, while those
less interested declined. This leaves us in today.'s..paradoxical
state. We are bio-technophiliacs; we are lovers of the wild Earth
and of technology. Today, we have both elements in our ge
netic heritage; we love the natural world and we love machines,
so we flit back and forth between the two realms, never quite
sure where our allegiance lies.

Now some people, especially the industrially inclined, are
likely to say that this gets the technophiliac off the hook. Since
technophilia has been selected for in the crucible of evolution,
it is "natural" and thus perfectly acceptable. After all, adaptive
biological innovations are rewarded in any population-why
should technophilia be any different? From this perspective, I
don't feel so bad about lusting after that turbo-boosted 586 race
car with dual air bags. I am just applying the same attention .
and intelligence of the proto-human who first lashed a piece
of animal hide to a stick. Maybe I can be guilt-free at l~t.

Not so fast. In and of themselves, adaptations are neither.
good nor bad; everything depends on the biological context. A
black moth on a light colored tree trunk will be more visible to
birds and will be eaten. If we add air pollution from burning
coal,however, the trees get darker and the moth's liability now
becomes an asset. Ifwe enact air pollution controls and restrict
the burning of coal, the dark moth is once again at risk. So it is

. for technophilia. What was once an asset has now become a
liability. In the context of a sparsely populated planet, techno
logical attention does gi.ye an advantage, a benefit with very
little cost. But in a world at the limit of carrying capacity, the
very same t~hnophilictrait can become·a very serious liabil
ity. Just because a trait was selected for in one age does not
mean that it is adaptive in lI?other; we are not off the hook.

Ofcour~e,many of us are trying to have it both ways; we
·want to be in both worlds. So, we take a silicon-breathing lap-
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Land Ethics
I

top out into the forest and do spreadsheets. Or we drive a fancy
4X4 into the backcOlUltry and experience the riv~rwith a $1000
boron-graphite fly rod.

There can be no illusion on one score, however.
, Technophilia is winning. Now that we feed ourselves with fac

tory-nurtured plants and animals, a keen sense of observation
and afflliation with the living world is not really essential for
short-term survival. In fact, for indus·trial man, survival to re
productive age now depends far more on mastery of automo
biles, telephones, computers and fax machines than it does on
the ability to observe the characteristics of animals and plants; ,
you don't need biophilic skills to go through a drive-in restau
rant. Furthermore, the marketplace exerts its own form of se
lection pressure; technophiliacs are well-paid arid secure, but
we rarely see a rich biologist, much less a fmancially secure
wilderness activist. Biophilia just doesn't pay the bills.

In modem life, we tend to suppress our biophilia. Indeed,
this suppression is necessary for industrial efficiency. People
who revel in Nature do not make good industrial employees;
they are too wild. To survive in the industrial world, we dampen
our biophilia or quench the thirst with pictures of wildlife and
the Discovery Channel. This temporarily satiates us, but the
need goes largely unfulfilled. Living in industrial isolation, we
are deprived of interaction with the living world, and our bio
philia wanes. Biophilia follows that old psycho-physiological '
law, "use it or lose it."The more we repress our biophilia, the less
,we are able to exeicise it and the more tech comes to dominate.

Some "back-to-the-PI~istocene"philosophers curse the
technophilic impulse and say we should banish it from human
consciousness forever. Their point is well taken, but it is un
likely that we could ever remove technophilia from human
consciousness. In the first place, it is probably encoded into
our genes; some subtle' twist of the double helix generates hor
mones and proteins that in tum render our brains interested in
tools and technique. For better or worse, this is a part of us,
just as much as our love of healthy bodies and unspoiled for
ests. Without a genetic transformation ofall humanity, we ,could
never abolish this impulse.

Even if we could cleanse the human genome of
technophilic impulses, we Bmight think twice. After all, we need
some technological competence to redesign our tools and undo
the damage we have wrought. The same brain that designed
and built the bulldozer and the chainsaw can also build simple
hand tools. The same brain that created fertility drugs can als'o
create depo prevera, Norplant, and RU-486. The same brain
that built Glen Canyon Dam can also tear it down. It is un
doubtedly true that we need less technophilia, but it is also
true that we need more intelligent technophilia. If we are go
ing to create machines, at least let them preserve human dig
nity and biological diversity.

The skill here is balance. We need to dampen our interest
in technology and create an aesthetically proportioned philia.
We might oppose techno-lust through peer pressure, taxes, and
education; but technophilia is probably hard-wired, as much a

part of us as our sexual desires. A more practical option is to
promote our collective biophilia through participation in natu
ral settings. Quality experience in the wild can rekindle the '
biophilic impulse lying dormant in so many of us. Participa
tion is thus a vital social responsibility. Instead of cursing the
silicon wizards, we ought to be getting out in the wild and tak
ing others with us. Through this experience, we can help to
keep the biophilic flame alive in human consciousness.

So what of my quandary? Can I create a peaceful co-ex
istence of eco and tech? Tech is fighting for dominance, but I
am on to it now. I can treat it with the respect it deserves, but
by no means will I let it get the upper hand. I may still lust
after a hot silicon chip on occasion, but I will give first priority
to living creatures and the living earth. After all, we may be
hunter-gatherers again some day, and sooner than many people
expect.

Frank Waters (8467 Sands Rd, Bainbridge Island, WA
98110) is a recovering anthropocentrist, part-time massage
therapist, activist, ecophilosopher and author ofThe Way of
the: Owl: the art of intelligence in human conflict (soon to be
published by Harper) and EcoskiIls (in progress).
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The Cornucopia Scam
Contradictions of Sustainable Development .

"""f11e excessive strains currently placed upon social and environmental systems result from
.1 three distinct, though interrelated, factors: .

• Overpopulation: the more people, the greater the impact
• Overconsumption: the more resources each person constunes, the greater the impact
• Technology used to produce goods and services consumed: every form of technology has an

impact but some have greater impacts than alternatives that could be used to deliver the
same level of per capita consumption to' the same level of population. (fechnology is
used here not just in the sense of machines and processes but also the way in which they
are located and deployed.)

Part 2:
Misoonceptions

About
Fundamental

Causes

by- Sandy Irvine

POPULATION MISCONCEPTIONS

Every year, htunan numbers increase globally by some 95 million. Even in India's frequently
praised state of Kerala, where there has been genuine:social progress and the growth rate of the
state's population has been cut to 1.7%, the population will still double on that basis in just 47
years. Contrary to popular perception about the leveling off ofpopulation growth in rich coun~

tries, on present trends America's population will double to around 520 million in only 63 years.
Yet there is generally a deafening silence on the issue of population growth and bitter criti

cism of those few who do raise the issue. None of the major environmental lobbies, for example,
has produced any substantial literature or policy on the matter. .

Population growth exacerbates every environmental and most social problems. Kenya's
popula~on increases by over 1600 people every day, thereby intensifying pressure on the land,
eating up space for surviving wildlife, overwhelming employment and other social opportuni
ties. Population growth also makes solutions more difficult to achieve. Take, for example, the
transition to sustainable energy systems. It has been estimated that the Swiss population would
have to drop to one-sixth of its present level for the Cotintry to base itself on its own renewable
energy resources and maintain its present living standards.

Contrary to the famous thesis advanced by the American biologist and socialist Barry Com
moner that the problem is simply 'flawed technology', all three factors-population, constunp
tion, and technology-count together, each magnifying the effects of the other two. However,
sustainable development thinking treats the crisis of overpopulation as either a non-issue or as a
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Population Problems

matter of possible concern only in some 'Third World' COllll
tries. In particular, it clings to increasingly discredited theories
like that of the 'demographic transition'. This theory held that
population growth automatically levels off with increasing af
fluence. In fact, there is no such direct connection. In fact, the
post-war baby boom coincided with a massive growth in per
capita consumption. Subsequently, the birth rate fell fastest
among the working classes, not the more affiuent sections of
society. Today, the birth rate is falling in countries like·
Bangladesh despite the absence of a general rise in living stan
dards. In any case environmental systems simply cannot de
liver the global affluence the theory deems necessary for
population stabilization. This century has been characterized
not by demographic transition, but by demographic takeover
as just one species, Homo sapiens, appropriates for itself an
enormous and growing share of the Earth's physical space and
its biological production.

THE UNSUSTAINABILITY OF INDUSTRIALIZED
AFFLUENCE

At a general level, the sustainable development lobby does
talk about overconsumption in the rich colllltries. However; the
action it proposes tends to be limited. Most blame is heaped
on the wastefulness of big business. Articles regularly appear,
for example, brandishing the fact that household refuse is only
a fraction of wastes generated in factories, farms and especially
mines. Such facts, it is claimed, demonstrate corporate c\llpa
bility-as if household consumption had nothing to do with
all these industries.

Appropriately enough, support is given to public measures
like a carbon tax and the application of the 'polluter pays' prin
ciple to the industrial and commercial sectors. Yet supporters
of sustainable development are quick to attack more direct
measures (e.g. domestic water metering) that also might cut
down individual consumption. Such policies are rejected on
the grollllds of inequity and their effect on the poor (a problem
that should not stop such measures but that shoUld be addressed
separately, for instance bymore steeply progressive taxation).

Sustainable development thinking by and large ducks the .
question posed by TedTrainer: 'How affiuent', he asks, 'would·
we be... if each of us were not getting over 2,000 liters of oil
every year (over 4,000 for Americans) when the world aver
age is llllder 800 and the average Ethiopian must make do with
11 liters?' . The rich colllltries use about 40 million acres of
Third World land just for the cultivation of the coffee, tea and
cocoa they drink. Trainer rightly concludes that it is simply
not possible to generalize across the globe the life-styles of in
dustrialized COlllltries and that the only solution is an abandon
ment of growth-oriented development strategies in favor of
more frugal life-styles in the richer COlllltries. By contrast, pub
lications.like the 'Pearce' report on sustainable development,
commissioned by the UK Department of the Environment,
maintain a deafening silence about future levels of pet capita
consumption in the developed world.

•

LOOking through the literature produced llllder the banner
of sustainable development, it seems fair to conclude that the
envisaged sustainable society will not be too different from
today's, in terms of consumer durable goods, gadgets and gen
erallife-styles. Certainly amongst the more public figures of
the movement there seems to be little questioning of their own
jet-setting from one international conference to the next. The
subtitle of the best-selling Green Consumer Guide, 'from sham
poo to chainpagne', revealed a somewhat limited vision of
social change, while the new UK Ecolabelling Board recently
awarded its first green rosettes ... to dishwashers.

Across in America, the most successful book on environ
mental issues has been 50 Simple Things You Can Do To Save
The World, whose title reinforces the view that we only have
to make minor changes to our life-styles like adapting cars to
run on unleaded petrol and fitting them with catalytic convert
ers. Generally, changes to individual consumption patterns and
life-style choices are largely seen in terms of a search for more
benign ways of satisfying co~umerdemands, rather than set
ting limits to them.

LIMITS TO 'ALTERNATIVE' TECHNOLOGIES

Overpopulati·on, then, is a taboo subject, and overcon
sumption is.discussed only in very vague terms. It is nOI sur
prising, therefore, that sustainable development theory
concentrates on the rble of technology, both as agent of
.maldevelopment (especially in the hands of capitalists or of
other malevolent forces) and as saviour (especially when trans
ferred to the hands of the Community). Yet every unit of tech
nology has some.degree of undesirable impact; most
technologies have characteristics and consequences that do not
alter either with a change of owner or of use. Oil-based prod
ucts, for example, are inherently based on a· resource that is
finite in supply and that generates dangerous emissions when
bumed. Nuclear power has proved to be unsafe, unreliable, and
lllleconomic llllder widely differing social, econoillic and po-
litical systems: .

Ofcourse, there are also many instances where less harm
ful technologies can.replace current ones. There are also rich
opportunities for cutting down needless waste of water and
energy. However, more rigorous 'life-cycle' studies are begin
ning to show that the total impacts generated by, say, virgin
compared to reused or recycled products are nO,t quite as Oif
ferent as was thought originally. Moreover, even the most envi
ronmentally friendly technical innovations still consume resources:
continuing grow~ in population or per capita consumption
sooner or later will cancel out whatever benefits they bring.

True, areas with avoidable waste such as planned obso
lescence offer scope for a better use of the existing through-.
put. Beyond that, increased productivity is possible only at
the cost of extra inputs and an increase of overall entropy
in the system.

On close: examination, many of the ideas advocated llll
der the name of sustainability or better resource management
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turn out to be far from sustainable when assessed in terms of
whole sys~ems. 'Sustained yield' plantation forestry, for ex
ample, has had very deleterious effects on other parts of the
environments it uses-through, for example, reduced biodi
versity, soil erosion, air and water pollution (as well as caus
ing serious job losses and community dislocation).

Similarly, many of the alternative energy proposals now
being put forward are far from appropriate. Because of their
variable and diffuse nature as well as the. costs of upgrading
and storage, there are very real limits to the pqwer renewable
energy sources can supply, not least as a result of the sheer
physical space they demand. Powering the current American
economy from direct solar sources would devour 10-20% of
the land surface of that country. Hydro-electric dams have done
more environmental damage and h~ed more people-so
far- thannuclearpower. Around the world, they have flooded an
area of land equal to the size of Italy and badly dislocated drain
'age systems, movements of silt, and downstream fisheries.

Biomass energy production is both an ancient and very
modern source of fuel. Its most traditional forin is wood-burn
ing, but this presents several hazards. 'Back to the land' home
steaders with their wood burners are in places reversing the
recovery of New England's forests from previous blows. Large
scale cultivation of special 'energy crops' is still more unsus
tainable. It would cause massive nutrient losses, drain water
supplies, drive out wildlife and reduce the availability ofother
resources such as food, fibre and timber-costs hugely ignored
in the search for substitute fuels to keep industrial society on
the road. The conversion of land to the production of ethanol
and'other biofuels is tantamount to feeding machines rather
than people and wildlife. Biofuel technology only makes sense
when it is based on waste residues from agriculture, food pro
cessing, and other sources and, for that reason, can only con
tribute modest amounts of energy.

In terms of food production, all forms of farming have.
adverse impacts. For example, the extenSion ofarable produc
tion must be at the expense of woodland and wetlands, while
its intensification must lead t9 a deteriorating quantity and
quality of soil systems, even if we can avoid the problems as
sociated with synthesized fertilizers and biocides. According
to Mike Jacobs, author of The Green Economy, organic farm
ing actually improves the environment; but the noted Japanese
farmer Masanobu Fukuoka has shown that it still depends upon
external inputs and does not close the cycle of nutrients. More
paddy cultivation will increase methane build-Up iii the atmo
sphere. Increased food production via irrigation will worsen
the already serious problems of salinization and water logging.

Nor would a shift from synthetic back to 'natural' fibres,
such as cotton and wool, be free from problems. Cotton culti
vation has exhausted soils around the world and currently the
crop is the single biggest consumer of pesticides. Sheep and
goats have denuded one hillside after another. The British up
lands, which once were wooded, are kept impoverished by
overgrazing sheep and, more recently, artificially large deerherds.
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THE SHADOW OF 'SUNRISE' INDUSTRIES

The failed promises of the 'nuclear age' and the 'green
revolution' are being replaced by the proclamation of the dawn
of the 'infonnation age' aDd the 'gene revolution'. Some people
in North America are heralding the birth of 'industrial ecol
ogy' in which growing industries will 'feed' upon their own
wastes. What are often proclaimed as cleaner and leaner new
technologies still, however, do not provide any free lunches_
Electric cars powered from solar sources, for example, would
~till need roads, traffic lights,'garages and so on, all of which
come at the expense of the environment. .

The exploitation and manipulation of genetic coding is the
most dangerous form of industrial rearmament. It is colonial
ism taken to its greatest extreme. The disruption of ecological
'checks and balances by the introduction of genetically engi
neered organisms could bring about the pollution of evolution
itself. Given their capacity to multiply, mutate, and migrate,
the potential for wreaking ecosystem havoc is no science fic
tion fantasy. The safety of gene-splicing depends upon impos
sible levels of perfection in environmental understanding,
design, manufacnire, and use, as well as total freedom from
accidents and acts of malevolence.

Microelectronics provides yet another ~xample of
fool's gold. Both unrepentant supporters of business-as
usual and advocates of sustainable development are jump
ing on the bandwagon of computerization. Even outside big
business and the political establishment, sustainable devel
opment thinking is, by and large, blinded by the promise
that computerization will liberate us from the polluting
smokestacks of old-fashioned indust~ialism. Jonathon
Porritt's book, SaVing The Earth, hails the fusion of com
munications and Computing technologies as one of the 'tools
for sustainability.' Some of the claims made for the vari
ous technologies underpinning this alternative vision of a
decentralized and environmentally friendly information
society might be true. The big picture, however, reveals
once again an expensive lunch, with the bill being paid by
the poorer sections of society and_the deterioration of the
social and enyironmental fabric of life accelerating.

There is no intrinsic virtue in greater volumes of informa
tion or its speedier.processing. The binary yes/no logic ofcom
puters and their reduction of information to numbers is.
singularly inappropriate to social and environmental systems.
In such infinitely complex entitie$, the 'whole' is more than
the sum of its parts and, within them, causes and effects inter
act in ways that are often unique, irreversible, and contrary to
expectations (making the technological interventions recom
mended by .computerized studies a bit like poking inside a
watch with a screwdriver). Behavior inside living systems can
be modeled mathematically only at the-expense of other parts .
of reality-that which cannot be measured is either ignored,
simplified to make measurable, or simply aggregated into
macrostatistics.



Camputers, E-mail, video-canferencing and the like will
join fOrces with television to induce more passivity and
unrespansiveness, cutting deeper the hU1JW-n cannectians"
that ance bound people together into living cammunities.

Population Problems

Some technophiles look forward to the development of
whole new computer technologies such as virtual reality arid
artificial intelligence, hailing it as a new and progressive stage
in evolution, even more significant than the first use offire. In
fact, it will be a great step backward. It will deepen the dan
gerous separation of people from the real wmld of flesh and
blood, air, water and soil.

The real cutting edge of computerized society is not in
industry but in education. Here, even some environmental or
ganizations are jumping on the bandwagon, producing soft
ware programs on green issues for schools and colleges, for
example. In reality, these new teaching methods are not being
introduced because they produce better learning. Their attrac-

"tion is that they make teachers redundant and cut costs. The
consequence back in the classroom (sorry, 'leariJ.i.ng resource
center') is likely to be a new banality of learning, in which
things might be learned, as by rote, from the computer screen
but with little deep understanding and even less diversity of
thought. In effect, the computer remodels information about
reality to fit its own operating requirements; and this distorted
framework of perception will constitute"the fundamentalles
son learned from the computer. In Jeremy Rifkin's words, 'once
our children are comfortable with the idea of thinking of na
ture as "systems of information," they are all but ready for the
task of programming nature by computer design.'

Others see computers as the means by which we can do
more research, more monitoring, and more modeling. One
environmental organiZation argues that only in the early 1980s
did it become possible, thanks to powerful new computer simue
lations, to predict with confidence how global climatic patterns
may change due to increasing carbon dioxide emissions. Yet
many people remain unconvinced by such projections. Beneath
these disagreements lie fundamental differences in beliefs and
valuejudgements, not to forget short-term self-interest, differ
ences that will be resolved through 'political struggle, not the
accumulation of more data. Of course, friends of the Earth
need to make their evidence and arguments as detailed and
robust as possible; but they should realize that even the most
computer-refined presentation is likely to leave their op
ponents unmoved.

Many things might be done faster and more efficiently in
a computerized society, but that, too, can be dangerous. The
accumulation of data may serve repressive functions, keeping
citizens wider the baleful eye of security services and other
agencies free fro~ public scrutiny and accountability. The cen-

tralization of power will proceed apace. As Jerry Mander ar
gues; 'computers not only aid today's multinational corporate
enterprises, they make them possible. '

The notion that the new technology will use resources fru
gally and generate far fewer pollutants represents another bad
case of the age-old fantasy that the laws of thermodynamics
and eCology can be cheated. like any technology, computers
use energy and raw materials as well as emit pollution in their
manufacture and operation, before their final disposal. Pollu- "
tion aroUnd manufacturing plants is particularly serious.
California's 'Silicon Valley', birthplace of the computer in
dustry, has the highest concentration of hazardous waste
sites in the US.

Computer technology is a voracious"
consumer of energy. In a typical new
American office, computers account for
some 25% of electricity consumption. The
new industries also consume land. Com
puter manufacturers have taken some of the"
best farming country, as in Silicon Valley,
arguing that such prestigious businesses
need new arid spacious business parks (usu

ally remote from the very places where jobs are most desper
ately needed). The"high obsolescence rate of computers further
undermines any ~otion about their frugal use of resources.

Computers, E-mail, vid~-conferencingand the like will
join forces with television to induce more passivity and unre
sponsiveness, cutting deeper the human connections that once
bound people together into living communities. Communal life
and communal power, the only effective power to limit'con
sumption, pollution, and degradation "of nature, will be weak
ened yet fwther. The much heralded 'netwOIked society' will be a
poor substitute for real community and communal responsibility.

FLAWED FIXES FOR POLLUTION

The potential of pollution control technology is also ex
aggerated. It only shifts pollutants from one form, place, or
time to another. The only way to reduce the more serious pol
lutants is to generate less of them in the first place. Many pol
lutants are too dissipated to catch and contain-for example,
carbon dioxide, fertilizer run-off, and methane from cattle and
paddy cultivation. In the case of pollutants amenable to cap
ture and treatment, there is still the cost of making and using
the necessary gadgetry. The cost of installing full-scale tertiary
treatment of the existing 'throughput' of sewage is likely to be
astronomical.

Already, great damage is being d~ne producing the raw
material for pollution abatement techniques, not least limestone
mining and the production of lime for desulfurization. Sirni-'
larly, the manufacture of equipment like catalytic converters
causes resource depletion and more pollution. At the end of
the pipe, there are still waste residues, often highly toxic.

Perhaps recycling is the most popular technological fix.
People get enthusiastic about recycled paper, as if paper fibre
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. no longer wore out and trees no longer will have be cut down.
Technological euphoria is driving out more sober thought based
on physical actualities. Entropy dictates that material usage
must lead to some material dissipation. The phosphate put into
washing powders and the :zinc used in manufactured items end
up in a myriad of locations, for example. .

Of course, much can be recycled. It is scandalous that glo
bally some ,66% of all aluminium and 75% of iron and paper'
is simply dumped on the environment after use. Yet, we must
not ignore the serious pollution around some recycling plants.

. Recycling does not challenge the processes by which human
society creates rising piles of waste. Inde~; to some extent, it
legitimizes profligacy.

Technological recycling cannotundeIwrite open-endedphysi
cal expansion. Recycling should be the last consideration after, ill .
order of rising importance, reuse, repair, reduction and, first and
foremost, a rejectionofunnecessary orhannful goods and services.

THE LIMITS OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE

Most contributors to the sustainable developmentdebate
assume that, in hand with new technologies, reforms to the
existing institutional framework can push back any limits to
growth. Sometimes, the Creation of new and powerful govern
mental departments and intergovernmental commissions is
advocated, backed by remote satellite monitoring systems and
other technological support. Yet the record of the major ex
ample to date of such a strategy, the USA's Environmental Pro
tectionAgency scarcely inspires confidence. The bureaucratic
sclerosis and occasional corruption that afflict many of the
European Union agencies should also serve as a warning that
large new organizational structures can create more problems
than they solve. The United Nations Environment Programme
also has been something of a failure, with expensive confer
ence jamborees.and fine-sounding declarations not matched
by actual achievement on the ground.

like pollution, the problem is not simply a few bad
apples-it is the inherent weaknesses of large bureaucracies,
public or private. Big organizations like the World Bank are
incapable of dealing with the mass of small-scale projects, run
by and for local communities, that would be the main plank of
sustainable social and economic reconstruction. Even ifall these

.constraints could be overcome, any gains are still likely to be
canceled as other and longer-established sections of the same
administrative machinery pursue unchanged goals - highway
departments, economic development units, agriculture minis
tries, foreign offices ... The transition to a sustainable society
will need considerable coordination, not least at an international
level. But a very realistic assessment of the limi~ to institu
tional effectiveness is needed, contrary to the romantic dreams
of a United Europe or World Government, which seem to un
derlie much writing on sust~nability.The dream of a world
government is as naive as its antithesis, namely the foolish
notion that individual communities can solve all their prob
lems ~y simply going it alo~e.

ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS?

Sustainable development proponents put hope in the effi
cacy of various economic tools to clean up the economy':
harsher fines, pollution levies, tradable pollution permits, and
such. These policies flow from the polluter pays principle. As
a foundation for action, it has mallY limits. First, it assum.es
that humans fully understand the workings of environmental
systems·. Yet much pollution is a combination of substances
from diverse soUrces. Second, it assunies that th~re is such a
thing as an 'optimal' pollution level, even though we do not
know what are 'safe' levels of toxic and radioactive sub
stances-if safe levels exist-or what quantities of non-toxic
pollution ecosystems can absorb.

The polluter pays pIjnciple also assumes that pollution is
a form of mismanagement which can be corrected by finan
cial incentives, rather than an inevitable result of entropy. It
focuses upon the wrong end of the production/consumption
cycle-outputs, rather than the amount and kind of inputs fed
·into the cycle. In any case, it is grossly unjust to permit people
to continue environmentally destructive activities simply be
cause they are prepared to pay for the privilege (as in the case
of tradable pollution permits). Huinan health and the contin
ued existence of other species should not be for sale.

LIMITS OF REDISTRIBUTION

Sustainable develoPment theory places great hope on the
potential of using resources differently and redistributing
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wealth. Such reforms can buy vital breathing space, but they
do not make the limits to growth disappear. Reallocations of
resoUrces do not lead to automatic decreases in environmental
destruction. Though health spending is doubtless more ben
eficial to humanity than arms expenditure, ambulances and
armored cars still clock up the same debts in thermodynamic
and ecological accounts. Nature does pot distingUish between'
artificial fertilizers spread on golf course lawns and those used
on farms. All the while, on-going expansion must eat up the
benefits from a sharing of wealth. Studies ·of countries like
Guatemala, for example, show that the t>enefits ofland redis
tribution would disappear within a generation simply becaUse
of population growth and increased demand for land.

It is often claimed that more production is n~ded to raise
the living standards of the poorer groups. Yet, economic growth
and 'technological transfer' have not alleviated inequalities or
reduced the sum total of human misery. In Brazil, for example;
years of economic expansion have left the poor absolutely and
relatively worse off. Far from trickling down, any increase in .
nationat'income has stuck to the fingers of the already rich. In
Asia, any benefits from use ofhigh-yield hybrid plants or from
rural electrification have gone to the prosperous. Large-scale
electrification usually has powered further mechanization and
expulsion of people from the production process.

Generally, 'modernization' has been a.veil for more so
phisticated but no less brutal patterns of inequality and exploi
tation. At an intemationallevel, the gap between rich and pOor
has widened. A hundred years ago, the difference between per
capita income in Europe and India was 2: 1, while today it is
nearly 70: 1. In the more generally affluent countries like the
USA and UK, an impoverished underclass grew in tandem with
the boom years of the 1980s. No matter how reformed or regu
lated, growth will not cure poverty.

NON-PHYSICAL GROWTH?

Finally, there is the argument that more 'development'
does notnecessarily mean more physical growth. Forexample,'
the Internatio~ Union for the Conservation of Nature has pro
vided what is perhaps the most sensible definition of sustain
able development so far: 'improving the quality of human life
while living within the carrying capacity of the supporting eoo-

system' (1991). Yet 'quality of life' (as well as 'expansion in
choice' , another variant on the same theme, this time from. the
UN Human Development Report, 1980) still depends upon
physical production.

Even the most cerebral activity depends upon the avail
ability .ofclean air, nutritious food, potable water, heat and shel
ter. Most activities, from the development of artistic skills ~o

simple pursuits like rambling, require some kind of technol
ogy, from paint palettes to walking boots, whose increased pro
vision cannot be created out of nothing. In some parts of West
Africa, for example, even the manufacture of traditional musi-.
cal instruments has become a significant cause of deforesta
tion. More generally, the one thing that most people equate with
a better quality of life-increased free time-often brings with
it an increased demand for all kinds of leisure products and
recreational facilities, most of which are now causing great
environmental damage. Growth in the 'quality of life or the
expansion of choice, then, is limited.

OVERDEVELOPMENT

Today's problems, in short, are symptoms of not only
maldevelopme~t in specific areas but also of general overde
velopment. The problem is growth per se,notjustmisdirected
growth. Humanity has reached the point where further attempts
to extend and intensify human production systems, no matter
how well regulated or technologically sophisticated, must un
dermine the long~term capacity of environmental systems to .
sustain life.

Perhaps the m.ost telling statistic is that alone our species
is consuming or has destroyed some 40% of total terrestrial
photosynthetic productio~. (The oceans are thought to be les~
productive, yet we're expropriating growing amountS of their
biomass, too.) No wonder other species of plants and animals
are becoming exti,nctat the rate of around.50 each day (though
one estimate by Professor Jared Diamond suggests the casu
alty rate might even be 17 every hour).

Once assumptions 9f global equity are included in the
calculations, the extreme state of overdevelopment in the rich
countries becomes starkly apparent. Taking, for example, the
calculations of the Intergovemmentall'anel on Climatic Change
and making their recommendations more globally fair, it seems
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that the average citizen in rich countries will have to cut the
carbon dioxide generated by his or her life-style over 80% if
potentially disastrous climatic changes are to be averted.

The prospect is not significantly improved even if anthro
pogenic global wanning doesn't happen or is balanced by cool
ing factors (recent volcanic eruptions have been a
counter-balancing force, though they are no cause for compla
cency). Even if the picture is confined to food supply, the symp
toms of overdevelopment are clear. At present, it takes about
two hectares to cater for the typical diet in a rich country. To
furnish this pattern of consumption for the six billion who soon
will be alive would require 12 billion hectares-roughly eight
times the amount of available cropland, most of which is show
ing signs of serious stress. Popular criticism of European Union
'food mountains' and 'wine lakes' misses the key point: they
are only temporary surpluses since the production system is
eroding its own resource base.

Of course, food is only one human need and many other
environmental conditions and resources are required for sus
tainable living. The state of the Earth's tree cover is probably
the most critical indicator. Before the birth of agriculture, for
ests clothed over six billion hectares. Since then, the Earth has
.been scalped of two~thirdsof its original forest, half the loss
occurring between 1950 and 1990. China was once 75% for
ested; now most has been destroyed, with 20 million hectares
deforested in the 30 years after the Communist revolution in
1949. Injust ~OO years, Ethiopia's forests have declined from
40% to only 3% of the land.

The 'new worlds' have fared little better. In the last 200
years, Australia has lost half its tree cover; while in the USA,
over 90% of old-growth forest has been felled. Tropical rain
forests have suffered similarly, with 45% destroyed in the past
30 years. Where tree cover has expanded, it has been in the .
form of biologically impoverished pl~tations.Germany's old
growth forests were mainly deciduous, but now, just one coni
fer, Norway Spruce, accounts for some 40% of a shrunken
'forested' area.. . i

Air pollution is killing forests and lakes around the world.
Across 15 European countries, 27,000 square miles are show
ing signs of 'forest death' . In southern Norway, all lakes in a
13,000 square kilometre area are devoid of fish. Chongging in

China is perhaps the acid rain capital of the world, the rain there
sometimes being so acidic it can dissolve steel.

Htiman activity is adding chemicals to the environment
whose systems have not been 'equipped' by evolution to ab
sorb their impact. Some 2.5 million tons of synthetic pesticides,
for example, are sprayed annually, mainly in the rich coun
tries, though Third World' use is rising dramatically. In the
USA, such chemicals are partly responsible for some 20% of
the list of endangered species.

Parallel to reckless alterations to the Earth's chemistry is
the introduction, sometimes accidently but often deliberately,
of exotic species of plants and animals into environments with
which they have not co-evolved and with equally devastating
effects. Again the problem is growing, despite the lessons of
past disasters like the introduction of rabbits intoAustralia. The
release of genetically engineered organisms could amplify all
these problems.

Another symptom ofoverdevelopment is the covering over
ofland with roads, buildings, and other infrastructure. It steril
izes the environment buried beneath whilst creating problems
like excessive water run-off. In the USA, some 526,000
hectares of countryside, mainly gOod farml~d, is paved
over every year.

Environmental ills are paralleled by social and economic
ones-crime, unemploynlent, deteriorating schools and other
services... There are also direct and thoroughly unsustainable
interactions between out-of-town sprawl and inner city qecline.
While many wban areas have been allowed to decay, wbaniza
tionhas been permitted to engulfhuge chunks of the countryside.

Violence against the environment is mirrored by disorder
and conflict within human society. Here, too, as with environ
mental destruction, we seem to be approaching a crosSroads
where continuation of current trends could wreak global chaos,

. the easing of the American-Russian 'cold wlf' notwithstanding.
The research group World Priorities estimates that 23 mil

!.ion people have been killed by war 'since 1945. In 1992 al
most SOO,ooo.people died in a rash of conflicts that are tearing
apart many parts of the world. In 1993, 29 wars were being
fought and the potential for more' is clear. Many governments
will attempt to solve increasing social, economic and environ
mental problems by seizing other countries' resources (e.g.,
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oil or water) or by an intensification of 'internal imperialism'
(e.g., the Indonesian government's onslaught on Borneo and
RistTlIDor). Preparation for war is costing us many ofthe things
we need to defend. Each day, the world spends some $2 bil
lion on arms.

Wars are largely responsible for unprecedented numbers
of refugees in the world. However, for the ftrst time in history
the major cause of involuntary population movement is envi
ronm~ntaldegradation coupled with the exodus caused by de
velopment projects. In China, for example, the Three Gorges
dam scheme, if completed, will flood out some 3,300,000
people. In India, an estimated 20 million people have-been
driven off their land by dams built since independence.

Insofar as there is any discussion of overdevelop~entin
sustainable development circles, itis largely in terms of coun
tries like the USA. President George Bush, for example, was
used as the fall-guy for the Earth Summit: disappointment with
the conference's outcomes was often channeled against the
Americans and their refusal to reduce the profligacy of their
life-styles. It is indeed true that a small percentage of the world's
population consumes a grossly disproportionate share of the
world's resources; but this fact is being used in ways that dis
tort the whole picture. ~oliticians from the 'Third World' , for
example, angrily attack plans to conserve 'their' forests on the
grounds that they should not sacriftce the sovereign right to
exploit such resources simply to supply carbon sinks so that
western consumers can continue to drive their carbon-emit
ting cars. Yet the political and business elites in the Third
World live life-styles little different from those they de
nounce. They surround themselves with massive- military
forces, while irresponsibly promising affluence to every
household in their countries.

Many of these leaders have followed the path of the ai
ready industrialized countries, with the construction of brand
new capital cities, big airports, nuclear power plants and the
other symbols of 'modernization.' From the introduction of
Canadian-style wheat farming in Tanzania to Indonesia's trans
migration programme. there are plenty of examples ofecQlogi
cally disastrous projects backed by Third World governments,
often with considerable popular support. The destruction of
local wildlife is perhaps even more enthusiastically supported.

In Thailand, for example, Tigers are threatened with extinc
tion simply so that Rist Asian consumers can enjoy the de
lights of tiger penis soup.

More generally, the environmental impact of the world's
poor, compared to that of the rich, tends to be underestimated
in the sustainable development literature. A lot of the destruc
tion in the 'Third World' takes place outside the formal
economy as with tree felling for fuel and new farm land. Such
activities tend not to be as accurately recorded as, say, petrol
and electricity consumption in the industrialized parts of the
world. More important; however, is that even a small increase.
in per capita consumption-especially with fossil fuels-in a
populous country like China will have a disproportionately
large impact, given the size of its population. The sustainable
development lobby seldom faces the brutal truth that the
'developing' countries will never be developed in any con
ventional meaning of the word if global sustainability is to
be attained.

The fundamental reasOn why claims for the productivity
of 'alternative' land uses and technologies cannot deliver the
output their advocates often.claim, and why truly sustainable

~ systems will only accommodate ~ted demands, is simple.
Any system, be it a human body or an ecosystem, useS a lot of
the resources available simply to maintain and repair itself. The
surplus yield is necessarily small if the 'producer' is to func
tion sustainably. The introduction ofhigh-yield hybrids, for ex
ample, means that more is taken out of the soil (necessitating
more fertilizer use), more water is required (leading to expen
sive irrigation and possibly problems of water-logging and
salinization), and resistance to pests and disease is reduced (with
attendant need for more biocides).

This 'think shrink' orientation is not an attempt to 'pull
up the ladder' so that the poor cannot join the rich. In fact,
abandonment of the goal ofglobal aftluence offers the best hope

I for those being crushed under the wheels of industrial expan
sion. Across the 'Third World', outside the citadels of west
ern-style luxury, the people with secure food supplies, clean
water, and social stability tend to be those living in regions not
yet harnessed to the treadmill of development Indeed, many
'backward' societies offer sophisticated and practicable mod
els of sustainable living.
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BLAMING THE SYSTEM

The question of why the world is in such a parlous state
still remains. The literature of sustainable development tends
to be divided about the underlying factors. Sometimes, as in
books like The Gaia Atlas ofPlanet MOlzagement and in the
stance of more 'respectable' lobbies, these problems appear
as pure phenomena, separated from any causation- they sim
ply happen.

More radical commentators and organizations do point
the finger of guilt at various vested interests which, it is
claimed, thrive at the expense of the common good. Often
the whole 'capitalist' system is held responsible (though the
term 'capitalism' is not used with any conceptual consis
tency). Due to poverty, unequal access to land, and other
forms of inequality, it is argued, individuals and groups are
left with little choice but to pursue courses of action harmful
not just to others but also to their own long-term interests.

On the surface, there seems to be much evidence to sup
port this perception. Operating behind several cloaks of se
crecy and protected by a legal system loaded in their favor,
the rich and powerful-as individuals and as corporate enti
ties-make the rest of society pick up the bills for their self
ish activities; the rules of the game are rigged so that more
money, power and status accrue to them. Often they deny

.the existence of the problems they cause; they block alter
native technologies and eConomic reforms. Many employ
the.best advertising agencies and professional lobbyists to
ensure that neitherpublic opinion nor the legislature demands
actions that might threaten their interests. The'Blame The
System' Theory, then, does contain much truth, but it is
a limited and limiting way of unders.tanding what is wrong
with the world.

THETRAGEDYOFCO~ONPLACE
DECISIONS

There can be no lasting cure unless a fuller diagnosis is
developed. Some of our worst problems started life with the
best intentions. The scientist who bears the dubious honor
of developing CFCs did so to improve matters, not make
them worse. Similarly, Norman Borlaug's work on high-yield
hybrids; for the 'green revolution' in farming, was part of a
drive to feed the world, not starve it.

For all kinds of reasons-convenience, laziness, com
fort, entertainment, safety, security- things are done whose
bottom line is resource depletion, pollution, and the exter-
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mination of wildlife. A major driving force in overpopulation,
for example, has been humanitarian attempts to reduce infant mor
tality, extend life spans, and overcome limits to child-bearing.

Central to a more rounded analysis are concepts like the 'trag
edy of the commons' .(most associated with the writings of the
American biologist Garrett Hardin) and 'social traps' (see, for
example, the work ofanotherAmerican, Robert Constanza). They
spotlight the way individual actions do great damage simply be
cause lots of other people are making the same decision. Shared
resources such as air, water and migratory wildlife frequently
suffer from overexploitation even in the absence of harmful in
tent. This is especially the case when the controls usually exer
cised in small-scale communities are no longer present.

The long-term cumulative impact of all the little decisions
each of us makes every day, most of which are harmless in them
selves, can be huge. Especially in the short term, there is often a
conflict between the good of the individual and that of the col
lective as a whole. Heroic surgery to prolong the life of the old
and seriously ill, for example, might be very desirable for those
individuals who otherwise would die and for their loved ones;
but for society as a whoie, such medical 'advances' are creating
massive demographic and economic problems.

In business circles, this dynamic will reduce to the lowest
common denominator attempts to green production systems. In
particular, the principle of BATNEEC (Best Available Technol
ogy Not Entailing Excessive Cost) will become the practise of
CATNIP (CheapestAvailable Technology Not Inviting Prosecu
tion) since eI;lterprises in the commons of an oPen market will be
forced to act on'the assumption that rivals can gain a competi
tive edge if fmancial costs are not kept to the minimum. Simi
larly, planners usually consent to one more bit of development
because the perceived gains outweigh the predicted costs: the loss
of just a few acres of open space, after all, won't bring the eco
system crashing down.

Private individuals make destructive choices every day.
Many people, for example, choose to drive to work instead of
catching the bus, even when there is a perfectly good service.
They gain the convenience of their own vehicle while the pollu
tion its use causes scarcely registers on any environmental scale.
Similarly, the biggest source of oil pollution on beaches is the
ordinary household. It is easier to pour old oil down the drains;
and such a few drops, it seems, cannot do any harm.

Unless such factors are taken into account, policies ofpopular
'empowerment' conceivably could make matters worse. There
are plenty of cases where increased public access has led to great
environmental damage or where a popular vote might restore
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some destructive practices. But most advocates of sustainable
development have little to say on the subject, preferring the
romantic vision that The People will be good once their chains
have been removed. Indeed, Garrett Hardin's writings on the
tragedy of the commons are often singled out for deDllllciation
in magazines like TheEcologist, despite the essential truth they
contain. The cult of localism, prevalent in some quarters, fool
ishly downgrades the role of internatiqnal action, including the '
role of bodies like the United Nations. Artificial dichotomies
drawn between, on one hand, the 'grassroots' , and on the other,
national and international initiatives, can only hinder the de
livery of effective solutions,

LORDS OF CREATION?

Supporters of sustainable development show a collective
reluctance to explore the deep implications of what might be
called a Sustainable Earth Society whose members include
more than the human race. Many reject, for example, concepts
like carrying capacity (it implies limits on human numbers),
or values like the inalienable right of-other species to flourish
(it implies limits on human activities). Ecological systems are
still treated as just one issue amongst many, not the precondi
tion for the lasting satisfaction of all other goals.

Sustainable development theory is still trapped in a per
spective which Canadian author Neil Evemdon has christe!1ed
'resourcism'. This may be due to the influence in some aca
demic circles ofa diluted but still aggressively human~tered
Marxism or perhaps it reflects the equally aggressive contempt
for 'abstract metaphysics' among some scientists and environ
mental economists. Resourcism perceives the Earth's diversity
of life- and land-forms primarily as supplies to be used as hu
mans see fit.

The land use plaiming systems found in many countries
also embody the same orientation. Basically, they'exist to plan
for growth, not against it. Techniques like environmental ini
pact assessments are beiDg used to facilitate further exploita-,
tion of the environment, assessing how far it can be stretched;
they are not about reducing human impacts or about environ
mental restoration.

Just as there is no deep questioning of the basic growth
orientation of industrial society, so too the 'anthropocentrism'
of its major value systems goes unchallenged. Indeed the very
phrase 'Our Common Future' seems to apply only to people:
other species are left out of the equation, except when they
constitute a useful resource. Mrs. Brundtland's foreword to the
WCED report defmes human well-being as the 'ultimate goal'.

The Brundtland Report specifically advocated greater use of
pesticides and more ranching, the consequences of which can
only be less wildlife.

Many supporters of sustainable development support fur
ther environmental manipulation, often under the guise of
'stew~dship'.Some still talk about 'spaceship earth', as if it
were a giant machine, in need of better engineers. Particularly

\ among 'new age' devotees, there is great enthusiasm for tech
nologies like genetic engineering which:some even claim, can
replace extinct species. More generally, they argue that people
are part· of nature so that everything people do is, by defmi
tion, natural.

The more extreme proponents of this view seize upon the
writings of people like Buckminster Fuller and Teilhard de
Chardin, proponents of a vision of humanity at the tiller of cre
ation. Nature, once wasteful, disorderly and treacherous, will
be transformed by the guiding hand of science and technol
ogy.. Such opinions only take to their logical conclusion the
anthropocentric and utilitarian values that pervade most deci
sion-making and theorizing about sustainability.

Many supporters ofsustainable development explicitly nail
their colors to the mast of UNCED's Agenda 21. Yet this
programme endorses the process ofGATT-led world trade lib
eralization, even though critics, including the dissident million
aire Sir James Goldsmith, have shown that it will tear apart
local economies and environments'. In particular, it will devas
tate wildlife, as shown by the moves to 'free' tuna fishing from
measures designed to p~tect dolphin and other populations
threatened by 'wall of death' trawling techniques.

Human 'chauvinism' underlies most documents and dec
larations on the issue of sustainability. The IUCN definition of
sustainable development cited above, for example, still treats
,'carrying capacity' in an anthropocentric way. Such an ap:
proach actually invites a further erosion of biodiversity. More
over at the crudest level, some people might defme their'quality
of life' as access to cheap, readily available meat and other
animal products, which at present will mean the maintenance
of factory farming. They might want to wear furs, use drugs
tested on animals, and consume other products that have been

, widely indicted for their cruelty. All these activities conceiv
ably could be classified as 'sustainable'.

However, this problem goes deeper. Ecosystems sustain
themselves partly by virtue of the fact that many of their con
stituent 'parts' are redundant, i.e. the overall system could sur
vive their loss. From a purely human perspective, then, it may
be possible to manage without many of today's species. Obvi-
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ously, ecological simplification is an in
herently risky business, not least since
one'cost-free' extinction canjustify yet
further extinctions until a point is
reached where hwnan interests are di
rectly and irreparably damaged. Nev
ertheless, in the short term, it is seldom
clear that the loss of one more species
will reduce hwnan carrying capacity.
The defense of biodiversity really de
plends upon a new ethic that treats other
species as beings of intrinsic value.

So far, most supporters of sustain
able development have not made the
transition to an Earth-centered value
system. There is no deep sense of cau
tion and modesty about the power of
human intellect and technological
prowess. There is no recognition of the
intrinsic rights of other species nor of
the wisdom contained in the millennia
of evolution. As G.Tyler Miller puts it,
'our task is not to learn how to pilot
spaceship earth... It is to give up our
fantasies of omnipotence. In other
words, we must stop trying to steer.:

To be sure, the sustainable devel
opment lobby is concerned about lim
iting some harms to the environment
(on which we all can work together),
but it is not about design and decision
making for the environment. Part 3 of
this article will explore decision-mak
ing for the'environment.1miIi

Sandy Irvine (Environmental
Policy Unit, University of North
umbria, 22, Ellison Place, Newcastle
Upon Tyne, NEI 85T) is working on
secondment as the Environmental Cur~
riculum Development Officer at the
University of Northumbria, seeking
ways to introduce green issues into the
curriculum. He co-authored A Green
Manifesto (London: Optima, 1988)
and subsequently. wrote Beyond Green
Consumerism (London: Friends ofthe
Earth, 1989). He co-edits a quarterly
ecological and political magazine,
Real World, and is an associate edi
tor ojThe Ecologist.
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I want comfort

My mother says
we shouldn't worry, Ozone
is like corn after a fire;
it will grow back

I like to imagine it
sprouting.
I like to think of it
as if it were water
that had no choice
but to flow,
to encroach
over this city's·smoggy shore.

I wish I could have the hope
of letting my. son go outside
with no hat no shirt, no pants, no sun
Screens

I want to bQttle the comfort, and cage it
for daily use
as a moisturizer

for these cracked hands.

-Linda Young

r

illustration by Susan Pedicord



Book RevielVS

TALKING ON THE WATER:
Conversations about Nature and
Creativity

by Jonathan White; San Francisco: Siena

Club Books; 1994; $15; 271 p.

Jonathan White agrees with Gre
gory Bateson, one of the outstanding
thinkers of this century, when he says the
most important task facing us is to "re
insert humanity back into nature." To
begin this process, White takes small
groups of people and seminar leaders on
his 65-foot wooden boat, The Crusader,
through the wildest part of Southeast
Alaska. For this bookhe has chosen 13 of
the seminar leaders during the last ten years.

No one has ever before tried this
combination. The Crusader glides noise
lessly through the abundant wildlife of
these waters -eagles on icebergs eat fish
just three feet from the boat, Humpback

'- Whales do their seldom seen "bubble
dance," porpoises playoff the bow of the
boat... Limited space allows me to go
into <;>nly four of the interviews.

Gary Snyder in his interview,
"Hanging out with Raven," remarks:
"When we come to some place like
Alaska, we think, 'Oh, this is fantastic.'
But it is normal. It's the way the rest of .
the world was. And so we can look at
this and remind ourselves~t this is how
it's supposed to be..Jt touches somekind
of archetypal chord that goes beyond
mere reason. This is not something fan
tastic; this is a kind of goal for our fu
ture planet."

In his introduction to James
Hillman's seminar, "Animal Presence,"
White quotes Michael Ventura:
"Hillman's the most inspiring and dis
ruptive thinker at work now in ourcoun
try." I agree; although few know of the
deep changes Hillman has brought
about His 'book Revisioning Psychology
(1975) showed the importance of the

many gods and goddesses -long before
the current "new age goddess craze."
(Without his book, I could not have done
my firstbook, Earth Festivals.) Hillman
spent 20 years in Zurich' directing the
e.G. Jung Institute, then returned to the
US in 1979 and founded the Dallas In
stitute of Humanities and Culture.

Hillman says: "I've talked about
animal images in dreams for thirty years,
and given seminars in many, many
places and this is the only place where
it's really appropriate. Because the ani
mals are right there. You have to be care
ful you don't say something stupid,
because the animals are listening."
White asks him about the common er
ror psychologists make of saying ani.
mals in our dreams are aspects of
ourselves. Hillman replies: "Yes, they
teach us something but they are not part
of us." He talks about a bear dream one
man had which corresponded to the
man's own earthy, shaggy nature. ''Th<it
bear is not his own shaggy nature. That
reduces the bear to just a piece of him
self and insults the bear." Hillman con
cludes his explanation by asking
Jonathan, "Do you remember how ev
eryone on board was imitating the move
ments of the porpoise-jumping up and
down, laughing, being playful? ..Why
not imagine there's a correspondenCe
between the joy we're feeling and what
the porpoise.is feeling?" They talk of
respect for theanimals and Hillman quotes
Santayana: ''To my host, the world."

The most outstanding woman in the .
book is Lynn Margulis, best known as
contributing to Lovelock's Gaia HypOth
esis. Actually, she put his atmospheric
concept back down on the ground and
under the ground. Margulis has pub
lished 140 scientific articles pertaining
to Gaia. Concerning her importance,
White quotes William IrwinThompson:
"If you wish to carry on as a "child of
Gaia' or a 'healer of the planet' then hold

Reviewed in this issue:
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on to your environmentalist virginity, cross your
mind, heart, arid thighs, and don't read Margulis ...
But if you want to understand the intricate, funda
mental systems by which life creates and maintains
itself, then you just might find Margulis the right
place to start allover again: from the ground up."
What delights me is her outspokenness. When White
asks her about a Science article that said she was a
fervent supporter of the Earth as a single living or
ganism, she replies: ''This kind of thing makes me
angry because I never say the earth is a single, live
organism. Lovelock might, but not me. It's a bad
metaphor." Lovelock, she says, is "a brilliant mis
chief maker, and realizes that people respond more
sympathetically to the image of a living planet than
to a term like ecosystem." Margulis ends the in
terview by saying: "The earth will live on until
the sun dies-:-it's just a question of whether we'll
be a part of it."

Paul Shepard's interview is outstanding. One
sentence in particular ~hows the depth of what he
covers: "We are Pleistocene beings living in an im
poverished culture, one that no longer offers us the
diversity that our genetic makeup expects in order
to grow up in a healthy fashion." Everyone who cares
about the earth should read this essay; Shepard goes
to the heart of the problems we face.

"Mountains
Constantly
Walking" is the
title of Jona
than's interview
with me. During
this interview I
realized the enor
mous study and
understanding
Jonathan brings
to each of these
encoun ters.
Aided by his
adroit question
ing, I was able to
give a succinct
definition ofdeep
ecology. When

. Jonathan asked
me about the
criticism of deep
ecology "for its
anti-human posi
tion," I replied:
"Deep ecology
is not anti-hu-
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man. It's larger than human. It includes humans
within the whole of life, not setting them apart from
life or above life."

One of the most intense moments on board dur
ing my seminar was when we were watching the
porpoises play off the bow of the ship and I remem-

. bered a piece I had quoted by D. H. Lawrence in my
book, Sacred Land. One of the voyagers on my semi
nar had a copy of the book, so I asked him to read
this aloud as the porpoises continued their play.
Lawrence was on a ship going back to Europe to die
of tuberculosis; he dictated this to his wife as he
watched the porpoises: "Mingling among themselves
in some strange single laughter of multiple con
sciousness, giving off the joy oflife...This is the pur
est achi~vementof joy I have seen in all my
life...What civilization will bring us to such a pitch
of swift laughing togetherness as these fish have
reached?" That is the wonder of these voyages on
The Crusader- the fullness of nature all around you
and close at hand the best nature writing to help one
go even·deeper. ._

From there our conversation went into Bateson's
work on the nature of consciousness and mind: 'The
lines that we draw between us and the environment
are artificial. They are not boundaries ·of the think
ing system." Mind is not just within the human skull;
it is the inter-relationship of all in the environment.
Human mind is only a subset of this larger mind. Our
conversation next went into ritual as a technique fo~
reaching this iarger mind in any particular ecosys
tem, and how I got into ritual from mountaineering
and deep powder skiing.

Jonathan asked his last question: "I can see how
the life-centered perspective is both radical and all
encompassing. Have you ever encountered anything
that doesn't fit?" I explained: "I used to think many
things w·ere disparate until I let go of the idea that I
needed to give them meaning. When you practice
this approach, you discover it is not. you that gives
meaning to life. As the Japanese Zen Master Dogen
says, 'That the self advances and confirms myriad
.things is called delusion. That myriad things advance
and confmn the self is enlightenment' Once you un
derstand this, there's really no reason to go On talking."

The other interviews in Talking on the Water are
with David Brower, Gretel Ehrlich, Matthew Fox,
Ursula Le Guin, Peter Matthiessen, Janet McOoud,
Richard Nelson, and Roger Payne. I

Reviewed by Dolores LaChapelle. author of
Earth Wisdom. Sacred Land Sacred Sex, and other
books availablefrom the Way ofthe Mountain Learn
ing Center (POB 2434. Durango. CO 81302).

illustration by Jim NoUman
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by William Alverson,Walter Kuhlmann, &

Donald Waller (foreword by Jared Dia

mond); Island Press (1718 Connecticut
AveNW. Suite 300, DC 20009); 1994;

$49.95 hard, 29.95 paper; 300p:

Wild Forests is an excellent and
needed synthesis of ecology, law, and
politics pertaining to forests. Au¢.ors
Alverson, Kuhlmann, <,md Waller de
scribe what damage Euro-American
civilization has wrought upon America's
forests-especially the transition forest
of their own bioregion, tlle UPPer Mid
west-and contrast this with how the

. forests might look once more if we
learned the good sense to let them grow
wild again. This is a very well written and .
researched book, but I do want to offer a
few complaints before declaring it essen
tial reading for all conservation activists.

My sPecific criticisms almost all
stem from my one fundamental criti
cism: The authors are too moderate and
mainstream. (No doubt they'll hear the
opposite charge from most critics.) They
.cautiously critique but do not offer a
wholesale indictment of the Forest Ser
vice. They call for much greater alloca
tion of public lands to wildlife, but do
not call for an end to commercial exploi
tation of public lands. They call for Di
versity Management Areas of 20,000
hectares or more, but not for Wllderness
Cores at least an order of magnitude
larger. They call for protection of mini
mum dynamic areas but do not (it seems
to me) fully account for the neecl$ of all
native predators (some of whom would
likely want much more than 20,000 ha).
They call for rethinking- not abandon
ing-the multiple-use concept. They
emphasize information shortages; yet
(again, in my view) ignorance is not the'
primaryprob~lack ofknowledge
of natural sys~rofolmd,yes, but
more fundamental are human overco:'::n----

illffiptioil anaoverpopUlation, which are
only in small part attributable to our ig
norance. (We do need to know more
~ ecosystem recovery processes,

. WILD FORESTS: Conservation
Biology and Public Policy

Reviewed by Christopher Manes.
lawyer andautlwrofGreen Rage: Radi
cal Environmentalism and the Unmak
ing of Civilization.

ing responsibilities when it comes to car
ing for the land. Writes Freyfogle:

Property norms today reflect virtu
ally no understanding ofhow one acre
is naturally linked to the next and how
conduct on one acre inevitably concerns
all others. Our property rules focus on
privacY. security, and zones ofinfluence
to the exclusion ofnatural communities, .
natural links, and land health.

Freyfogle consciously avoids the
politics behind this narrow view of prop- .
erty. His argument would have
benefitted from a less diplomatic ap
proach. While ecological ignorance may'
explain the shape of property law in the
past, recent assaults on land use restric
tions come from a less innocent conser- .
vative agenda involving what might be
called "property mysticism"-the belief
that property rights come from on-high,
rather than from social institutions.
Skewering property mystics would have

intensified Freyfogle's
thesis that environmen
tal progress will. come
when institutions em
brace new, more in
formed "images" of
nature. It could also
have been entertaining.

Freyfogle concludes that property
law based on a stewardship image of
nature should impose ecological respon
sibilities to land ownership. The particu- .
lar demands of the specific ecosystem
will defme those responsibilities..

Freyfogle leaves many questions
open. Who will determine·these new
ecological responsibilities? How will
they affect our industrial economy?
What will we do with the Constitution's
FifthAmendment "taking~clause"? The
book's moderate tone belies the snarl of
political controversies Freyfogle's stew
ardship view qf property would likely
provoke if put into law. Nonetheless,
Justice and the Earth prm;ides some
thoughtful context for a future debate. I

Traditionally, the law gives
landowners plenty ofprivileges but
few corresponding responsibilities
when it comes to caringfor the land.

According to Freyfogle, our inter
actions with nature-whether good or
bad-always depend upon simplifica
tions, which he calls "images." Until re
cently, our culture thoughtlessly clung to
aD image of nature as pure economic
resource. With environmental outrages
occurring daily now, this gilded mercan
tile view has lost much of Its sheen. So
too, argues Freyfogle, have traditional
notions of "owning nature."

The language of property law de
fmes property'owners' rights as against
other people and the state. We value the
individual rights these principles em
body, as indeed we should. However,
Freyfogle points out, this system of ab
stract, all-encompassing rights ignores
the tangible, variable world of wetlands,
creeks, meadows, and other habitats that
make up the living tapestry of nature.
Traditionally, the law gives landowners
plenty of privileges but few correspond-

JUSTICE AND THE EARTH:
Images for Our Planetary Survival

by Eric T. Freyfogle;'New York:
The Free Pr~ss; 1993; 203 p.

TheAnglo-American legal tradition
casts a long shadow over modem envI
ronmentalism. In this country, we have
shaped public policy toward land, air,
and water based upon that tradition and
its·burnish of legal principles about prop
erty that goes back to the Middle Ages.
Nonetheless, aside from Christopher
Stone's Should Trees Have Standing

.which appear~d in the early 1970s, le
gal scholars and environmental writers
alike have for the most part ignored the
shortcomings of property law in dealing
with modern environmental problems.
In Justice and the Earth, Eric Freyfogle,
himselfa law professor, attempts to rem
edy this intellectual lethargy.
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THE POWER O~TREES' Th~ R.co""'lng:rtUI
by Michael Perlman; i 994; Spring Publications (POB 222069,
Dallas, TX 75222); 265p.

Great is The Power ofTrees. Michael Perlman has crafted
a work oflasting value for ecologists, conservationists, psycholo-'
gists, sociologists, and combinations thereof. Perlman manifests
on these tree sheets an arborial/anthropoidal relationship-of
likeness and distinction, intimacy and estrangement- that has
shaped world history for millenni~erlman artfully sketch~

the paradoxical relation between humans and trees: We vener-
"1itithem even as we slay them. They intimidate us even as they
offer us succor. -

In short, Perlman shows in these pages that humans need
trees for emotional and psychological, as well as ecological and .
utilitarian reasons. Trees speak to us-figuritively, metaphori
cally, mythologically ... at)d literally.

The Power of Trees joins The Biophilia Hypothesis as a
work of pnmary ore ill

theIr e ow umans a 0 e fu!~the..natY! world. Perlman in
this recondite yet readily readable wOIkhel move ecopsyc 0

to e ore ront 0 e movement to enew a wild'world.

~ r an points to numerous word works - fictional and S£?O~

entific-in which trees have been key symbols or metaphors.
These include writings of novelists Zora Neale Hurston and
Annie Dillard, psychologist Carl Jung, essayist Wendell Berry,
poetWS Merwin, theologian Martin Buber, conservationistAl
Leopold, and of course the creator ofMiddle Earth and its Ents-

'foHci. , er sows, the metaphor of the tree
I--",~~-

IS central to science, as in Darwin's evolutionary tree (though
. neo-Darwinist Stephen Jay Gould suggests the bush as a better
metaphor) and the different branches of science. Naturally, den
dritic patterns appear in fields other than scientific as well.

original species distribut:j.ons, and the like; but essentially, we
know how to restore biodiversity: Remove modem human .
technology and infrastructure, eliminate exotics, and let Na
ture grow wild. The noble quest for knowledge reflects our
love for and curiosity about Nature, I hope, not an absolute
prerequisite for ending our war on the natural world.)

Notwithstanding these minor complaints (which, truth be
told, I offerp~y to goad them into responding in Wild Earth),
Wild Forests is extremely valuable-necessary even-for all
friends offorests (activists, biologists, benign politicians ...).
Few ifany other books so skillfully summarize and interweave
forest ecology, policy, and legal issues. Together, with another
superb new Island Press book, SaVing Nature's Legacy (by
Reed Noss and Allen Coopenider), Wild Forests provides COD

~ervation activists with the knowledge they need to effectively
defend wild habitat

The authors of Wild Forests are able to make this mix so
well because they combine professional and extracurricular
experiences in biology, law, and policy. The three have spear
headed a potentially precedent-setting effort by the Wiscon
sin Forest ConservationTask Force (possibly the most erudite
of. new conservation movement groups, with supporters in
cluding EO Wuson, Paul Ehrlich, Reed Noss, Jared Diamond,
Dan Janzen, Peter Raven, Steve Solheim ...) to force the FS
to protect big parts ofWi~consin's Nicolet and Chequamegon
National Forests as Diversity ManagementAreas. So far, the
US government has ruled against them (at the appeals level,
then-FS chief Robertson; at the lawsuit level, federal district
court), but they have heavy hitters on their team and will likely
at least force minor reforms on the FS before going·down.

The authors teach key lessons ·about forest recovery and
existing laws pertaining t~ wildlife. They suggest passive res
toration for most situations. They suggest NEPA (National
Environmental PolicyAct) is adequate for its limited pUrposes;
the ESA (Endangered Species Act) is not, for its more ambi
tious purposes; and NFMA (National Forest ManagementAct)
has several potentially liberating provisions. .

Despite my fear that the authors too automatically repeat
conservation biologists' truthful but overwrought claim that .
we need more information, I feel they.are much more forth
right than most in stating that political considerations may
speak for moderation in new land allocations for wildlife, but
biological considerations do not They may have had New Per
spectives champion Sal Halwasser inmind when they wrote this:

It is one thing to argue that land allocationsfor such new

biological reserves willbe difficultforpolitical reasons (Harris
1984; Thomas and Salwasser 1989) but it is something very
different to argue that reserves are unnecessaryfrom a scien-
tific viewpoint.... .

To conclude, Wild Forests is essential reading for all fOf
est defenders. Ask' your library to order it, your bookstore to
sell it, your Congressional representative to read it, and your

. Forest Service supervisor t9 implement it. I
Reviewed by John Davis.
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God. Like the people wandering the
earth in the time of Job, we live under
the rule of a damaging orthodoxy. We
have built our lives on the belief that
God, by creating us in ijis own image,
has rendered us limitless. McKibben of- '
fers a wise and refreshing alternative to
this approach:

When God tells us we are created
in His image the only thing we know
about Godis thatHefinds creation beau
tiful- "Good. Very Good. "Perhaps that
is a clue as to how we should see our
selves. Humans-the animal that appre
ciates. Appreciates each other, loves
each other, protects each other from
harm. Appreciates the rest of creation,
loves the restofcreation, protects the rest
ofcreation. (p.88)

The book portrays an afflicted Job
refusing to believe lies, and searching
alone for the truth behind his situation.
It is written in the hope that readers will'
become as intrepid as Job in th,eir refusal
to embrace today's sweeping but ruin
ous orthodoxy, and it proposes the above
as a reconciliation between God, people
and creation. The Comforting Whirlwind
is excellent reading for religious persons
seeking to make room in their faith for
environmental activism, and for activists
seeking to deepen their activism with a
spiritual model of humility. I

Reviewed by Wendy de Forest

twenty-seven shopping malls nearby in
spire us to worship? McKibben warns
that as we'continue, to believe the politi
cians and economists who tell us that
new technologies will make all well, and '
we continue to s~fice the natural world
for suburban comforts, our souls as well
as omhabitat will suffet;.

The Bible tells us that we are cre
ated in God's -image; this idea,
McKibben writes, has fed our belief that
as God created the world, we are creat
ing a better world: we are trying to outdo

We live under the rule ofa
damaging orthodoxy.

In the Bible, Job endured suffe(ing
beyond what most of us can imagine.
According to the orthodoxy of the day,
God rewarded the good and punished the
wicked. Thus Job's friends reasoned that
he had qeen a bad, bad man. The
problem was and is that Job clearly
was afmeman, faithful to God and
quick to do good works. In a clever
examination, Bill McKibben com-
pares the dilemma of Job to that
ofour.present day wrestling Inatch
with a flawed orthodoxy. Regardless of
the increasingly probleInatic facts of lost
species, global warming, and a thinning
ozone layer, the human species con
tinues to cling to the promise that eco
nomic growth and incre~ed personal
wealth aDd convenience lead to happy,
fulfilled lives.

In previous works McKibben is
sued a wake up call to those who believe
that the natural world can survive any
blow delivered by the human hand (The
End of Nature), and lamented the re
placement ,of information, from the pat
terns and shifts of nature people once
understood with the infofInation we pipe
iOto our cozy homes via television (The
Age of Missing Information). In The
Co'!!lorting Whirlwind McKibben per
ceptively views the significance of the
I¥ltural world from yet another angle.

McKibben argues that our eco
nomic actions have spiritual conse
quences. "Since God appears to few of
us in tangible form and the pages of the
theologians are not a strong enough
foundation for many of us to erect our
faith upon, building a God-centered life
depends on the evidence 'of the divine
we fmd around us." (p.83) Our unwill
ingness to observe limits and exercise
self-restraint is creating a world where
evidence of God is being usurped by
evidence of people. What does fmding

by Bill McKibben; Wm, B. Eerdmans

Publishing Co. (255 Jefferson Ave, SE
Grand Rapids, MI); 1994; 95p. .

THE COMFORTING,
WHIRLWIND: God, Job, and the
Scale of Creation

Perlman discusses also arborial contri
butions to language.

Perlman suggests we look to one of
the trees' original mammalian denizens,
the tree shrew, putative ancestor of pri
mates, for a role model as we ponder
humanity's relations'with Nature and,
evolutionary processes. Similarly, he
suggests the myth ofAphrodite to inform
our dealings with forests. As an entice
ment to The Power of Trees, have a',
glimpse why:

In this book I try to remain close to
theperspective ofa spirited little varmint
from the forests of the Mesozoic·era,
whose descendants now inhabit forests
ofSoutheast Asia-a type ojtree shrew
that appears to be an important mam
malian ancestor. Approximately squir
rel-sized, tree shrews related to this
Mesozoic forebear "can and do mQve
freeely between ground and trees," as
FA: Jenkins says. They are not arboreal
or terrestrial butboth....(p.13)

...The tree animal's physical being
evolved in the context oj, and is sensi
tive to, various surfaces and textures of
the forest, on all its, levels. It is in that"
sense ancestor to Aphrodite'sfeeling for
surface, texture, and form; and for the
more general role aesthetic attentiveness
to tree~ has played in humatl evolution,
culture, and ecological coizcern.(14)

The Aphrodite myth calls forth the
one assumption of the author that I
would challenge: Perlman uses the myth
to support his view of the potentially
complementary relationship between the

_ ......~ and the technological. Jodeed,
even suspects trees are using

tec ~<LCO

through hoto aphs of clearcuts, for
instance. Though Perlmari is extremely
triithful and persuasive, he did not shake
my faith in the superiority and distinc
tiveness of the natyral.

Otherreaders will likely agree with
him here, oug; an most 0 us Wl

gree at e ower 0 rees is ex-
eye p or nen s 0 e,na-

\,-1'3t-w-ornt-Witlrthis \y orlc"1vl'relnre
l'eflman earns a promlOen p ace I,

n s ory.
evt -euby John Davis.

---
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THE LAST PANDA

by George B. Schaller; Chicago and
London: The University of Chicago
Press; 1993, $24.95; 277p.

To convey what happened with fi
delity, I have to discuss panda politics
as much as the pandas themselyes. A
conservation project is always divided
between politics and science, and any
book about such a project ought to reflect
the constant interplay between the two.

So George Schaller prefaces his re
markable account of his efforts to study
the rare and legendary Panda in China.
He writes not only of the plight of the
Panda in the wild, plagu~ by poaching'
and habitatdesQuction, but of the five
year political struggle ~tween the Chi
nese governm~nt and World Wildlife
Fund International (now World Wide
Fund for Nature) in conducting the
Panda Project.

The Panda Project began in 1980 as
China was slowly emerging from the
Cultural Revolution. With foreign con
tacts still feared and mistrusted by the
Chinese, Shaller, along with his wife,
Kay, went ·to the mountains of the
Sichuan province to teach his Chiilese
co-workers new technologies and re
search methods. "I had neverbeen where
relations were so cordial yet inarticulate, .
where my freedom to do even the sim
plest task or veer even slightly from a
rigidly prescribed course was so re~

stricted, where all my actions were so
unrelentingly scrutinized and reported,
and where my presence was treated with
such wariness." This added to the· fun
damental barrier in comprehension be
tween theaims andmethods ci theChinese
government and WWF. Aclash of west
ern and eastern ideals overshadowed the
project: conservation was WWF's pri
mary goal, and construction of a status
related research center was China's.

Yet extinction of the species contin
ued to loom nearer. An estimated 1100
Pandas existedinChina at the onset Of the
study. Considered a national treasure in
China, the Panda's own popularity contrib
uted to its decline. Poaching was the most
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urgent short-term threat to the species.
Impoverished villagers hllllted to feed their
families, and Panda furs and organs gen
erated gross sums of money when sold il
legally in Hong Kong and Japan.

A main problem for Shaller and his
colleagues was China's lack of legisla
tion to protect wildlife. A mere two year

. prison sentence hardly deterred poach
ers and did not even apply to marketers
of fuTs or organs. Habitat destruction
posed a further threat Panda populations
were small, isolated, and confined to
high ridges. The forests of the Sichuan
were rapidly decreasing due to farm con
version, government timber operations,
.and illegal cutting by local people. Frag
mented habitats may have diminished
the genetic diversity needed to keep the
species viable. The destruction of
China's bamboo forests depleted Pan
das' food supply, as these bears subsist

.solely on bamboo.
. Althmlgh hindered by politics, the'

. . Panda Project achieved much success.
Schaller and his co-workers, the first to

. conduct a long-term study of Pandas in
the wild, focused on behavior, habitat,
reproductive needs, food requirements
and habits, and bamboo growth and re
generation. They documented the gentle
and mysterious creature in its native'
state, and drew public support to its
cause. Cultural differences, though irrec
oncilable, were accepted. Most impor
tant, a masterplanfor Panda conservation
was developed,

Schaller brings the Panda to life
through his eloquent writing. His ado
ration of and dedication to the Panda
adds hope to the story. Indeed, this book
may create the awareness needed to pro- .
tect the species. Schaller believes the
species can endure, but only with proper
conservation efforts:

Unless sound planning and vigor
ous law enforcement are soon initiated,
all the field research, impressive labo
ratories, educational campaigns,public
aPpeals, and legal assaults will be ofno
avail in saving thepanda. To let the spe-'
cies slip qUietly into oblivion would be
hope ~ final betrayal. I

Reviewed by Erin 0 'DOT/nell, WE staff

THE LAW OF THE MOTHER

edited "by Elizabeth Kemf; Sierra Club

Books (100 Bush St. San Francisco, CA

94104); 320 p. inc. 64 color photos

The national park idea, which began
with Yellowstone in the United States,
has become the paradigm for natural area
protection throughout the world. The
Yellowstone model defmes a natural area
as largely untouched by human exploi
tation. But what do you do if someone is
Iiving there? Is it appropriate to incorpo
rate indigenous peoples into protected
areas? The conclusion of most of the
authors of this anthology is an over
whelming yes.

The subtitle of The Law of the
Mother is "protecting indigenous
peoples in protected areas." An anthol
ogy written in conjunction with World
Wildlife Fund and the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature,
it explores the concerns ofnative peoples
that currently conflict with the designa
tion ofnature reserves and national parks
in places where people still live. The 36
case studies deseribe people as diverse as
the Shirnshali in Pakistan and the Inuit in
Canada, and propose solutions to conflicts.

A major point made by many of the
authors is that preserving the rich cul
tural diversity of indigenous peoples is
as important an aspect of conservation
as preservation of plants and animals.
Many of the authors argue that true con
servation should include people as part
of the formula since indigenous people

.reflect the landscape and human inter-
action with it.

Depending upon the area and the
people~ this might entail continuation of
traditional resource extraction such as
hunting, trapping, and fishing .within
protected areas. It might involve provid
ing economic opportunity for indigenous
people either within or outside a reserve.
Indeed, most of the autllors in one way
or another argue that if parks' are to suc
ceed, local people must glean the eco
nomic benefits from them. Most also argue
that local people should be involvedin park
establishment and management.
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Nonetheless, good as it was in de
scribing the conflicts in protected areas
designation today, I still fmUld much of
the book lacking in perspectives and
written from ari anthropocentric position.
For example, in one description ofZim
babwe, the authors describe how el:
ephants had trampled the field of a
villager. They conclude there are "sim
ply too many elephants in the region.'"
Never considered is that too many
people may. be encroaching upon the
habitat of elephants. I am not implying
that the plight of a villager who loses his
sole food source to elephants is not
tragic, but the "too many elephants" con
clusion is entirely anthropocentric.

In addition, tmderlying this book is
an assumption that the only reason parks
are established is to benefit people
tourists who come to vi~w the landscape
and local people who might garner some
income from the tourists. I found the
book to be unabashedly biased toward
human concerns, forgetting that parks
are the only home left fDr many species
that lack the flexibility and adaptability
of humans. Parks would not exist with
out human support, and they are com
monly enacted on the basis of their
presumed economic benefits to society;
but these anthropocentric justifications
should not be their main purposes or the
philosophical reasons for their existence.

Many of the authors repeat the old
mythology ,that native people "lived in
harmony" with nature. The assumptions
are that indigenous people did not cause
species extinctions or significantly alter
their environment- both clearly flawed
assumptions. Lacking is a critical look
at the role technology plays in human
ability to degrade natural areas. It is as
sumed that because a particular group
lived in an area for "thousands ofyears,"
they must intuitively know how to live
iIi a "harmonious" manner with nature.
No doubt, rituals and cultural attitudes
do play roles in human self-restraint, but
these acted in the context of low human
population dens1ty and limited technology.

Most of the authors imply or state
that native people should be permitted
to continue whatever activities they have

traditionally practiced-even if the tra
dition has,been significantly modifiedby
modem technology. For example, Alas
kan natives have hunted whales, Cari
bou and seals for generations; but they
did not formerly do so with all-terrain
vehicles, snowmobiles, outboard motors
and modem boats, high powered rifles;
spotting scopes'and'other equipment that
gives humans a tremendous advantage
over native species. If the last Bowhead
Whale dies at the hands of an Eskimo
instead of a white whaler, i"s·that any
consolation to the whale? Does a wolf
feel any less pain if it is shot by an Alas
kannative?

I sense that many of the authors lack
a strong background in, ecology. Many
of the authors are attracted to "~way
technologies"-which to students untu
tored in ecology appear to offer the "win
win" solutions everyone seeks today.
Some of the authors argue for "multiple
use" of the landscape, where indigenous
people continue to modify the environ
ment, but with an eye toward protecting
at least a small percentage of the land
scape for native creatures. In Khunjarab
National Park in Pakistan, where graz
ing of domestic livestock threatens the
indigenous Marco Polo Sheep, the pro
posed solution is to continue 'grazing
livestock, but under "controlled" man
agement so that "range resources would
not be destroyed by overstocking of ani
mals and wild species would not be dis-

rupted." This sounds a lot like the~ppy
rhetoric we hear in the United States with

. regards to "multiple ~se" on public
lands. It will not work any better in Pa
kistan or Kenya than here.

I share the concern of one author
who argues against the "perils of roman
ticism:' He insists that indigenous soci
eties probably were not and are not either
significantly better or worse than Euro
pean societie$ at preserving their envi
ronments: "Indigenous tenure systems
are not panaceas for environmental deg: .
radation." He further notes that, "Indig
enous tenure systems operate today in
vastly different ecOnomic and political
settings than in the past."

If one bears these admonishments
in mind, one can read The Law of the
Mother as an effective challenge to the
environmental movement to recognize
the- potential contribution indigenous
peoples can make in conservation strat
egies, and the expanding role they must
play in future protected areas manage
ment. As a springboard to the larger is
sue of the role of humans in the
environment, this book offers much food
for thought. Even if you disagree with
many of the authors' statements, as I do,
the book is worthwhile reading for the
important issues it raises, which will no
doubt become focal points in future con
servation strategies. I

Reviewed by George Wuerthner
(Box 3975, ET,lgene, Oregon 97403)
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Other Recommended Titles

THESE AMERICAN LANDS: Parks, Wilderness, and the Public Lands,
Revised and Expanded Edition; by Dyan Zaslowsky and T.H. Watkins; 1994; Is
land Press (1718 ConnecticutAve NW, Suite 300, DC 20009) in cooperation with
The Wilderness Society; $45 hard, $22 paper; 42Op.

This should be a standard text for all public land proponents. It provides his
tories and current day acreages for America's federal land systems: National Wild
life Refuges (US Fish & Wildlife Service), Natural Resource Lands (Bureau of
Land Management), National Parks and Monuments (National Park Service),
National Forests (Forest Service); and overlying or intersecting small parts of these
Jederalland categories, the National Wilderness Preservation, National Wild &
Scenic, and National Trails Systems. It analyzes threats to these lands.and out
lines The Wilderness Society's agendas for reforming the agencies and curtailing
the abuses. TWS's proposals are neither sweeping nor drastic enough, in the view
of new conservation movement activists who favor abolishing commercial ex
ploitation (the most pervasive forms of which are logging, grazing, and mining)
on public lands; .but they would be big steps in the right direction. Perhaps the
stongest suggestions are those offered f~r the Wild & Scenic Riv.er System, par
ticularly the call for a five year halt to dev~lopment along rivers while a nation
wide river inventory is conducted to see which might be eligible for Wild, Scenic,
or Recreational status. -John Davis
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VOICES FROM THE ODEYAK; by Michael Posluns, foreword by Pete
Seeger; 1993; NC Press limited; 223 pp; $17.95; Order from University of Toronto
Press, Order Fulfillment, 5201 Dufferin St, Downsview, Ontario Canada M3H 5T8.

Voices From The Odeyak is a compelling account of the Crees' and Inuits'
determination to preserve their land and their cultural traditions. It is also an ex
ample of grassroots organizing at its best. The author tells the story of a 24-foot
freighter canoe, the Odeyak, built by the Cree andInuit people to carry a crucial
message to the citizens of New York and New England on Earth Day in Times
Square, 1990. . .

The Odeyak arrived in Manhattan after a five-week journey from the mouth
of the Great Whale River. The message delivered by the two First Nations of the
northern wilderness was heaitwrencbing: The Great Whale Hydro-B.ectric Project,
the first part of the James Bay IT project, would destroy the natural economy and
their way of life. Do not buy its power.

The Odeyak's message was carried to every town along its route and drew
support not only from environmental organizations, but from community and re
ligious groups. Voices From The Odeyak is based on interviews with Cree and

. Inuit members, environmental activists, and citizens involved with the Odeyak
along its journey. The book is written in their voices, and thus presents diverse
perspectives on the cultural, environmental and political struggles associated with
Hydro-Quebec's efforts to dam the rivers flowing into James Bay. -Erin O'Donnell

Music
Soundings of the Planet celebrated its 15th anniversary with the release of

. the Soundings Sampler, a collection of the independent label's best recordings.
The Soundings Sampler represents the company's vision of "Peace through Mu
sic." Soothing musical compositions featuring the flute, cello, piano, harp and syn
thesizer blend with natural sounds to create comforting scores suc\! as Ocean
Dreams and Wind Dancer. The company donates some. Soundings recordings to
environmental groups for fundraising.

For more infonnation contact Soundings of the Planet, POB 43512, Tucson,
AZ85733; 1-800-93PEACE. -Erin O'Donnell

illustration by Sue Ring



Announcements

, ,

Headwaters Conference
The grassroots conservation group Headwaters is holding its,

fourth annual West Coast Ancient Forest Activists Conference on 13

16 January at Southern Oregon State College in Ashland. Upwards

of 400 forest activists are expected to convene for education, inspi

ration, strategizing, networking and fun. Several pairs of high school

students, invited to attend as representatives of the first of the next

seven generations, will personify the increasing diversification of the

environmental movement along race, gender, and "Class lines. Con

firmed keynote speakers include Native American activist nona
u , an -Car An on-,-irector 0 Earth Island InstItti

a ita gram. Entertainment features Irena Ferrara and her

Tropical13and. A Sliding scale Conferenc e..($50- 100) includes

se~eaIs. For information, con antThomas at (503) 899-17

Ocean Futl!res
A California-based environmental group, Ocean Futures: Divers

United to Preserve the Oceans, is fighting to save Garibaldi fish from

commercial collec.ting by the pet trade. The Garibaldi is ostensibly'

protected by Fish and Game Department regulations, yet continues

to be sold in pet stores. California is the only state in the United States

. where the Garibaldi live. Members of Ocean Futures want the

Garibaldi declared California's Official State Marine Fish and a six

year moratorium placed on its collection while scientists study the

impact of commercial collecting on the fish. To help, contact Ocean

Futures, Suite 603~ Box 2705, Huntington Beach, CA 92649.

D~p Ecology Anthology

Deep Ecowgyfor the 21stCentury, edited by George Sessions,.

is a comprehensive and wide-ranging anthology that offers a new

vision of humankind's relationship with nature. The book (to be re

viewed in an upcoming issue of Wild Earth) contains almost forty

articles by leading writers and thinkers in the field. Topics explored

rang~ from the basic philosophy of deep 'ecology to the social and

political implications of deep ecology for the twenty-first century.
For information contact Jennifer Puesley at Shambala Publications
(617)424-0030.

The ForestCommons
Appalachia-Science in the Public Interest (ASPI) is sponsoring

_lUand-use ethics Gon erence arc - pn at Eastern entucky

University in Richmond, KY. 'f.he conf~rence will explore ways to
'preserve foreston priv~ lands. For information contactASPI, Rt5,

Box 423, Livingston, KY 40445-9506; (606) 453-2105.

. Heartwood Citizens' Guide
Heartwood, a coalition of organizations and individuals work

ing to protect the native forests of the Central Hardwood Region,

has published a "Citizens' Guide to Protecting Your National For

est" It provides simple instructions on how to become involved in

the decision-making processes surrounding your local public lands.

Write Heartwood, RR3, Box 402, Paoli, IN 47454.

Wolves and Humans 2000
The International Wolf Center and the University of

Minnesota Duluth Center for Continui ng Education will

present."Wolves AND Humans 2000," a scientific con

ference addressing the critical issues of wolf management

in our future, 9-12 March 1995 in Duluth. The confer

en~ will focus on wolf recovery and reintroduction, non

lethal methods of wolf control, and the Alaska wolf oontrol

controversy. For more information contact "Wolves AND

Humans 2000," Continuing Education & Extension, Uni

versity of Minnesota Duluth, 316 Darland Administration

Bldg.,10 University Drive, Duluth, MN 55812-2496;

(218) 726-6819.

Thinking Green
A new Video, "Thinking Green," offers an introduc

tion to the Ecofeminist and Green movements in the

United States. Produced by independent videographer and

Associate Professor Greta Gaard, the video presents in- .

terviews with activists and scholars discussing their views

of the current social and ecological crisis, and their plans

for social transformation. "Thinking Green" is the first

of three documentaries in a series. A second video focus

ing on Ecofeminism and a third exploring the roots and

growth of the Green movement in the United States will

. follow. For more information contact Dr. Greta Gaard,

Dept. of English, 420 Humanities Bldg., University of

Minnesota, Duluth, MN 55812.

Talking Leaves
Talking Leaves journal, published by the Deep Ecol

ogy Education Project, is now accepting submissions of

articles, art.and poetry. On the leading edge of spiritual

ecology and direct activism, Talking Leayes ee'fefll mOOel-
projects-arrdimJlVI u' s making a posItive difference

'around theglooe.DEE , a non-profi organization, is-cledi= .

cated to protecting intact ecosystems. The goal is to give

people the information they need to participate in posi

tive change and to take more informed action. Send your

submissions to: the Deep Ecology Education ProjeCt, 1430

Willamette St #367, Eugene, OR 97401. Or call us at

(503) 342-2974.

Call To Action,..
Call To Action ... A Digest ofUrgent Environmental

Issues and Actions is a new newsletter dedicated to rais

ing issue awareness and encouraging readers to take ac

tion. The newsletter briefly out! ines current environmental

issues and events and includes a What You Can Do sec

tion with each story. It is published every two to three

weeKs as needed. Subscriptions are $10 a year. Contact

Call To Action, POB 15, Budd Lake, NJ 07828.
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A GLOBAL JOURNAL OF SPIRITUAL ECOlOGY AND ACTIVISM

CALL US FOR
YOUR TREE-FREE
PAPER NEEDS.

APM is coordinated by Fossil Fuels Policy Action, (tax-deductible).

L~~ur~~jOmA~andbefutedin~R~ou~~~~

Now printed on tree-free paper

~liti~ ~ve~ Subscriptions:

I) $30 all others
• $5 sample copy

Sene! check or m.o. to:
Deep Ecology Education Project
1430Willamette St.#367
Eugene, OR 9740 I
(503) 342-2974

1·800·309·2974

Show your opposition
to endless road buil

ding and car domination!
The avant-garde of the
environmental movement
is fast becoming road
fighting, depaving, and
the auto-free movement.
More roads add to oil
dependency. Road buil
ding damages ecosystems
and 'promotes motor
vehicle use. Help get the
word out! Despite the

unaffordable cost of ever more pavement, and despite job
intensive alternatives to more rQads and motor vehicles,
politicians persist in misusing our tax dollars. Joining the
Alliance for a Paving Moratorium at the $45 level includes a
subscription to Paving Moratorium Update/Auto-Free Times
and a complimentary "Not One More Road" T-shirt.
Organic 100% unbleached cotton; size M, L, or XL. Deliv
ery included. Students and seniors pay $30. Call (707) 826
7775 or write APM at P.O. Box 4347, Arcata, Caljf. 95521.
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Support Road Fighting! I
I
I
I
I
I
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ABOUT SUBMISSIONS

Artwork, articles and letters should be sent to the Art Direc
tor or Editor at our main address (POB 455, Richmond, VT
05477).Wild Earth welcomes submissions of original illustrations or
high-resolution facsimiles thereof. Botanical/zoological/landscapes are
eagerly sought, with de"pictions of enigmatic micro-flora especially
prized. Representational drawings should include common and sci
entific names.

Articles and letters should be typed or neatly hand-written,
double-spaced, and include a return address and word count on the
title page. Those who use a computer should include a copy on disk.
We use Macintosh (3.5" disk) but can usually convert from pes. Writ
ers should enclose self-addressed'stamped envelopes. Deadlines are
two months before the changes in seasons (e.g., 10-20 for winter is
sue). Wild Earth has a large and growing backlog of accepted ar
ticles. Thus, unfortunately, authors of lengthy articles must expect a
delay of a year or more before their article sees print, even if it is
accepted.

Poems should be sent directly to our Poetl)' Editors, Art Goodtimes
(Box 1000, Telluride, CO 81435) and Gal)' Lawless (Gulf of Maine
Books, 61 Maine Sl, Brunswick, ME 04011). Poets should realize that
we receive scores more poems each quarter than we can publish.

Articles, if accepted, may be edited down for space or clarity.
Articles with significant scientific content (e.g., most biodiversity re
ports and wilderness proposals) will.lie reviewed by our Science
Editor for accuracy-and clarity. Wilderness proposals will also be re
viewed by oilr Executive Editor, and controveisial or complicated
pieces may be peer reviewed. Lengthy biologically-based articles gen
erally should include literature citations.

Wild Earth occasionally reprints articles; but due to the surfeit .
of submissions we receive, reprints will usually be low priority. If an .
article is being submitted to other publications as well as Wild Earth,
the writer should indicate so. We usually tl)' to avoid duplication.
We generally welcome other periOdicals to reprint articles from Wild
Earth, provided they properly credit the articles.

In matters of style, we follow the Chicago Manual ofStyle loosely
and Strunk's & White's Flemenls ofStyle religiously. Also, we suggest
that authors remember several basic rules wben writing for Wrld Earth,
since we always have far more material than we can print and we expect
our writers to be lucid, perspicacious, and ineffably winsome.

1. Eschew surplusage (Twain 1895).
2. Do not affect a breezy manner (Strunk & White 1959).
3. Watch your antecedents (Davis 1988).
4. Thou shalt not verbalize nouns (Abbey 1988).
5. Include a, goddam floppy (Butler 1992).
6. Mix drinks, not metaphors (Davis 1993).
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from the poetry editors of Wild Earth:

Slaw Rising Smoke by Art Goodtimes $3
First Sight ofLand by Gary Lawless $7.50

Sitka Spring by Gary Lawless $5
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Support wildlife by wearing env. t-shirts
10% of profits go to environmental groups
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JIM MORRIS ENVIRONMENTAL T-SHIRTS
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Share the Earth!
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Blackwell Science
presents....

Free mail-order catalog of over 300 hard to find, important
conservation books selected and described by one of America's
leading conservationists. Categories include:

• Wilderness Preservation
• Wild Rivers & Dams
• Conservation Biology
• Overpopulation
• Eco-Philosophy
• Land Ethics
• Forest Issues

• Wildlife Protection
• Conservation & Ecological History
• Fiction
• Rainforests '.
• Natural History
• Sustainability & Bioregionalism
• Paleontology & Anthropology

This quarterly publication...

• fosters the exchange of ideas among the
many disciplines involved in ecological
restoration

• addresses global concerns and communi
cates them to the international scientific
community

• is at the forefront of a vital new direction
in science and ecology

• presents original papers describing
experimental, observational, and theo
retical studies on terrestrial, lIlaI'ine and
freshwater systems,

1995 Subscription Pric~ in U.S. Dollars

I
To subscribe, call .

'M 1-80o-75~102
"" . Todayl

, , , :, 238 Main Street. Cam bridge. lolA 02142
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The GreenDisk

"The single most innovative new resource on the environment --
it is useful in my teaching and in my res'earch.· .

- Dr. Star Muir, Ge~rge Mason University

"You folks are choosing some g.QQ.d. writings to put in your journal.·
- ..John Davis, Wild Earth
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PAPER"
TOXIC WASTE

Paper made with the use of
chlorine results in the fonnation of
dioxin & other hazardous by-products.

We feature recycled papers
made with no use of chlorine.

What's this mean? .Using
these papers does not result in

dioxins, furans, and PCB's'
going into our rivers and
lakes. That makes sense.

We offer papelS high in post-consumer content:
lOO%pew legal pads & toilet tissue, unbleached.

50%pew envelopes bleached wI peroxide.
50%pew unbleached copy paper.

lOO%pew non-deinked siationery & envelopes.

~
. CTREECYCLE

RECYCLED PAPER
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P.O. Box 5086 Bozeman, MT 59717
(406) 586-5287

·Continuing features on the environment, jobs, college programs
and other nuggets you could waste your life looking for on the
nets are provided here in a concise, resource-friendly package.·

- Michael Potts, Real Goods News

For a free sample- in Mac or IBM format, call, write or email today!

Adescriptive inventory ot old-growth forest tracts
east of the Great Plains. Featuring the essay, Old
Growth-A New Perspective by RobertLeverett.
I paper; spiral-bound; 149 p. price: $20 ($15 tor
Wild Earth subscribers)

order from: Wild Eanh • rOB 455, Richmond, vr 05477 ~:

It's here..!

Old Growth
In The East A Survey

by Mary Byrd Davis

Keep it wild. Buy it.

For information contact
Charles Convis. ESRI, 380 New
York St, Redlands, CA 92373.

phone: 909-793r2853 x1529

FAX 909-793-5953

Wild Earth magaZine invites individuals and

businesses to support Adirondack conselVa
cion through its Buy B:u:k The Daeks fund.

Mapping Support

Buy Back The Dacks is a dedicated fund

working to help keep the Northeast's crown

jewel ForeverWild. All money raised by the

fund is ,transferred to The Nature

ConselVancy'sAdirondackChapterto pur

chase imperiled lands. Contributions to

Buy Back The Dacks go directly tow¥d

landacquisitionlpreselVation-not to sup

port the other important work of either

TNC or Wild Earth.

Buy Back The Dacks...working to protect
wild habitat for all Adirondack natives.

Smd contributions to:
Buy Back The Dacks Fund
Wild Earth
P.O.B.455 .
Richmond. VT 05477

Environmental Systems Research Institute op
erates conselVation support programs that assist
non-profit organizations in acquiring and using
GIS and computer mapping systems.

Buy Back TheDacks~
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Join the Cenowic Society PLEASE SUPPORT THE

WILD EARTH RESEARCH FUND

Contributions to the Wild Earth Research Fund are tax deductible as allowed by law...
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going efforts to publish well researched and timely articles on mat

ters of great ecological import. Wild Earth contributing writers
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the central issue of our time: the restoration and preservation ofa

wild and whole planet Earth.
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magazine, With North American wil-
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theme. Wild Earth focuses on biodi-
versity and wilderness issues from an
ecocentric viewpoint Through Wild
Earth and other publications. the So-
ciety seeks to further its goals of
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Species Spotlight

I

,

Felis concolor
need~ no introduc
tion.,--- augmentation
maybe, but even that

. grows ever more'ques
tionable as increasing
numbers of Cougar
sightings occur in the
one large part of its
former ,range_ from

, which the multitudi
nously named Moun-
tain lion was supposedly extirpated, the eastern United States. 
Indeed, hundreds of Cougar sightings have been reported in the
East in recent years, Particularly in theAdirondacks, northern New
England, and the SouthernAppalachians. State and federal wildlife
xpanagers havebeen quick to dismiss reported sightings, lest they be
forced through the Endangered Species Act to manage for this im
periled cat. (The US Fish &. Wildlife Service,lists the Florida Pan
ther as Endangered, and' thus needing protection; but lists the
Eastern Cougar as extinct, and thus irr~levant in management
decisions.) Conservatioo activists, in contrast, have been peIbaps a
bitoverz.e3J.ous inupholding thever<rity ofreportedCougarsightings.

likely, the truth lies somewhere between the two ~ps.
Some-but by no means all-of the slghtings seem nearly in
controvertible.Thee Catamounts in Vermonthave recently been
tracked and confirmed by DNA analysis. The October 1994 is
sue of BBC Wildlife.Magazine shows a photo taken in Maine in .
1993 of~Cougarbeing hounded by two dogs. Predictably, game

• \ I '

M'aster of EIu,sian
Mountaln lion (Felis conCOI(1)

,linoleum blockpnnt by Amy Grogan

managers attribute
solid sightings offilis
concolor in the East to
escaped pets or circus
animiils. JIowever, as
one Cougar pundit in
New Hampshire wryly
asked (afte,r he~ng
'this explanation.many
more times than cir
cuses, had apPeared in

, Coos County), where
are the escape.d Giraffes? (See Cougar article in the latest issue
<:>f Northern Forest Forum) .

, Notwithstanding all the debate a~utwhether Cougars sur
vive in the East and whether they are truly wild, this much is
clear: The Eastern Cong~ needs protection-road closureS, ter
mination of com,modity extraction on public lands, wilderness
r~very... Given'its need for large wild expanses, truly protect
ing-the Cougar would meanprotecting most other wide-ranging,
predators. Though the imagery evok¢ by the biologists' terms
seems incongruous,'if not mutually exclusive, Felis concoloris
both a "flagship" and "umbrella" species. As the Western
Hemisphere's widest ranging predator (fro{ll Alaska to Patagonia,

_from the West Coast to the East Coast) and largest of F,arth's 28
species of small cats-able to casually out-jump theworla's great
esthum~ athletes, and seve~ an Bl(s spinal ch9l'd with one
mighty Chomp-Felis concolor stands for integrity, health, pre- .
dation, and pure, unmitigated wild power. -ill ,/ '

Artis~AmyGrogan (1035 E. 4th Ave., Durango, CO 81301) is a reliefprintmaker who trained in Chicago at the School ofthe
Art Institute. Her wopdblock, li~oleUmblockandcollagraph printsfocus primarily on w.ildlife and landscapes. She shows in exhibi

. tions regionally, and is represented by Golden West Gqllery in Telluride. Her "Whooping Crane" appeared on the fall 1994 WE
cover; Grogan's wo'rkcan also be seen o..np. 57:of~his issue. -TB
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CarryingCaPadty Network
-'20~0 'P St.,.NW SUite 240
Washingto~DC ,20036

(202) 296-4548 ,r (800) 46&-4866

CARRYING 'CAPACITY NETWORK

The Clearinghouse Bulletin, CCN's monthly digest
of news and information from a carrying capacity
perspective, provides the up-to-date details activists.
need to stay informed on a variety of population .
growth and environmental issues. Besides receiving
the Clearinghouse Bulletin, participation in eCN
offers the potential for wider publicity and coaljtion
building, as well as access to our speakers/writers
bureau, our resources bank, and ourtoll freenum~r.

For a sample copy call toll free
(800) 466-4866.

The Next Step

The WildlaI}ds Project is-avision rooted
firmly in the ecological reality of
conservation biology. Implementing
that vision, however, requites
confronting another reality -the over
3 million humans added to the U.S.
population each year..

Carrying Capacity Network' is an
organization committed to taking that
next step by examining the complex
and difficult issues - like stopping
U.S. population growth-' necessary to
successfully integrate big wilderness
and arruly sustainable human society.

'.

CI'tE4"'NG Iii lusr ... uu..... l fUTU"E.,

, JOIN THE NETWORK

For just $20 you can be a part of CCN's
participatory network, initiated to '
promote a broad exchange of
information and to facilitate action on·
crucial carrying capacity issu~s such as

.A Environmental protection

.A Population stabilization

.. Ecologically sustainable economics

~ Quality of life for 'all species

FOCUS: CCN's in-depth -journal, on
'fundamental carrying capacity themes,
.is available by subscription for $20.
Each issue contains selecte-d reprints
of the very best current arid classic

-environmental essays.


